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.ABSTR.A.CT

This thesis examines the Canadian communications

environmento and contends that it i"s constantry subjected to a

tense interplay between classic liberal, tory and socialist
politicar shadings. flistory proffers the argument that the

degradation in the quality of mass media outputso since before

confederation, is linked to an imhalance in favour of crassic
liberal-ism and the profit-motive at the cost of the pubric-

service philosophy"

General-lyo the problem which this situation presents is
one which endangers the democratic processes of canada. The

citizenryts powers of discernment are ineffective unless the mass

media provide them with high quality information, understood to
contain some thoughtfut anarysis of the poriticar situation.
This thesis identifies the farJ-ing quality of informationo not
the population as the area of risk and thuso contends that action
to counteract this humbLing of the media product must surround

the voluntary or involuntary raising of information standards by

mass media companies"

Specifically, analysis of the Canadian mass media coverage

of the b{eech take negotiations has shown the present-day

manifestation of this continuing reduction in the quality of
information- The author proposes that the acceptance of ttre

tenets of classic liberalism were linked to the tendencies of the
mass media to: remain rargery uncriticar of the Þleech take



Accord; focus on superficial poriticar process at the cost of
substantive issues; overemphasize conflict and confrontation
between political leaders, and finalLy; display a subtle
geographic loyalty to their revenue base. Two general outcomes

related to these mass media inclinations were ä Lack of elevated
debate and an uninformed public" The need for a resolution is
evident, the author argues, as an informed citizenry is essential
to an effective democräcy"

The thesis concludes with the proposition that a possible
solution lies in a re-orientation of the Hartzian framework which

is here utilized to frame the canadian poritical culture. The

re-introduction of an equitable barance between the three

ideologies could impede the complete commercialization of the

mass media. Despite the massive influence of classic liberal
thought, the tory and socialist influences in Canada support the
public policy tool of state regulation (or at least supervision).
The use of pubric policy direction thuso has a precedent in the
canadian environment and so, can be utilized for the benefit of
the whole polity.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Canada is a big country. Hor,¡ we got that much of
the Earth!s surfaceo put it together politically"
continue to hold it (more or less)u is in itself,
without our quite realizing ito a major achievement.

Peter B" Waite

In recent Canadian hisLory this achievement has been

threatened by the acrimonious four year politicar debate

surrounding the Meech Lake Accord. The media prayed a vital
rol-e in this debate as the main vehicre of communication

between the government and the widely dispersed and divergent
population. !ühen the media failed to fu1fiI-l- its democratic

obrigation to the peopre, the country was driven to the brink
of disaster-

This thesis u¡iLI use the mediars role in the þ{eech take
debate as a case study to evaruate how effectivery they are

abre to baLance their democratic obligaLion to keep the public

well informed on important political issues with their profit
making function" These two aspects of the media are often in
tension and at contradictory purposes. The capitalist
accumuration motivation is encouraged by the nature of our

economic system whire the pubric information purpose is
essentiar Lo thr: operation of a vibrant riberal democracy.

ÍJhen one is ascendant, the other function suffers or is
eclipsed- rn Þleech take, the responsibitity of the media to
educate the pubric in a fair and objective manner was largely
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overridden by their desire to increase profits by often
engaging in sensationalism and irresponsibre reporting.

The probrem with media coverage of important political

events is not new or startl-ing- .å,s the thesis reveals, it is
inherent in the theoretical underpinnings of a riberal-
democracy and has manifested itserf throughout canadian

history. Hoy¡ever, the probrem is becoming more acute as the
quality of poriticar coverage continues to decline in favour

of profit maximization" The resurt is a more entertaining but
less informative media" .As the desire for public

participation in politics increaseso this problem becomes more

pressing. .A solution must be found"

The sorution is embedded in the history of the media.

The federal çJovernment has maintained a strong, regulatory

Bresence in the sector. Through more stringent regulations
and economic incentives, the government could ensure that the
media meet their obligation to inform the pubrÍc on important
poritical matters and that the quarity of news coverage meets

present minimum standards. rf handled proper]-yu this solution
would not interfere with the freedom of the press to report on

issues or to offer arternate vie¡¿s. rnsteadn it would ensure

that the media pray a role in raising the poriticar debate.

This thesis is divided into five chapters, each of
which is subdivided into usefur sections for erucidation. To

understand the present and future rore of ttre media, it is
necessary to appreciate canada?s poriticar culture. Thuso the
Lhesis begins with an examinal--ion of the Hartz-Horowixz image
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of Lhe canadian public-philosophy. .A, unifying principl_e which

accompanies this examination of the canadian mass media is
that, given the domestic political- curture q¡hich contains
conflicting elements of liberalismo toryism and socialismu and

is consequentry flartzianu the mass media are the conveyances

in arhich these contradictory impulses are manifest.

specificallyu section 2"2, which exprores the pertinent
concepts of profit accumulation and individualism (liberalism)

versus sLate direction (tory) and social_ obligations (social

democracy), ilruminates this inherent dualism. section 2.3
introduces another set of ideas which further sharpens the
focus. By utirizing the work of Fred s" siebert, Theodore

Peterson, and wilbur schramm in Four Theories of the press and

three of their models which are appticable to the canadian

situation (authoritarian, Libertari.an" and social
responsibility)o the examination frames the domestic media in
question with defining principles which they inherits from the
political environment.

chapter three remains v¡ith sieberto peterson and

schramm while identifying the most definitive aspects of the
historical evoluti.on of the Canatlian mdss media as they movecf

from enduring an authoritarian rerationship with the state
(L801-1867) u to enjoying the more libertarian age of
advertisers (186?-present), until a new injection of the state
presence arose with the ascendency of the erectronic media

(l-921-present) and the sociar-responsibirity model which

accompanicd it. To bring this explorabion into the present,
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the foIlor.¡ing section (3"5), examines the tension betq¡een the
government and private interests in the current structure of
the Canadian communications system. This chapter advances the
idea that within the history of the canadian mass media and

their rel-ationship to the state ries the solution to its
present shortcomings.

The fourth chapter moves away from the theoretical
underpinnings and the pastu and introduces the specific case

of the public, private, nationar and local mass media coverãçJe

of the Meech take ^A,ccord. Through a qua1itative examination

of the mass media coverage of these .four years of
constitutionar negotiations" separated into three phases for
clarityo this chapter provides data which a1l-ow the subsequent

evaluation of whether or not a balance in terms of objective
information and profit accumul-ation can stiLl be achieved.
This data corlection focuses on the media attitudes toward

Þleech Lake (positiveu neutraL, and negative), the production
of articles (authoro editorial, and wire service), the
substantive issues mentionedo and finalJ_y, whether articres
contained any analysis of serious issues or simpry consisted
of a review of the political process.

Chapter five moves forward to link the theoretical and

practical levels of the thesis through its utilization of the
Hartzian moder of the politicar culture as a frame for the
analysis of the information surrounding the mass media

coverage of Meech Lake. To this end, this chapter proffers
the argument: first, that the poriticar debate hras nol-
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erevated in this case; secondu that this Ìack úras assisted by

the persuasiveness of the capital accumuration motive; and

third, that this deficiency on the part of the media is
related to the majority of canadians being ignorant of the
.Agreement.

The final chapter explores the problems of an

overernphasis on profit at the cost of informing the pubric
within the media, given its performance during Meech Lake, rn

the search for a soÌution to the probrem of ensuring quarity
(not quantity) in media coverage this section examines

government regulatory pok¡ers, and thuso the precedent for a

state-directed sorution to the current low quality of
politicar coverage by the canadian mass media. A brief
discussion of the possibre solution and its potentiar given

the links to the canadian pol-itical curture is incl_uded here.
The chapter then concludes with an overview of the present

situation and some thougtrts for the future.

The canadian sLate?s and citize:nsr relationship with
the mass media has been evolving since the
politician,/publishers f irst arrived in British North .Arnerica-

To understand the motivations behind this relationship it is
rlecessary to return to the theoretical origins of the Canadian

poritical curture and the work of Louis Haztz and Gad

Horowi Lz .
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CHAPTER TVüO

C.AN.ADÄ,S LIBER,AL-DEF{OCRACY: TWO ROTES OF THE MEDI.å.

By definition the poLitical rol-e of the mass media is
significant ç.¡ithin a I-iberal-democratic state" The purpose of
this chapter is to estabrish the poJ-itical rel-evance of the

mass media through an excavation of their ideological

underpinnings" .A,n overview of the Canadian BoJ-itical culture

reveals the ideological- tenets of the communications industry

and thus, serves as a Boint of departure for i]-l-ustrating that
our evorving poritical culture shapes the current canadian

mass media.

Four areas of exploration reveal the interdependence of

the political cul-ture and the media. First, a general

overview of Canadian political culture illustrates that it is
Hartzian in natureu composed of a predominance of Liberalism

colored by lesser tory and socialist influences - second" the

examination narrows to concentrate on three rel-evant aspects

of the established polilica1 culture and their manifestation

v¡ithin the mass media. The aspects of significance to this

thesis which reveal- the tension within the mass media include:

the predominclnce of the accumulation function and the

pervasiveness of individualism; the vigorous role of ideas and

information in a liberal democracy; and, the acceptance of

state direction and social obrigation as a result of the tory
and socialist shadings.

Third, a concise summary of the collaboration of

siebert, Peterson and schramm in the Four lheories of the
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Press ¡eveals the classical- rationales for the varied models

of the press" The linkage betrøeen the political_ culture and

the domestic media is further borstered here. Finalryo a

comprehensive conclusion Links the generaI political_ culture
to the three relevant aspects of the mass media and

concurrentlyu to the siebertian rationales for the expected

press models. The expJ-oration of these four areas thuso

narrows the examination from an overvieur of the canadian

political curture to the specific aspects of the mass media

sector which are relevant to the thesis.

.A.lthough the definition of a poriticar culture stems

from the ideological rearm of politics" it is useful for the

implementation of pubric poricy. David v.J. Belr explains
that,

political- culture Iwhich encompassesl beliefs and valuesrerated to poritics, attitudes to the pol-itical system
and to poritical issues, and commonry accepted stãnclardsof poritical behaviour . refrects l-ongstanding
traditions to which individuals become stiongly
attached. (8e11 1990, 13?)

These beriefs, attitudes and standards herd by canadians äre

addressed by poJ-icy-makers u¡hen they seek sorutions to pubric
policy problems-

The canadian potiticar culture sets the parameters for
political debate within the nation" Berl further explains
that the domestic politicaJ. cul-ture affects the politicians
by,
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providing the range of acceptabLe values and standard.s
upon which they can draw in attempting to jusLify their
poLicies. Unless a politicatLy viable justification
can be attached to a controversial policy" it wilt not
usually be adopted. (8e11 1990¿ L3S)

Thus, those attitudes, beliefs and standards commonly herd by

canadians eliminate the extremes in the politicaJ- dialogueu

both between the governing and the citizens and among the

governed. Given the subtle influence of political culture or¡

domestic politicar discussion, it is appropriate to narrow the

exploration to the canadian case as defined by Louis Hartz.

2-L.L touis Hartz: Visionary of the Canadian Reality

The canadian political Landscape contains the differing

elements of riberalism, conservatism and socialism. Hartz

argues that the poliLical ídeologies of new countries, such as

those in North .america are the result of ä process calred
Ffragmentationw (ÍIartz 1957 I 4) which occurred in Europe after

new political- ideologies had arisen to cha1l_enge the oLd

systems- erÄ poritical ideology is a doctrine or set of ideas

which purports to provide a comprehensive explanation of
political arrangementsw (Hanzer 1985, 9)" A new ideology can

be said to be gaining support when it is seen to more crearly

and correctly explain the poritical climate and arrangements.

As a new or old ide<-rlogy breaks off from the European

atmosphere it becomes one of Hartzes

fragments " lwhich] when . it is detached from
the whole lof the nation]o and hurled outward onto new
soil- . Loses the stimulus toward change that the
whole providcs. ft l.rpses into a kind of immobility.
(Hartz 1957, 3)
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These Hartzian fragments which escape the European political

system form the political culture of the young countries where

they take root"

rn his examination of the fragments, Hartz found that
once a fragment frabandoned its past opposition it also lost
its futureffi and *¡ith it any possibility of evolution (Hartz

L957 , B ) " His argument as to why this r¡ras so¿ is thato the

fragment as a resurt had no other ideology to interact with,
and so¿ wourd become a pure t¡pe of ideology which woultl

finaJ-Ly become stagnant" This stagnation occurred in the

united states where any questioning of the basic beriefs of
l-iberar democracy is condemned as anti-.American. This narrow

political view is ill-ustrated clearly in Hartzes

charact-erization of the,

puritan ly¡hol must convert puritanism itselfo the one
thing he has, into a new nationalism which denies the
humiliation of the ol_d. He must convert it intow.Americanismw, a new national spirit und.er the sun,
grander than anything the world has ever seen.(Hartz 7"957, 11)

Difficulties with this nationalism arise when the treasured

concepts of capitalism and free competition crash with the

staters need to intervene in the public interest (for instance
in the mass media when the publicos democratic right to be

informed is endangered).

Despite the hegemony of classic riberalism in canada,

tÌre danger of such a narrov¡ natic¡¡ralism does not exist in
Canada given the ÍIartzian triumvirate of political ideologies
which form the domestic political curture- The canadian
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pol-itical evolution is unique in the sense thato into its
ideological consequence, the liberal, conservati.ve and the

socialist political views were absorbed. Despite the

predominänce of the liberal ideology in the Hartzian

interpretation, this interpretation is broad enough to
encompass the three fragments.

The canadian liberalism introduced here and utilized
throughout the thesis is defined by its maintenance of many of
the tenets of crassic liberalism. ^Arnong others, these

incrude: the pursuit of profit in the serf-interest of the

individual, at the cost of the corlective; a pracement of the

collective good firmLy under the individuat and an aversion to
government intervention or regulation of the kind discussed by

Ronald Manzer below. Thus, classic liberalism wirl- be the
concept understood to be at issue when the term liberarism is
¡eferred to bel-ow.

rn contrast to this broad Hartzian framework, with its
crassic riberal tenets is the more narrow explanation of the
policy environment from Ronald Manzer. The fundamental

underlyirrg principle of this Manzerian anarysis is that there
is ¿l Lension between modern economic and ethical liberalism
(to the excrusion of toryism and socialism) in the ärea of
pubric policy formation. Despite this specialization of
ideology a benefit of Manzerss work is that it confirms the

liberaf presence within the canadian potitical beriefs,
attitudes and standards.
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Giverr the tory and socialist aspects of the canadian

political paradigm" this domestic liberalism contains some but

not all of the major tenets of classic liberalism. Hanzer

summarizes these as followso

in l-iberal- theory the resort to reäson is thejustification for arr actionn . peopre are viewed as
conflictual and competitive in their relations, however
this competition and individual self-interest can
contribute to ensure the collective well-beingo as
well as the freedom of the individuar to gain capital
and material goods as a result of their equality of
opportunity. The primary function of the government
is to ensure economic progress by setting and enforcing
the market rures and only intervening when the fair
competition in the market breaks down. (t{anzer 1985¿ j_j.)

This is however, not the case in canada as stated above where

the unigue canadian public philosophy is the resurt of the
combined and often confrictual influences of riberarism,
toryism and sociarism. .4, tempering force to the riberalism is
the present yet diminishing element of toryism.

Despite his view that the canadian po1-itical state is
driven purely by liberarism, within Manzerrs work one finds a

concise summary of the characteristics of toryism which,

accepts the appeal to tradition as a justification for
action, . [andl emphasizes a hierarchical social
order maintained under a central authority. tltalsol stresses the i.mportance of community values and
class harmony in which each person has specified
obligations and privi.leges which they must obey despite
their conflictual, warring and sirrful nature.
.å.ccordingry, the primary sociar good is ¡rccurity and tt¡eprinary government function is ensuring sociar order.(Hanzer 1985, 10)

consequentryo the concurrent acceptance of the major aspects

of these two founding ideologies ensures that neither pure

Iiberalism nor conserv¿itism reigns sltpreme.
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Manifestations of this toryism in Canacla are expJ-ained

when one examines Reg [,Ihitakerrs argument that ¡rcanada is an

anti-democratico hierarchical, centrally controrled countryw

(tdhitaker 1-992 ü zO-ZLl- . Specif icaLJ_yo this position is
emphasized below in his comparison of canadian and American

poriticar evorution and f.inkages to Great Britain. .A,ccording

to !ùhitakeru canadians simp1y accept inequarity between

different crasseso interests and governments as a matter of
course. Thus" a comparison betv¡een the ^American poritical

situation as the liberal democratic contrast to the Canadian

poriticar image revears several characteristics of a tory

state which canada possesses. To this endu whitaker utilizes
the Ämerican environment in juxtaposition to the canadian one-

$lhitakerrs comparison begins with the examination of

the two nationse founding documents. Ãccording to &Ihitaker,

the ñwe the people Ipopulist flavor of .â.merican Constitution

when compared to thel Peace, order and Good Government'

mandate of the canadian state reveals a hidden agenda in the

canadian case (!ùhitaker L992, 2f ). The state is to nmaintain

direct control over national deveropmentw (whitaker Lggzs 1d).

This comparison of founding documents and the expected state
role then does reveal that canada contains tory elements.

ÉJhibaker extends this anarysis to the rel-ative strength of the

two nationso ties with Britain.

This contrast illustrates the presence of tory

influences in Canada compared to the tiberalism of the Urritcd

states. rn canada" the peaceful evol-ution of the nation from
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col-ony to independent commorrwealLh member resul_ted in the
maintenance of close poriticalo cuJ-tural and economic ties
vçith Great Britain. The maintenance of these close ties with
England

engendered an anti-.american, anti-l-iberal political
structure whire the ties to the monarchy and the
Commonwealth lecl to a faith in the direction of
centralized leadership in maintaining a country's
sovereignty" (Whitaker L99Zs 11)

converseryo in the .A,merican case, that nation v¡anted to cut
a1I- ties to Britain and its citizens feared too much

centralized state authority" a, succinct expression of this
theme is provided in John stuart Hillrs classicat essay on

Liberty, in which he asserts mthat every restraint imposed by

the state is badw (Macridis 1,992, 40). Thus, in the Canadian

case, this lirrkage was able to spawn a form of pragmatic

socialism v¡hich rose to counter the individualistic economic

pressures of liberalism.

Economic l-iberalism sought to provide the entrepreneurs
with the opportunity to operate theiz private enterprises,
accumulate profits and expanrl their holdings. Economic

(liberal-) capitarists are not interested in the good of the
communityo and so place the collective interest well- below the
maintenance of a free market prace which is abre to operaLe

with minimal government interference. Ãn example of this
¡¿ouLd be John Locke?s concept of Ëresource appropriation in
which economic growth results .Erom private individuar
enterprise in settling and deveroping the rand and exploiting
its resourt:es* (ìlanze¡ LgBs, zz). This justification by its
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profit-oriented wording illuminates the producer and product

relationship that the liberat capitalists saw developing

between themselves and the land.

In contrast to the l-iberal focus on individual benefit

through productionu the socialist strain within the Canadian

world view seeks overarl community benefit through the

erimination of inequal-ity. canadian socialism was imported by

British immigrants, much like conservatism ktrasd, but its
influence in canada has not been as strong. This British
sociarism which has evolved into the canadian hybrido differs
from the .American form of sociarism in two ways. canadian

socialism is un-american,

in the sense that it is a significant and legitimate
poritical force in canada, Iwhire it isl insignificant
and alien in the United States. lThese two strains of
socialism alsol do not speak the same language. . fn
canada socialism is British, non-Harxist and worldly; in
the United States it is German, I'farxist and
otherworldly- (Horowitz 1991, L69)

Given this acceptance of pragmatic socialism in canada it is
not surprising that it is able to co-exist with liberalism and

toryism in the Canadian political spectrum.

The practicality of canadian soci-a1ism defines not

onl-y its characteristics but arso its major goals. Despite a

divergence from the Àmerican socialism, to sonre rJcgrce its

existence in Canada approaches that supported by

.American union leader samual Gompers . who believecl
that the goal of trade unionists and socialists arike
shourd l¡e . higher pay¿ better working conditions,
greater security of emplo1.ment" and other such
benefits. .?r (Christian and Campbell 1989, 58)
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Such goals woul-d d,ecrease the inequality between Canadians and

so achieve a Canadian socialist victory.

The previous examination illustrates that Canadars

politicar curture is founded from a group of fragments. The

dominant liberalism of Hanzer is thus col-oured by the lesser
tory and sociarist influences illuminated by Hartz and

Horowitz. This ideological- diversity is not a singurar
poriticar viewo but a collection of three separate views.

llartz and llorowiLz have been accused of being overly
simplistic in their view of the Canadian potitical

environment. Despite this criticism, a useful aspect of this
approach which utilizes the three-ford image of canadian

politics is that the search for a solution does not require an

abandonment of the political theory of Iiberalism" but rather
a better balance between the three concepts. The speculation
as to practicar solutions to the probrems within the mass

media at the concl-usion of this work will embrace this idea of
equilibrium.

.4. perusal of the criticism of this Hartzian hypothcsis

suggests that the acceptance of these three ideologies in the
Canadiarì case is too simplistic and ignores woþvic¡us facts'e

which are contained within the Canadian political situatior¡
(Forbes .].987, 295) (For ä cornprehensive list of these

critiques see Forbes 1987).

fn answer bo this criticism this author contends that
the use of the Hartzian framework to review generar facets of
the can.rcli.rn poritical cul-turc, especiarly wiLh regarcl to
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English Ganada is varid" .As in the case of arL coLlegiar
political discourseo both the critics and Hartz-Horowitz cän

be interprete<l with the caveat that, mothers are v¡ithin their
rights to describe things differentlym (Forbes l-98? d zg9).

Harlczes major supporter Gad florowitz fortifies their
hypothesis with his observation that the canadian political

underpinnings are shaped not by one fragment but rather by

three which have broken off from the politicat environment of
Europe- canada is wnot a simpre country to govern nor to
analyze* (vipond 1989, viii), a point u¡hich is further
illuminated in florowiXz?s adept observation thato

the three components of English Canadian political_
culture have not developed in isolation from one
another; each has developed in interaction v¡ith the
others. Our toryism and our socialism have been
moderated by our liberalism. But" by the same token,
our liberarism has been rendered wimpurew in Ämerican
termso through its contact.s with toryism and socialism.(Horowitz L991, 170)

This relationship can describe the varied yet tension fiIled
atmosphere which forms the canadian political culture.

The canadian political curture as previousl-y defined,
Ís composed of the fragments of liberalism" toryism and

socialism. The interaction between these three ideologies in
forming the Canadian political_ view,

affects what people view äs appropriate areas of
governmental action, . it shapes the perception of
politically zelevant problems, . it influences
beliefs about who should be assigned responsibiliLy for
solving problemsn . and what kind of sorutions are
likely to work.n (8e11 L99O, 138)

Hence" the competing presence of the three ideologies

illuminates the ambivalence with which government intervcntion
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is viewed in an industry. Äs was discussed, riberalism
discourages it while toryism and sociarism embrace it-

This ideological conflict also illustrates the Canadian

state¡s differing levels of legitimacy as the regulator within
the communications industry. Liberalism defines the
government position as intrusiveu as it contravenes the
freedom of the individual for the good of the community. rn
contrast toryism and socialism support state activity and

intervention in the interest of the coÌlectivity. This

tension within the political culture is tinked to the similar
confl-ict within the Canadian mass media between the I-iberally
supported accumuration function and the colrectiveì_y-based

acceptance of some state reguration when the interpray of
poritical ideas is not operating freely. These confricts and

contradictions within the political paradigm are indicative of
the interaction between the three ideologies as they jockey

for the position of dominance in the formation of mass media

policy.

2-2 Three Hedia Characteristics:
The Reflection of Hartz

The definition of the canadian poÌitical culture
illustrates the fact that riberalism interacts with toryism
and socialism from a position of ascendancy. This ranking
of the political idec.rlogics is ¡eflecl-ed in the general

tensions within the mass media. This particular study is
limited to concer'ìl-r¿rte on three aspects of this inte¡actio¡
manifest in the media.
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The first significant characteristic of the canadian

mass rnedia is that the liberally-inspired concepts of

accumu}ation and individualism are predominant. second, the

importance of ideas and information in a I-iberaL-democracy is
addressed. Thirdu the accommodation with liberalism to which

the tory and socialist pressures aspire, wirl be examined

through their acceptance of state direction and of Lhe concept

of social obrigation respectively" The discussion of these

three characteristics of the canadian mass mcdia ¿rrrd l-heir

ideological underpinnings suggests a Iinkage between a

countryes general political culture and its domestic

communications industry.

l-2-I -ã,ccumulation and f ndividualism:
Ascendent LiberaLism

.ås introduced previously, the Liberal ideology in
canada is rendered impure through its contact with the tory
and socialist fragments- Despite this impuríxyu the strength

of liberalism is reveal-ed through the predominance of two of
its fundamental tenets " The first of these is the profit

accumuration function which is closely bound to the second,

the liberal acceptance of individualism- Rowland torimer and

Jean McNuIty expl.lin that

until the 1960s, netarspapers and broadcasters had
managed to persuade the gover¡rment and the public that
the profit levels of media industries were relatively
low. [üith the publication of the Report of the Special
Senate Committee on the Mass Media, headed by Keith
Davey" that little fallacy was exploded. (Lorimer anrl
FlcNuIty 1991, 190 )
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consequentry" it became clear Lhat the profit-accumulation

function had been predominant in the sector ar1 alongu with
i'media corporations constantly surpassing the profit levers of
both the manufacturing and the retaiL industriesn at times
ç¡ith a gap of ten percentw (to¡imer and McNulty 199I_, j.90).

-A-s recentl-y as 1992s wthe Thomson corporation garnered a
profit margin of seventeen percentw despite the current
recession (t+Iaddell L993 ) .

.as awareness of the importance of the accumuration

function increasedo so too did government investigation into
its effects on the quality of coverage, especiarly as

pertained to the concentration of ovrnership in the newspaper

industry" This initiative began to endanger what liberats saÞr

crs the sanctity of individual freedom to operate without
government interference.

The Kent Commission in 1992 made several
recolnmendations to count-er Lhe ¡rossible profit motives of the
media Õr^¡ners or operators and thus, rimit their economic

frced,om" Thcse recommendations incruded implementing

a series of measures to restrict concentration and tolimit the irtfluence of corporate ohrners in the editorialrooms of the newspapers that they or+ned. - [rlhen ttrecorunission's Report was rereasecl on 18 .A.ugust 1981u thei'dustry response wa¡i hystericar denunci.ation.(F'Ietcher and Taras l_990, Zj3l
This move l^ras seen as an unwarranted government intrusion into
the media industryo and was denounced as such by the
beneficiaries of the profit motive. The c¡iticism of this
govcrnntent inL¡usion stcms f¡um l-!re libertarian medi¿r mod.e I
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which claims that wthe media wiLl- be controlled by the .self

righting process of truthro in the "free market-place of
ideas? and the courtsw (siebert, peterson and schramm 1.956,

7') - To some degree theno the ideorogicaL appear of the
freedom of the individual, serves as the practical
justification for the mass media Bolicy of wpursuing high
profit marginsw (WaddeIl 1993) "

Given this rinkage, the limits that are pLaced on the
profit-making capacity of the private corporations (which are
viewed as individuals) are viewed negativery by liberars. As

was discussed above the primary function of the government is
the provision of weconomic progressw which to the individual
corporate owner, suggests the freedom to accumuLate wealth
through his or her communications enterprise (l'fanzer LgB5,

27r- Äny state actions that p,rourd ]-init the prof it-making
ability and autonomy of such ventures ç¡ourd be viewed ds

viol-ations of the companiese or owners? liberty-

To revi"ew, the predominance of the liberar ideorogy in
the Canadian political paradigm advanced the argument that the
profit accumul-ation function and concentration on individuat
freedom would h.rve strong influences within the conmunications
secto¡. Ttris w¿rs found to be the case as evidence of this
strength has been ilrustrated through: the mass mcdia?s

attempts to camouflage their profits; their appeal to the
public for the freedom of the individual presses to accumulate

those profits; and, their objection to government intervention
even for the .s.rke of the communiLy- The ideological appeal.
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for the freedom of individual media was used às justification

for the accumuration functiono a situation whicÌr left the

actuar provision of quality information open to speculation.

2"2.2 ldeas and Information: tiberal Democracy .at Work

The justification for label1ing the communj_cations

sector as unique among other industries such as manufacturing

and retail is closely attached to än awareness of the product

which it provides, information" rn a liberal democracy such

as canada this mass media offering is vital to the continued

legitimacy of the political system. Ä. democratic process

assumes the free exchange of Ídeas and information, and in
canada the mass media is the vehicre through which this
function is carried out.

Ã.s an examination of the reality of tÌre Canaclian mass

media situation does not reveal a communications utopiao

wherein every citizen has the capability to establish their
own viable ner^rspèper or broadcasting station l-o communicate

their opinion, restrictions on press freedoms must be

utirized. Thus" the canadian mass media do not enjoy complete

freedom, and the state is active in countering the loss of
information which results from the liberal drive for profit.

fn Lhe Canadian case, given its vast geography and

sparse population, the t¡ansmi.ssion of information serves two

purposes" First, it maintains citizen arlrareness of poritical

events and second, through this awàreness, it unites canadians

acroÍ5s the regions- Both of these functions are carried out
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to some extent through the CBCrs governmentally funded

existence" Given the importance of bolstering the potitical

collective in Canada this media company is viewed as a

cultural ägency whose mandate it is

first Ito providel a ba]-anced service of enlightenment
and entertainment for people of different ages,
interests and tastes, covering the whole range of
programming in fair proportion. ISecond to] actively
contribute to the.fLow and exchange of cultural
information. tÄnd finatlyl to contribute to the
development of national unity and provide for a
continuing expression of Ithe] Canadian identity.
(Government of Canada l-985, 3)

This policy is clearly nationaÌistic and suggesLs that

exchange of ideas, both cultural and political is necessàry

for the continuing vitality of a Canadian nation.

The flow of political dialogue creates the continuing

discourse in which the canadian politicar culture is played

out" vlithout this exchange of ideas which rise to charlenge

the established order, Canada could faI1 prey to the

stagnati'on which Hartz proposed would forrow the adoption of a

single ideology. For the mass media the maintenance of ä

political exchange is vital as Lhe transmission of the

dial-ogue is their raison dretre.

The importance of l-he n¡aintenance of an inf ormation

exchange which corttains a Canadiarr perspective is enr¡>tr,tsizecl

when one realizes t.he man¡rer in which modern communications

systems and techrrc¡logies are homogcnizing the ideas produced.

An area in v¡hich canada has lost much of its abirity to assert
,its nationarism is that of internationar ( or even nat ional )

nevrs gather ing.
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Given the v¿st mass cornmunications network v¡hich

stretches äcross the globe it is not surprising that there is
an increase in the use of v¡ire services " vipond found this to
be the case in her study of the canadian mass media. The

media corporations pay ¿ì fraction of the price but stitl have
stplenty of copy?' (Vipond 1989, 7'I) - ^ê,lthough this method of
news-gathering is prof,itable and satisfies liberal criteriau
it destroys the possibility of a unique mcanadian vievrpointw
(Soderlund I-99L ã 28O).

Given the financiar inducements to use wire services
canadian media will not spend their profits on sending staff
reporters out Lo get independent coverage" This failure to
provide a vigorous diarogue results in a situation q¡here

þIilbur Schramm explains thato

despite the ldifferent] revels of taste and kinds of
need lwithin the pubriclo - the mass media radles upa - common-denominator broth which appeals somewhatto each and satisfies none. (Schramrn 19601 651_)

Thus, this disirlusionment with the tyranny of the center
illustrates the proposition that the exchange of a high
caliber of infoxmation as well as a large quantity of ideas is
necessary to fulfi11 the democraLic demands on ä

communi-cat ions company.

To su¡nmarize, the importance of information and ideas in
thc mass media stems first, from its use by the mass media as

the justification for their uniqueness (and thuso their
ability to counter government intervention v¡ith freedom of the
presl] arguments)- second, its significance stems from the
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role of information exchange in the maintenance of national

unity and vitalityo through such institutions as thc cBc. .ê.nd

finallyu the importance of information is related to its part

in counteracting the increasi.ng emphasis on the fight for
profit at the cost of quality coverage. .å,s was introduced

previously, the loss of quarity information due to the drive
to maximize monetary returns is what justifies the government

initiatives on behalf of the colrectivity" a phenomenon

supported by the tory and socialist fragmentsu as will be

discussed below"

2-2.3 State Directions and Social Obligations

Although the liberal ideology is strongest in the

triBartite politicar culture of canada, its r:lominance is
coloured by the existence of the tory and socialist fragments

as introduced by Hartz. These two secondary frameworks affcch
the relationship between the canadian political culture and

the m.rss media in two significant ways" The tory influence

allows an open acceptance of staLe direction in the mass media

through their deference to authority, whiLe the sociarist
pressures advance the conce¡rt of assigning an amount of social
responsibility and obligation to the communications industry.
Given the definition of the canadian poritical culture
proposed in the overview, it is possible for decision-makers

to draw on the appears to the goorJ of the corl-ective and

social obligations of Lhe press in c¡rder to jusLify a statc
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directed solution to the dearth of high quality mass media

coverage.

Thc liberal- emphasis on the individual is countered by

the public-service orientation by virtue of its ror.e in
supporting a shared good. This collective focus is based in
canada?s two less influential" fragments. .As discussed above,

the conservative arrd sociarist ideorogies share a berief in
the importance of the co}l-ective over the individual. This
support for a public-service orientation Leads smoothly to the
social-responsibility moder of the presso which has the major

premise thab

freedom carri-es concomitant obligations; and the press
virhich enjoys a privil-eged position under our
governments, is obriged to society to carry out certain
essential functions of mass comrnunications in
contemporary society. . To the extent that the
press does not assume its responsibirities, some other
agency lsuch as the Canadian government] must see that
the essential functions . are carried out.(Sieberto Peterson and Schramm j_9S5 o 74)

Both the tory and socialist can accept this government

reguration, and so provide the political basis for thc social
obligations of the media. Frederick J. Fletcher and Daphne

Gottlieb Ta¡as observed that mthe media tend to reinforce the
dominant institutionar and culturar patterns of authority* and

thereforc, ël legitim;rte state intrusion into the policy-maki¡g
arenä can cour¡ter the current liberal cclebration of the

individual (Fletcher and Taras ]-gg}, 233) -

There is however, a tendency on the part of thc ¡nedia

to support the mairttenance of the collective acceptance of t¡e
prescnt sociar construction. rn the canadian case once again,
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this is tempered by the tory and socialist viev¡s. t¡Ihen media

corporations grovJ tourard giantism (as the newspaper

corporations in canada do) Bagdikian reveals the fact that

the - gravest loss is in the self-serving censorship
of political and social ideaso in news¿. - - [and] in
broadcasting. . Most of the screening is subtle,

. as r,vhen subordinates learn by habit to conform to
the owners? ideas. (Bagdikian 1990, 45,

rn canadao given the presence of the Lory and socialist
poritical- strains, the complete freedom of the mass media

owners is not accepted" Evidence of the legitimacy of the

state participation is found in the Royar commissions and

inquiries which are conducted approximately every decade. The

caplan-sauvagneau Task Force is an exampre of this phenomenon.

The recomrnendations of the Task Force into

Broadcasting policy of 1986 provide examples of the

conservative acceptance of state direction in the reaLm of
private media interests, which liberals bel-ieve shourd be

treated to a more completely laissez-faire attitude by

government- contrary to the liberal ideology theno and in

agreement with the collectivist approach, the Task Force

concluded that

the Canadian Broadcasting system was in crisis. - The
problems were clear enough: inadequate Canad.ian
programming; . insufficient performance programming
by the private sector in English Canada; . and a
gerrcral reluctance to give priority to tlie social goals
of broadcasting Ipolicyl. (Government of Canada 1986, 2)

This actual- state of affairs illustratcs clearly the

predominance of some classic liberal tenets in canada, however

the criticism aclvances thc col lectivist paracìi gnr- Thi.s
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concern of the Task Force illustrates a uniquely canadian

based philosophy" The members saw these probrems as hurting
the canadian comrnuniLy in the rong run. The capJ_an-sauvagneau

committee found fault with the private sector which in the
mind of the public-service adherents,

should complement the pubric sector at reast to the
extent of conl-ributing to the fulfilrment of the social_
objectives of the.Broadcasting Äct. " The private
sector was not contrÍbuting enough" (Government of
Canada 1986 u 2l

Thus, the collectivist goals !{ere emphasized by the government

inquiry and provided substantial criticism of the liberal
concentration on the individual and the accumulation function.
The tory and social-ist strains in the canadian political

culture also counteracted the riberal inspired fear of any

increase in government regulation.

-å.ccording to the Liberal philosophy, any increase in
this government commÍtment would resurt, in unrnrarranted

restrictions on the profits and autonomy of boLh media

companies and advertisers. However, according to the

conservative noti-on this increased regulation would simply
place justifiable restrictions on the freedom of the presso in
order to protect the community in this democratic country.
Tl¡e ranking of the individuat and the community in these

opposing ideologies thus shapcs thcir perceptions of the

statets actions. An exampre of the c<.rmmunity based policy
r¿hich would l-re criticized by the individualist advertisers
but, supported by social.ists, was the proposed private conìpany

strbsidization discussed tielow-
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The socialist views äs was discussed abovcs places

social obligations on the media. To this end, given the

importance of the maintenance of the pubric potiticar

discourse it is not unusual that the socialist view would also
support the past Þfinister of Communications Marcel llassees

proposar that the profits of the individual private media

corporations be redistributed to provide sul¡sidization to the
pubricry owned cBc. (This tziar ba1Loon was fl-oated in the
Globe and Mailo 14 lüovember lggTt A6).

such a proposal wourd outrage a ]-iberal-minded owner or

operator who wourd craim as libertarian media adherents do

that Rthe individualrs liberty to pursue wearth in economic

competition is paramountn (Siclrert, Peterson and Schramm 195G,

70) - Despite this outcryn howevero the ideological discourse

wouLd be maintained and consequently, the tory and sociarist
commitment to state direction and the social obligations of
the press sustained"

To review, in canada the tory and sociarisL poritical

idcologies moderate the excesses of riberarism through their
acceptance of st¿rte directic;¡r and the social obligations of
the press respectively. Specifically througli thcirn
acquiescence to legitimate authority, acceptance of frequent

state inquiries, deference to the governmentfs power to limit
the freedom of mass media owrlers, and, their agreement wihÌ¡

the concept of subsidization, these second.ary ideorogies
support the importance of community in canacla- This tension
on the plane of political cul.ture will according to siebert,
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Peterson and schramm be reflected in their models of the
press.

2-3 Fouz Theories:
PoIitica1 Culture and the Pfedia

Pioneering work in the communications field was

undertaken in the 1950s in an attempt to estabrish a

connection between political culture and the mass media-

within this movement, the Four Theories of the press was a

collaborative effort betweer¡ three theorists. Despite the
fact that this book was published in Lgs6, its theoretical
nature makes it just as useful today when examining the mass

media of canada" .4, review of the critiques of the work of
Sieberto Peterson and Schranm reveal-s that as recentl-y as 1991

this study has been classified as mthe seminal work in tthcl
area of [mass media studieslw (Sodertund 1gg1¿ 268). The

rudimentary nature of this contribution stretches its utility
to encompass the politicar role of modern media (erectronic)

as wel-l as the older method (print), as they both play the
role of information providers " This view is supported by

returning to the general arguments of the contribut<¡rs to this
study of the social responsibilities of the mass communication

actors.

These essays share one centrar thesis statement which

is introduced by Fred S. Siebert who explains that"
the press always takes on the form arrd cororation of thcsocial and poJ_itical sl-ructures within which it
operates. Especially, it ¡eflecbs the system of soci¿¡l_
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control whereby the relations of individuals and
institutions are adjusted. . (siebert" peterson and
Schramm L956o 2)

Thus, the work of sieberto Pel-erson and schrarnm is directry
relevant to the canadian case wilhin t.tris thesis and the

attempts to i1lusl-rate the tie between tÌre Hartzian political

cul-tu¡e and the similar tension within the mass media.

.å,ccording to the thesis of this work then, to
understand the mass media conglomerates or public

organizations which have arisen throughout historyu a close

examination of the surrounding society must be compteted on

several 1evels. Àccording to siebert, peterson and schramm

one has to look closely at certain basic beliefs and
assumptions that the society hoLds: the nature of man,
the nature of society and the state, the reration of man
to the state, and the nature of knowredge and truth I in
other words the potitical culturel. Thus, in the last
analysis the <lifference in press systems is one of
philosophy. (Siebert, Peterson and Schramm 1956, 2)

This argument then, allows the authors to estabrish the

val-idity of the idea that the societies which contain
philosoptricaL foundations of the authoritariano ribertariano
socially resporlsible or soviet-communist corouration wilt
cause electronic ancl print n¡edia institutions of the same

nature to develop. This discussion will be limited to a brief
summary of the first three of siebert?s modcrs of the press as

the soviet-communist moder is not appricabre to the canadian

caSe.

.5iebert, Peterson .rnd Schr.rnrm developed an eight
factor.rnalysis to estabtish thc similarities and differences
between the four theorics whicli they examine. These faclors
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include; where and when the theories developedu the philosophy
out of which they developedu the chief purpose of the mass

media during that time, v¡ho had the right to use the nrediao

how the media were controlredu what behavior by the media was

forbiddenu media ownership, and finalry, essential differences
of the media of one type from the others. The first model

r+hich was examined through these eight factors was the
authoritarian one.

The authoritarian model- of the press stemmed f¡om the
philosophy which placed the benefit of the collective over the
individual. According to siebert the wbroad idea that the
potentiatity of the individual- r¿as immeasurably increased by

his participation in societyw r¡ras largely responsible for the
institution of such press controls (siebert" peterson and.

Schramm 1956d 10), It ç¡as the duty of the statc to act as the
agent of society and thus, *a comprete deference to the
control of the çlovernment v¡as accepted* (siebert" peterson and

schramm 1956, 11). Brieflyo some main characteristics of this
theory of the press ërre that;

it was spawned in 16th and l?th century Engrand from aberief in the absolute pohrer of the monarcño its mediauspurpose was to support and advance the policies of thegovernment, the media were operated by whoever could get
a royar patent" vrere contro]led by government patents,
guilds, licensing and somctimes censorship" -nã any
criticism of politicar machinery or official_s in power
by the private or pubtic owners, vJas forbitlderr.(Sieberto Peterson and Schramm 1956, Z)

The emph.rsis on the mass media in this casc r^rõls on the statr:
control of its function and the maintenance of the loyal
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service it could provide for the community. There was

therefore, no check on the power of Lhe government by l-he

press in this case"

siebert, Peterson and schramm propose that the media

model which rises to address this deficit is the libertarian
type" similar to the liberal ideology at its root this model_

emphasizes freedom and the individual pursuit of the truth.
Siebert expl.ains that the basic characteristics of this media

model are as f ollorss:

ft developed out of the general philosophy of
rationalism and natural rights in England and the
united states after l-688, and is influentiar ersewhere;
the purpose of its media is to inform, entertain, selr,
discover the truth, and check çJovernment power. itre
chiefly private corporations were owned by those with
the economic means to do so and were operated in the
frce market place of ideas, with the truth and the
courts äs guards against defamation, obscenity"
indecency" and wartime sedition. (siebertn peterson and
Schramm 1-956ã 7)

consequently, in answer to the state predominance of the
previous model the libertarian model- turned the community and

individual relationship on its head. siebert explains thatu
slibertarians arr agree that the prime function of
society is to advance the inte¡ests of its individual membersw

(Siebert, Peterson and Schramm 1955 o 4O) - The complete

exclusion of thc state from cc¡ntrol of the m.rss medi¿r cär¡ bc

rinked to the increase in concentration of ownership of the
comrnunications industry. The concomitant lack of adept

politicar commentary, however, had to be addressed, and was

through the introtluction of the third model.
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rt was l-he social-responsibility model of the press

which rose to counter the excesses of t-he libertarian theory
and force the media to assume their unique obligation to the
community" .As Peterson explains" this model

developed out of the concept that the media was to
inform, to entertainn to sellu buto mainly to raise
conflict to the plane of discussion. .anyone with
something to say was permitted to use the mostry private
media, and serious invasion of recognized private rights
and vital social interests was prevented by courmunity
opinion, consumer action and professional étrrics. The
trustworthy media were obrigated to assume their social
responsibility, and if they r-lid not someone had to
ensure that they did. (siebert" peterson and schramm
l_956, 7',|

Thuso the individualist importance of the presses0 freedom is
here repraced by an emphasis on its colrective responsibility
to society.

This brief review of the major tenets of the three
theories of the press illustrates the cl_ose link between the
societies of the differcnt countries and the conmunications;

industries which they spawned. Henceo the relationship
between the canadian political culture as crescribed by Hartz

and our domestic mäss media can be exprored here utilizing a

sirnilar set of media criteria to determine the similarities-

2.4 Conclusion:
C.¡rratlian Politics and Hedia Linkaqes

The major argument ¡¿hich arises from this examination
of thc historical development of thc mass medi.r is that the
poriticar curture of a society in question is the major

tlcterminant of the type c¡f communicatio;is institutions which
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resurt. rn the canadian caseo the poliLical ideologies of
conservatism, Iiberalism and socialism interact in a po1itical
balance. Íilit.hin this contradictory relationship the opposing

rol-es of the mass media are played out.

These tensions are manifest in the three aspects of the
media discussed previously, those being; the predominance of
the accumulation function and individualism (liberal-ism)o the
importance of ideas and information (riberar-democracy) u and

the tory and socialist supported acceptance of state direction
and sociar obligations, respectivel_y. The three poLiticar
fragments illuminate the link between riberarl_y-base<1

capitalism (profit-motive) and the freedom of the press to
compete unobstructed in the mmarket-prace of ideasw in
opposition to its obrigation to ensure that the citizens can

exercise a well-informed right to vote (pubric-service)
(Siebert, Peterson and Schramm l_956 I 44,). Thusu the
interaction of the ideologies provide the thcoretical basis
fo¡ a politic¿r1 role of the mass media in Canada.

The ideological similarity betwecn the governmcnt of
the time and the operation of the press is a phenomenon

labeled by Fred s- sieberto peterson and schramm in The Four

Theories of the Press. TÌris examiriation of tÌle

"authoritarian, libertarian" social responsibil.íty and soviet-
communist concepts of what the press should be and do.r can be

applied to the specific discussion of the mass media in Canada

despite its general application to the world of communications
(Siebert" Peterson and Schramm 1956, i ) - Às SiebcrL r:xplairrccl
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above it is from the surrounding politicar and social
environment that the mass communications Índustry receives its
underlying characteristics. Henceo in canada the dyn;rmic

characteristics of the three ideol_ogies interacting in the
political- culture are reflected in Lhe contradictory impulses
within the mãss media" This hypothesis supplemented by

Hartz0s il,lustration of canadian po]-itical culture is the
theoretical justification for the incongruity wÍthin the
canadian mass media between the capitalist drive for
competition and the sociar obl-igation to inform the citizens.
Chapter three wil-l address the evolution of the political rol_e

of mass media in canada since confederation, through an

illustration of the political culture, the applicable media

model and its most prominent characteristics and structures.
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CHAPTER THREE

HISTORY AND STRUCTURE: I{,¡\NDM.ATDEN To PUBLIC SERVA,NT

In order to justify the need for a balance between t¡e
liberty and the sociar obrigations of the media, a historicar
study of bhe fourth estate in canada is required. The

argument of this chapter is that. as the mass media pendurum

swings from capitalist inspired competitive freedom to
government enfor:cement" the aforementioned Siebertian models

of the press arternate in a corresponding manner- Four stages
of canadian mass media and the rerevant models from pre-
confederation to the present day y¡il]- be explored.

First, the pre-confederation press wirl be defined by

its authoritarian relationship with the state. second, the
coincident rise of the advertiser driven economic imperative
and siebertrs libertarian model wílL be addressed. Third, the
birth of the erectronic media will be shown to coincide with
the rise of a social-responsibility model of the press.

Fourth, a further augmentation of the social_
responsibility rore will be traced to the *rhite paper on

Broadcasting (1966) and the creation of the Canadian Radio_

Terevision and Telecommunications commission (1967- 5s) .

Finally" the anarysis will be brought to the present day

through a review of ttre current tension betwecn t lie tenets of
the libertarian and social-responsibility models in the
structure of the Canadiarr mass media. The qucstion is wÌrether:
jt is possible to take from tristory a mass media structure
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vrhich arrows the pursuiL of profito but does not operate

excl-usive of the right of citizens to be well-informed. The

historicar origin of the pre-confederation press is an

appropriate point of departure for this inquiry.

3-1 The Pre-Confederation press:
Handmaidens of the Þlonarchy ( 1801-186? )

.i\ signif icant characteristic of the canadian press

during this phase was its correlati<¡n to severaL of the major

tenets of the authoritarian moder such as state control,
deference to government authorityu and acceptance of its rore
as an ninstrument for effecting government policy* (siebert,

Peterson and Schramm LgS6, 7). The government agenda of the
time encouraçled media involvement in supporting the pubric
purpose of building the canadian nation and providing
poriticar information to its new citizens. This situation
illustrated the control of the state over the domestic media

and thus, an authoritarian relationship.

The control which tlte government exercised during this
period is illuminated through an examination of the type of
media vrhich h¡ere able to frourish" The earliest press in
canad.a consisted of mainry two formso that of royalist
apologists during and after the American Revolution and the
establishment supported "printer to the Kingrs Host Excellent
H.rjesl-yw (Can.rdian Library Ässr.lcial:iolr n. d - o Bl ) - TÌ¡c

loyarist va¡icty of publishers incruded those exBatriates of
the united states of Anerica who wished to remain bc¡und to
Britain and its monarchy. simira¡ to thc.i¡ less vocar
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brethren they found it necessary to -El-ee from the united
states once the radically democratic government was

esl-abl-ished ttrere" Freedom of Lhe press was not necessarily
more acceptable in canada, rather the loyalists were freer to
express their vieç¡s sinee they were consistent with the
prevailing political opinion in the north, a situation which

illustrates the authoritarian nature of the period (Fetherling

1990, 4 ) "

The limitatirihs on media freedom during this stage

provide illustrations of the authoritarian shadings which are

manifest in a deference to government authority. Freedom of
the press in coronial- times was circumscribed by the views of
the governing party" rn his discussion of early British North
American nev¡späpers, glilfred H. Kesterton observes that they
played Fno l-ibertarian role in what is today Canadaw

(Kesterton 1967, 8). rnstead, an autho¡itarian moder of thc
press characterized the period- Kesterton explains that

the philosophy of authoritarianism is that wisdorn"
incruding political- wisdom is the special perogative of
the chosen few. Because of their superiority the erite
are entitled to rule and to enjoy power- To fulfill
their rore äs governors, those in authority are entitled
to decide what is true, including what is politically
true, and to decide what the people are entitled to
know. To this end those who rule must control the
press- ?he press thus becomes an agent of governmerrt.
(Kestcrton 1967n B)

Thus, justification for and thc exisl-ence of state dominance

over the press of the period ilrustrate similarities to
Siebertrs authoritarian modcl. Government restrictions on Lhc

freedom of the press r:elaxed i¡i the years prccedirrg
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confederation. The increase in the acceptence of freedom of
the press arguements during this period coÌncided with the
mass media's assumption of the government supported cause of
nation-building and the concomitant distribution of politicaL
information. This new mass media rol-e had thuso made

government control somewhat less necess:l.ry.

During Lhe pre=Confederation ye¿rrs (1801-1862) period,
the press played a vital role in the deveropment of the
nation. Prominent political I-eaders like Bishop Strachan and

William tyon Mackenzie used sympathetic papers to convey their
points of view to t.he public. !Ítrire it is documented that
Mackenzie nused the Þfessage t1852-lg60l to carry on more than

one personal vendetta . there was a good deal of
knowledgeable criticism of the detailed workings of the
governmentw (Canadian Library .åssociation n.d. u 43) - Thus,

whether intentional or not, newspapers informed the riterate
pubJ-ic of the important political mechanism:; of the dayn thus

raising the revel of the citizensq poritical awareness. The

coveragc of political debate through Lhe press imbued the
po]-iticar dialogue with an importance and immediacy it may not
have .rchieved independenLly. DespiLe tÌ¡c imp<;rtance <-¡f i-t¡e

media'r'; rolen thc punil-ive poweis of the governmenl- wr:re by no

mectlts absent.

The Ímminent approach of confederar-ion al-so saw the
growth in anti-government newspapersn the owners of which,

often as ,r result of their anti-state position could receive
censure in the form of deportation or destruction of their
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printing press- Given their reberlious stance they promoted

the breakdown of the authoritarian model. This phenomenon can
be l-inked to the authoritarian model?s statc contror of the
press through ergovcrnment patentso guirds, 1_icensing and

censorshipw (sieberto peterson and schramm 1956 o 7).
one such individuar was i'FJirI_iam Lyon Mackenzie (r?95_

186L)' radical Scots publicisù, IandI indefatigable founder of
nel¡rspapers. . w (Fetherling 1990, 11) " In F{ackenzie ? s case
receipt of the governmentes intolerant reactions did not
curtail his outspoken activities. Fetherring explains that
subsequent to the cfestruction of his press, Þ{ackenzie

refused to settle out of court . for $600 - Iandas a resurtl received lcompensationl for damages. .Eventually he was - table to increase hiscirculation and his popularity, the ratte¡:l - r"rhichcaused him to stand for and win a regislative sear-(Fcthcrling L99Oi 1B)

Hence, through a review of the careers of S{ackenzie and others
as errito¡s and pubrishers" government punishmerrl- of the press
can be linked to the predominance of the state and its
1-egitimacy during this periocl.

.Anothe¡ outspoken pubrisher who did not fare as werl as

others was Joseph Þtrillcocks who once

elected to the Ontario legislature . was
lsubsequentryl exiled to Niagarä f or print-ing sr-¡ ictureson the government. rn his rast number in l8lt he wroteP'J am ftattered at being ranked among the enemies of theKingrs servants in the colony. f glory in thetlistinctionw Ifrom his loyal subjeõts]. (Canadian
tibrary .A,ssociation n.d., g5)

The co'f cdcration periocl press in canada wäÍr higTrly ¡lartisan
as has been craimed by rnnis and was largely funded by the
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publishers of the day and the major political parties one of
which would later form the government. such a poriticarly

involved press then did not strive for the objective coverage

of today buto instead gained support and funding from one of
the extremes in the politicar spectrum by appealing to their
views" This utilization of a partisan approach to politics
hinted at the possibirity of a more critical press in the
future evolutionary stages of Canadian hÍstory.

The tendency for the pubrishers of newspapers to use

their printing presses for personal potitical gain is well
documented in canadian history and hords as examples some

influentiar 19th and 20th century editors such as, George

Brown. Fetherling notes that

lon arrival to Toronto in l843l with sound
comrnerci-al instincts, . Brown noted the almost
unnatural lack of any whiggish paper. uphording strongporitical convictions, he felt thc nee<f for a sñeet thát
wourd nudge and cheer the responsibre-government
movement, with which he had quickly taken up-(Fetherling 1990 n 25)

Thusu this partisan use of the press yras more the ruLe than

the exception and survived in an environment of strict
government authoritariarr conLrols.

On the othe¡ side of the equation the political
parties of the day accepted and indeed supporte<l partisan
reporting by the press. This support cäme in both uofinancial

and press release formw (Fetherling 1990, B0). FÍhen the
nev.¡spaper in question was compretely dependant on the party or
the government "through patronagc, because the printcr-edil_or
needed governmcnt Ior party] business he carefulry avoided
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coInment on the conduct of those in authority, [hoç.¡everu such

invesLigation could be directed at the opposing partyl *

(Kesterton 1-967 o 9) -

This penchant for support of the government can be

l-inked to Siebertu Peterson and Schrammes authoritarian model

of the press and its wforbidding of any criticism of the
poritical machinery and officials in power" (siebert, peterson

and Schramm 1-956 
" 25) - Despite these 1imitations on the

critical powers of the press however, the provision of
political dialogue existed as a public servi.ce.

The funding arrangement between political parties and

the ¿rress supported the prethora of poritically active
newspapers which served the public interest through their
competition" firstu to achieve the most subscribers, and

secondo to prevail in the erevated poritical debate. The

juxtaposition of the conservative and the reformist päpers

resulted in an overarl barance of editorial opinion. The

coloniar citizeno v¡hile reading opposing views would receive a

political diarogue which was I'retaining the middle of the road

position " in politics, avoiding extremes of either
levering radicarism . or urtra toryismn (canadian Library
Association n.d. o 6) - rn this cäsc it- was the intensc
political rore of the partisan press which al_rowed so many

newspapers to survive- Äs the poritical affiliations of the
press decreased" so did their number. The variety of the
pressn while partisano performed Siebert's function of
erevating politicar debate, despite government control_s.
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To revi-ew, the pre-confederatio¡r state subscribed to
the authoritarian model of the mass media and thus called any

anti-government papers radical. Through its officiar
acceptance of; the state as a guide in terms of broad

editoriar policy (pro-state), state control and the regitimacy
of state authorityu and the nation buirding driveo the press

of the period arso illustrated linkages to the first model

examined in the Four Theories of the press. However, as

stated previously" the variety of editoriar positions vying

for the colonial pubric?s ear resulted in an overall barance

of opinion (an aspect of the history which v¡ourd be wercome

today) " The following inception of a drive for profit ushered

in by the entrance of the advertiser marked the introduction
of the second model of the press.

3. 2 The .Advertisers:
The Silent Partners No tonqer

(1867-p¡esentÌ

The introduction of advertisers into the previously
political realm of the press heralded the new cfominänce of the
economic motive and the liberta¡ian moder of the press. The

acceptance of the lÍbertau ian model of the press occurred

concurrentl.y with an increase in the emphasis on the f¡eedom

of the press to operate bobh politically and economically, ä

corporate concentration of mass media entities in the hancls of
the economically fittest, an increase in the value of

obiectivity in the search for truth by the media" and a loss
of the actual variety in the wmarket place of ideasn
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(.Altschull 1990, 40 ) - Thuso the ribertarian moder of the
press will be shov¡n to contain the seeds of its own demise, as

the resulting complete domination by the profit motive is
linked to the stated need tor the press to ensure its social
obligatiÕns.

The increase in the drive for profit wittrin the mass

media was accompanied by the growLh of professionalism and

objectivity within the press- This suggests the applicabirity
of the typicar self-image of journalists who as Lorimer and

McNulty explain, see themselves as

the inveterate seekers of truth, devoted to the facts
and the reader. Tf. they err in excess, it is in their
view of the ideal reader who may bear a closer
resembrance to an ideal self or ideal rational citizen
than to the äverage citizen. (Lozimer and llcNulty 1991,
22O)

.â. side benefit of ttris growth of objcctivity is economic in
nature and further illustrates the aptness of the libertarian
model for thÍs period.

For individuar newspapers it gradually became more

profitable Lo provide generarry objective and inoffensive
copy. rn his cxaminal-ion of the ncwspaper industry" rnn.is

decries the death of the partisan and potitically relevant
press, carrd charges ttrc growing number of advcrtisers with the
industryrs demise. The profit motive is here driven by both
t-he clesire for advcrtising revenue as v¡e1l as for circulation
revenue, and these dual strains have resulted in arì increased

number of feature articres and hum.rn interest stories.
(fnnis 1952t B-o). Thus, fnnis's treasured poIìticalIy
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informative press was being sacrificec for the sake of
economic expediency. The vitarity of the pubric-service role
of keeping citizens inf ormed vras diminishing.

The justification for providing the most politically
objective coverage, vras that this approach was the prime means

of increasing readership. .A,s !,Iarren Breed exprains

the newspersonrs source of reward is not rocated among
the readers, who are manifestly his crientso but amonghis colleagues and r5uperiors. rnstead of adirering tosocietar and professional idealso he defines his valuesto the more pragmatic level of the newsroom çlroup.(Schramm 1960, 194)

Thus o if the generar policy of a newspcrper is to wemploy the
best people in the industry to share a commitment to editorial
quality" customer service and profitability - and to
develop ncw revenueu' (winnipeg Free press, Hission statement,
L993) the reporter, despite professional ethicso cannot ignore
the issue of profitability when writing a story. rf the story
wourd result in the removal of rarge advertisements wil- might
be lostw (Schramm 1960 i ]-BZ).

Ã' newspaper with a greatcr circur-ation will convey

their sponsorsu adverbisements to more domicileso thus
providing their advertisers wj.th an impressive proportion of
the public's attention. Thc ¡lubr-ic was Lherefore no longer
const¡ucted of political pazticiparrts, butu ral-hez of
observing consilmers. F::ederick J. Fretcher and Daphne

Gottrieb raras concrude that since the newspapers and private
media must appear tc the widest range of the population for ¿r.n

audience, and therefore a product to serl to the advertisers
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"thc mecli.r must cling to the 'extrerne middle? of the poritical
spectrum . because mass varues tend to be middle of the
road" (Fletcher and Taras ]-99At 234). This striving for the
ideological center hearkens back to the Bagdikian hypothesis

thab l-hc media assist in the maintenance of the status quo

since the tendency to avoid the extremes in phirosophy can

eliminate the motivation for change. ,

This desire of the media to appeal to the middl_e hints
at their underlying libertarianism, yrhich to some extent ties
in with Horowitzrs argument that the wtriumph of the center

[is possible] although the center . lhere liberal] v,¡i1I

have infruential enemi.es on both the l-eft and the rightn
(florowitz 1985¿ 52). This triumph of the center can be seen

to appry to both the political and the economic spheres today,
because by appearing to the center one stands the greatest
chance of both politicar and economic success. state action
to increcrse the public-service orientar-ion in the case of
advertisers would inhibit the profit-motive. The caplan-

sauvagneau Task Force attempted to do just thatn and to sonre

degree hinted at thc seeds of the social--responsibirity modcr.

This trend onry increased as history wore or- Thc

proportion of publishe¡rs revenue took on a neh¡ imbalance, in
which the ¿dvcri:iser providerl fu¡rds outweighcd those attained
through rising circuration numbers. vipond explains that

by the First t{orld ÞJar a newspaper needed to fill
approximately 60 to 55 percent of its spàce with
advertising to be profitablc. This depentìency was basic
to the structure of the modcrrrizing nevJspäper business-
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subscribers were desiredo not for thc perrnics they paid
to buy the daily papero but becausc the larger thã
circulation, the nrore adve¡tising doll.rrs atl-r¿rctcd.
(Vipond 1-989 " L'l)

flence, in the free competition that existed the public

interest which desires open political- discussion hras denuded-

This competition also resurted in a mass media styre survival
of the financially fittest which saw wthe decrease in Canadian

newspapers from 138 in 1-913 to ninety-nine in j_959" (singer

19'15, l-36). concurrent to the decrease in nel¡spaper numberso

the concentration of ownership was increasing. porter

explains that ¡'in L953, fifty-seven pubrishers conl-rorled the

eighty-nine daiLies in operation" but eleven publishers

controlled half of themw (Singer L975, 13S).

The b¡ends which Vipond and porter uncover arc
representative of a more fundamental danger within canada"

that being the inherent liberal acceptance of frce
competitiorr. .A,Ithough it results in newspapers which wdevote

only 40 percent of their space to any kind of political

informationw, the market dictates that it must be so

(Rutherford 1982, 46) - The transition to a 1.argely advertiser
supported print media in the post-war years was portentous for
the -[uture ¿ìs well - The Davey Rcport- ( ],969 70 ) noterl that

broadry speaking the advertisers, their agencies and thc
rnedia ordner. are all the same kind of people, doing the
same kind of thing, within the sãme kinc of private-
enterprise rationale- There is nothing sinister about
it, nothing conspiratorial. Àdvertiser infl.uence is not
necessary because the influe¡rce is there ¿rnyvùay - subtly
and by implication- (Vipond 1989, 90)
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Hence, as Bagrlikian and others claim, the capitalist pcnchant

for supporting a stream-lined and apol itical press had become

ascenclant.

The increase in the economic influence in the press

af fected the decisions of arr interests invoLved. $.Ihen an

advertiser decides which paper to support, Dunnett explains
that

ç¡here two dailies compete the second newspaper often
propagates the message that a monopoly newspaper would
have the power to raise advertising rates to ner¡rspaper
advertisers. This argument is based on a fallacy
lasl there is littre evidence that Ìrigher advertising
rates per 11000 readers do follow the decrine of the
second nev¡spaper. . [The] natural terrdency to one
monopoly daily in aII cit.ies is catled the Jackal
ef f ect " (Dunnett l-9BB " 29)

Hence, there is not strong financial incentive for än

advertiser to tlesire diversity among the mass media as the
adve¡tising outputs will remain the same whether there are

several competing media companies or simply one overarching

one.

The growth in economic factors simirarly caused ä ie-
orientation of owners? attitudes towards their newspapcrs.

Porter explains thab¡ äs a resurt of ttris transitior¡

the owners . regard . their publications purcly
as financial assets, and prcvided that thcse assets make
a reäsor;able prof lt owners do little to estabri.sh the
ideological tone of the editorials or . the neh¡s.(Singer 1975, 163)

Thuso in the owners ? pcrcepb.ion" as the citizen$ became

consumers, the newspaper devolved frc¡m a useful political tooi
to an entity with an increasing emphasis ()n the accumurati<_:n

function. This occurrence provides some explanation as t-o why
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the canadian press has changed from ufa variety of mainly

independent partisan nebrspäpers ofLcn in competing

cnvironments to monopoly-cont¡o1led producLs in armost every

city in Canadaw (Dunnett LgBB, L93).

The increase in conglomeration was also assisted by the

fact that, Rdaily newspàper competition is not viablc in
canada as most markets are too small to sustain competing

dailiesw (Dunnett 19BB ¿ 2OO). This trend to conglomeratc

ov¡nership caused the appointment of the Kent commission in
L9B0 to investigate the effect of ownership concentration on

trre prillic service aspects of the media. This investigation

did not reverse the trend and since its report in 1981 the
growth toward monopolization driven by such media giants as

the Southam and Thomson chains has continued.

rn summaryu the review of this period in the history of
the Canadian mass media reveals the paral1el prevalence of the
l-ibertarian model and the profit-motive within the press.

Howevero the freedom from the control of poritical masters

that the arternate source of revenue (advertisers) provirled

must be balanced with a commitment to social ot¡rigations on

the part of the mass media.

During this period, the characteristics of the

li.bertarian model r¡rere manifest in several media phenomena:

the appeals to and increase j.n the politicat and ecc)noml'.c

freeclon of the press; the i¡rcrease in the objectivity and

professionalism of the journaLists involve,l; the a1r-pervasjve
econ0mic considerations and continual owrrcrship concentration
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within the sector, accompanied by

coveragc provided; ando a capture

companies by the political center.

also eviclcnt in the more recently

discussed below.

a loss of variety jn the

of the individual prcss

These manifestations are

introduced electro¡ric media

3-3. The Electronic Media:
Remote Control Gatekeepers

(1921-oresent)

The birth of the broadcast media in L9z3 was forlowed

by a rapid increase in government involvement in the sector.

This state presence has provided a counter weight Lo the

economic dominance of the libertarian view of the press.

Despite its relativery short existencc, its evorution has

witnessed d less pronounccd pendulum effcct bctween the

libertarian and social-responsibility strains of the press

herc reprcsented by the private and publ-ic ¡nedia inte¡ests.
The most significant development during this state of mass

media history was the rise of the acceptability of the social-

responsibility model of the press" largely clriven by the

excesses of the previous model.

The political issues surrounding tlie crcation of a

tclcvision broadcasting system rose

beginning in mict -1952 [w]re¡il Canada .rclopf-cd t iL I more
quickly than any country in the world - and by
1955 became the second largest television country
in terms of progranmes, number of sL.¡tionl;, e>:tent of
covcrãge, and per capita ownership of sets. (Kestc¡ton
L967, 2L4j
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Thc general philosophy behind the development of the broadcast
sector and il-s overalr structure introducecì the situation
surnmcrrized by the Forsl_er Commissioners ( 1957 ) as such

I it is I a mixed system of pubric and private ownership
twhich isl here to stayu that the state agency may grow

- but its loutrets] are not to be extended to do the
r+hole joI-¡ of providilrg radio and television services tocanadians; - and that for the foreseeable future,
tit will continuc to bel a singÌe broadcasting system inwhich all canadian radio and television stations pubtic
and private, present and future, witl be integrat parts,
regurated and controlred by an agency representing thepublic interest and responsibre to parliament. (Etris
1979, 37)

This philosophy has continued to the present day and its
description of the broadcasting systemrs structure is still
relevant.

Thc all-pervasiveness of the broadcast- sysbern in
canada v¡as an aim of the fede¡al government since the

realization by the .ð.ird Comnrissioners (IgZg) Lhat tl¡e

erectronic nredia could promote transnational rinkages dmorlg

can.¡dians- To ttris end wthe canadian Broadcasting .A,ct j_936

created the Canadian Broadcasting Cor¡roration ICBC]* in order
to effect direct government invorvement in the sector (Ãud1ey

1983" 185 ) .

The contror of communic¿tio¡rs and Lhe rcsuL Ling

promotion of symbors which portray ce¡tain values are tr,¡o

f unctions which porter claims" the mass mcdia perf orm to ur: j t-e

society. The need for the preservation of the canadian

natio¡laI identity was the gencral justific¿rtion for R-B-

Bennett's mass media policy. rL w¿ìs the 1-932 fcderal
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çJovernmentos position that a strong state role Lo ensure media

responsibility should surround

the use of the air . that lies over the soil or land
of Canada is a natural resource over which we have
complete jurisdiction " and [one] cannot think that
any government wourd be warranted in leaving the air to
private exploitation and not reserving it for the use of
Lhe peoplc. (AudIey 1983, IB5)

Thus, the government was increasing its direct involvcment in
the sector to enforce the mass mediars futfill-ment of its
societal obligations. To this end, Fit made the cBC thc
regurato¡ of the industry as well as the largest operator

until the creation of the Broadcasting Board of Governo¡s i n
l-958w (Singer 1975, 1-45) "

The subsequent birth of this board wourd signar a swing

back toward the ribertazian concept of the press" as Elris
explains

Lester B. Pearson t195BI predicLed that under the Lwo-
board system, . the BBG and CBC would come
incrcasingly ínto conflictn . [and] this ncw BBC

. lwould] tend to becomc a regulatory agency forprivate stations only, influenced increasingly by the
firiancial situations of these private stations. More and
more theno thÍs board Iwouldl be concerned with priv.rbe
stations raLher t-t¡an the control and reguration of cr
national system- . fndeed¿ äs if to bear out
Pcarsonrs prophecy, certain private broadcasters would
soon begin refcrring to the BBG as wtheir board.uu (E11is
1_979 " 48)

Tt¡us, with the creation of the two-board systcm thc inc¡c¿rse

in the strengl-h and sympathy for the liberty of the private
preÁis wäs cvident.

l\¡r inrportant deveLopment in the f ietd of broadcasting

arose from subsequent Royal Commissions in which the

government i llunrinations; of the tensions between thc
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libertarian and social- responsjbility models of the press

emerged. onc such illustr¿ltion was provided in the Masscy

Report (1951) in which the Commission members rejected the
view of the prival-e broadcasLers that the government was

interfering undury in their industry simpty because of its
communicative nature" The commissioners claimed that

. broadcasting legislation . provides for one
¡¡ational system . [andl that the private
broadcasters had been licensed onry because they canplay a useful part in that system; and thit theprincipal grievance of the private broadcasters is based
on [the] . false assumption that broadcasting in
Canada is an irrdustry. Broadcasting in tthe
commissionersul view is ldcfined] as a public se¡vice
directed and controlred in t.he pubtic interest by a body
responsible to Parliamento Ithe cBcl- (Elris L979, 31)

Hence, the commission illustrated the growing rejection of the
libe¡a1 berief in thc "self-righting tendencyw operating among

freery conrpeting private prcss criterprises (Gerald L963, L1) .

.ð.ccompanying this rejection wds a turning inward in the
search for àn agency which courd correcl this imbaranceo thus

restoring the politicall-y informative aspect of the media-

rronicallyo the premi-er agency formed for this purpose, ¡n¡orked

against this goal - This reversal of policy was evident with
the inccption of the t'B¡oadcasting Board of Governors IBBGI in
L958'u as ibs crcation was accoinpanied try .r swing of Lhe

pendurum toward a view more sympathetic to the libertarian
rnodcl of thc prcss as prcclicted prcviously by pearson (singer
1975, L45) .

To summarize, the most significant developments during
the growth of the electronic media have been the acceptance of
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Lhe social-obrigations of the media and the increase in state
participation to counter the profit accumulation function

witfrin the sector. The stateus abil-ity to directly influence

the younger electronic media ç'¡as partially the result of their

late (post-confederation) arrival in the sector" The print

nrediao despite their more established" existence did not

escape this change in.attitudes unt<¡uched.

The precedent of state intervention in the electronic

sector enabled the government to scrutinize the order print

media" and begin a process of supervision if not regulation.

This introduction of a st¡onger government part in setting

mass media policy has also caused the tension between the

libertarian and social-responsibility model-s of the press to

become nore visible" f.or instance¡ âs discussed above in the

rivalry played out when the BBG and CBC hrcre both regulatory

agencies. This examination of the tension betr+een the EBG and

cRTc philosophies will bring the exploration into the present.

3.4 THE BBG AND THE CRTC:
From Private Profit to Public Service

( 1958-present )

The most significant cha¡acteristic of Lhe press periorl

v¡ltich wibnessed the c¡eation of the BBG and the CRTC w¿rs t-hcl

evolution of the government regulation within a decacle of thc

n.'ttion.rl broadcasting system from one which vaguely enrbracerl

the pulsuit of profit to one which began to specifically

emphasizc the impor:tance of the mass me<liaes public service

function. This attainment of a clear direction in t-e¡¡ns of
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¡nedia policy wãs a significant improvement (at reast in
theory) over the two-board system introduced above. wTo

allcviate this confusing Itwo-board] situationo - the

IBroadcastinq .A,ctI in 1958n which set up the CRTC as the
Boarcl?s successor¿ . gave the commission full reguratory
powers over arr ricensees, incruding the cBC networks and

stationsw (Lorimer and McNulty 1991_, 168). Thusu at least on

the policy-making level, there r{as now a clear and single
authority over all the broadcasters in the national system.

The Broadcasting Act (1959) saç¡ the creation of the
Broadcasting Board of Governorsn * à regulatory tribunal
separate from and superior to the CBC . lthusl resulting
in a two-board system . which saw the cBC stripped of any

responsibility of national purpose* (EIlis ]-979o 4G). With

this loss of its previous mission the cBC wç¡as relegated to
thc position of operal-or only and forced to compete rnuch more

than formerly on a commercial basis with private broadcasters?'
(singer 1975, 145) - Thus, with the estabrishment of the BBc

the definition of the mass media environment changed from

being a pubtic service to becoming accepted as an industry in
its own right.

.A.lLtrough this may have bcen dc factr: the case

previously this move can be defined às official recognition of
bhis rcality. The ¡:rofit margins enjoyed by the propïietors
of these newsp.rper and broadcasting companies in the years

previ<¡us arrd f o11ov¡ing the Broadcastinq ÀcL l95B would

ccrtair¡Iy convince onc of the àppropriatcness of ttris label as
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r'they were general-Iy larger than any other Canadian industrial
average and by some individuals defined as the resurt of .a

licence to print moneyew (Dunnett 1gBB, 1-g2).

In the broadcasting field the profit pursuit of the

radio and terevision companies can be il-lustrated through

their crose ideological and economic association with the

corporate leaders of Ëhc area in which they were seeking

licences. The link b¡as based largely on the ber-ief in the

correctness of free-market competition and the obsoÌescence of
government inte¡vention and therefore, a shared support of tþe

libe¡tarian model of the press. å,ccording to Singer

the cBC with the loss of its regulatory povlers and with
the growth of commercialized broadcasting . had an
increasingly difficult roLe within the ideological
system- Canadian elites, FoIitical and corporate, fclt
apparently that nat-ional identity and national
consciousness could be equally well, iÍ not l¡eLter
served through the principre of profit-making as tårougrr
public ownership. (Singer 1-975, i.47)

Thus, there was ä renewal of the libertarian view and. a

persuasive argument thaL the media giants would, wlimit each

other's power and thereby, servc the pubric interest (vernon

19BBt 5'J- The l-ibertarian and social--responsilriliLy theorisbs

continued to do battle through successive commissions and

Rcvicws. A subsequenl- cxchange surrounded the 1956 Ï,{hite

Paper on Broadcasting.

The Federal government's acceptarrce of the poritical

and economÍc realities of the canadian mass media sectors at
l-ast .rllowcd l-hcm to assume ä leadership role- The rcr;ult -rv-as

the Broadcastinq l\ct 196?-L968, wan .A,ct twhich was I to
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implement a t¡roadcasting policy f or Canada . [.rr¡d] wtlich

established that l-hc airwaves, whicli nrusl- be sh.¡re¿ bctween

pubric and private bro¿rclc¡r.sters, are pubric property* (Brlis
I979o 69) " .A,ccording to Secretary of Statc Judy LaMarsh

iL is impossible to exaggerate the importance of
broadcasting as ã means of preserving and strengthening
the culturalo social¡ politicar and economic fabric of
canada, and this system therefore tras to be ef fccl_ivery
owned and controlled by Canadians. (Ellis 1,9?9 n 69 )

Hence, the government wisery accepted the economic situationo
yet, deriberately adopted a significant role in shaping the
future of this reaLity through the estabtishment of the CRTC

(1968) as the exclusive reguratory agency (with punitive
powers such as the revoking of licenses) in the sector and the
continuing use of investigative Royal commissions and task
forces to def ine the specif ic problems within the r¡¡ass media

and recommend soLutions.

The governmcntus strength of com¡nitment regarding the

future state of canada?s mass media resurted in conscquential
institutionar re-organization- one aspecL of the .å.ct ushered

in the canadian Radio-Terevision commission (cRTc), which

became the Canadian Radio-Tel-evision and Telecommunications

commission (cRTc) in 19?{. The GRTC was given the power to
undertake a significa¡rt, sta-t-uLory arid *l;u¡rervisory ¡c.¡le in
LIic firass medi.i c¡rviionment vis-a-vis both the pubric .rnd

private broadcastcrs" (singer 1925, l_96 ) .

Àt the säme time, the CRTC was given a strong nrandatc

to promote the pubric-service needs of can.rdian= thrcugh its
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various rulings

such that

This mi-ssion was clearly def ined in the .ã,ct,

r¡here any confrict aror;e between the objectives of thenationar broadcasting service and the interests of theprivate el-ement of the canadian Broadcasting system, itshould be resolved in the pubtic interest" butl
paramounL consideration sharr be given to the ot¡jectives
of the national broadcasting service. (cRTc 19?g, 5)

Therefore, the state regulatory agency was then more crearly
charged with the promotion of the pubtic interest and therebyn
ensured that the mass media fulfilled their democratic duty of
informing the citizens that they serve. No longer rárere there
regulatory battles beLv¡een two agencies such as had occurred
during the existence of the BBG.

Despite a more clearly defined regulatory position the
effect of the accumuration function on the mass media still
remained strong. This presence in the sector grew in
importance as" between l-968 and lgBl_ the e'advertising revenue

collected by the canadian tel-evision-broadcasting medium

increased seven-fo1d to $ 695 millionw (Audley 1983, 5)-

The lack of commitment to public needs continued
through the 1970s and 1980s. .ê,udley exprains that

the generar pattern from the beginning of television to- t19B3I had been one of a rapidry expanding private
telcvisic¡n broadcastirrg system, ancl arì under.- f inanccclpublic sysl-em. [To exacerbate this situationI
neither the Broadcast Board of Governors, nor itssuccessor the GRTC had been able to use its regulatorypoweis Ieffectivelyl. (Ãud1ey 1983, 253)

Thus, the underfunding of the pubric sector irrustrates the
poverty of, support for the fundamental importance of the

informative role of the tel-evision industry. ¡. specific
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exampre of this lack of commitment is l-he continuing failure
by the state to estabrish a more extensive cBC budgetary
¿f.rrangcmcnt which would a1low increasecl long term planning.

Ttris failu¡:e howevero has been partiarly attributed to
the nature of the medium as recently as i.990. Lydia MiLjan
notes that

Peter Mansbridge may have been correct wherr he said thatthe probrem with the coverage had to do with the medium.[Iis view is that with a complicated issue . theprint reader is abre to read and re-read the story untilthe issues are clear. wFritrr television news* he rig,r."
. If the explanation isnrt clear, weeve lost yõuoo;

las there is no second chancel. (Hiljan 1990ao l_)

Thuso the nature of the television broadcasting system also
affects the quality of information that the citizens receive.
Despite the different sources of the problem however, the net
effect is that the public are, as a result" clepriverl of t¡eir
democratic right to make werr-informed choices with regard to
elections, referendrlms, and general public poricy issues,

The major historicar trends which the media has

followed from the days of pre-Confederation havc a significant
effect on Lhe structure and role of the media today. rn terms

of the priul- media il-s evol-ution from political partisan to
multimillion dollaz industry has been the result of Lhe ctrange

in fundirrg ariangements from poril-ic-al- patron sponsorship to
advertis,er supported procluct. Thc economic wilr for the media

conpany to survive Ïras caused it to dis¡egaxd politic.¡I
dialogue for tire more widery acceptablc entertainmcnt
f unction. Similar to Lhe pr iul, nedi¡¡ the historical trends in
the two broadcast media have al-so been dliven by J-argcry
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economic concerns despite gove;nment efforts to maintain the
public service function"

.A.t the outset in b¡oadcasr-ing Lhe public servicc aspect

was strong; however, as the possible profits of the privately

ovmed outl-ets became evident the wone system modcl was

abandoned for the dual system one which accepted the facL that
the private media owners must be abre to benefit from use of
the airwavesw (EI-Lis L979 u s7) . This econornically driven
charrge has occurred despite the several Royal commissions,

committees and inquiries which have made reconmendations to
counteract this sride toward the present system wherein the
economic influences hold the most sway.

3 - 5 Hass l{ed ia Structurc :
Siqnifyinq Ce¡berus

Throughout Lhe previous exproration it was discovere<ï

that the C.rnadian mass media have evolved through history from
the authoritarian to the libertarian model and finall_y tc en

uneäsy partnership between the libertarian and social
responsibility moders. The present mass medja structu:-c in
canada continues to re-t1ect the tension between siebertes
libertarian and sociar-responsibirity models of the picss.
This tension is evident in hhe continued existence of ;l

national mass media system which varies Ín term.s of ownershipo

from pubric to private enterprises, and in terms of regulation
from minimal government dircction (as in the newspaper

industry) L<-r ¿t sbrong sL,¡l-e involvemcnL ¿rs d reguJatoi ¿llrC dri

opcratc¡r (as in Lhe electronic mcdia).
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As was discussed above, the cBC since its inception has

been a nation-building tool of the government in the mass

meclia field. This corporation has the general mandate

as a cultural industry to . first [providel a
balanced servíce of enlightenment and entertainment forpeople of different ages" interests and tastes, coveringthe whole range of programrning in fair proportion.
lsecond tol actively contribute to the frow and exchange
of Icanadian] cultural information. tÄnd finallyl Locontribute to the. deveropment of national unity åndprovide for a continuing expression of tthel canadian
identity. (Government of Canada l_995, 3)

This motive is clearly nationalistic as it places restrictions
on the accumuration function of the corporation by promoting

specifically canadian cultural and political information.
Despite the government support for such a national-istic

policy however" the effectiveness of the CBC in counter-acting
the seemingly inevitabre trend towards total free market

competition is minimal-- .As cBC president Gerard veirleux
exprains 'rregionarry-based progranming has taken a beating in
thc last couple of years, f.or essentiatly financial and fiscal
reas;ons" (Crr 1993 ) . Thus, tlespite an of f icial commitment to
publicly-funded Lelcvision, resist.ance has comc in the form of
the f irra¡rcial realities.

This resisLance is buill upon the libertarian vicw ¿rnrl

thc ancillary acccptancc of the bencfit of increased markcts

¿¡nd prof it¡rbiii.ty- Beyond the ¡nission of the cBc, i t_s

intimate ¡elatiortsl:ip with the Canadian Parliament illustrates
the public-scrvice connectior¡ of the corporation. The

of f icial mandatc of the CBC st.rtes that

the co::por.etion may v¡ithiri the ccnditions of .iny
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applicabre licence or licences issued by the comrnission
[cRTc] and subject to any regul-ations of l-he cRTc, act
äs agent for or on beharf of any Minisl-er of the crown
or as agent of ller Majesty in right of Canada or any
provinceo in respect of any services or broadcasting
operations that it may be directed by the Governor
in Council to carry out. (CBC 1993o 10)

Flence, the cBc is charged wiLh government clirectives and a

democratic responsibirity to the peopì-e of canada. This

subservient position (especially as pertains to funding)
places unique restraints on the cBC. The public-service

aspect of broadcasting is also curtailed through a lack of
nfunding certaintyw which it experiences (Orr L993). .As

private corporations are free of most such restraintso they

are ]-ess accountable.

The structure of the private media corporations are the
representation of the profit-drive in the media industry- The

massive hol-dings of the southam and Thomson chains àre

canadian examples of media conglomerates which enjoy t_he

positior¡ of monopoly suppliers in most canadian c.ipit-al
cities" Dunnett explains ttrat

in L984 southam Newspapers rncorporated with 14 daily
newspapers controlled 27 per cent of the total
circulation. Thomson Newspapers with 40 daily
newspapers controlled 22 per cent. IThese Canadian
nelvspaper giants I - have I also ] avoided all =out
head-to-head competition with each clf-her, . so
cnjoying local monopolies and high profits foi Lheir
papers. (Dunnctt 198e, 193)

Thus, the similarity in philosophy, (herc mean:-ng tiie
acceptance of the libertarian view) destroys most competition
t¡etween the prof it--accumulators .

.4. sharp illustration of the congl-omerates' i nclinal-ic¡r¡

l-<lwards co-opcrdl-icn occurs with thc use o-[ wire-seiviccs an¿
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video-sharing. In his cxamination of l-he Canadian mass media

Edwin R. Black found that nerárs companies would tend to make

use c¡f wire-services and news agencies rather than send out
staff journalists sinr¡lIy l-:ecause itj was a cheaper way to get
plenty of news materiar. rn other words the use of wize-
services allows a medium to utilize economies of scarc and

reap the financial rewards. The increased employment of
economies of scale among canadian mass media outlets is
related to the cl-ose rel-ationship which Canada shares with the
united sLates of Ãmerica" rt is then appropriate to move to
the second leveI of anarysis, that of the influence of
continentalization (and subsequently riberalism) on the
Canadian rnedia.

Due to the strong presence of libcralism in canada the
economic systeni of capitalism is expected to function if nol-

fox l-Ìrc benefit of bhe total popuration, then at least for the
benefit of the entrepreneurs who can make the system work for
them- l{anzer defines this economic aspect of liberalism as

that which sees the primary rore of the state to set andenforce the rules of competition, especially those
concerning economic competition and private enterprisc.
Libc¡:alis¡n . IaIso] distrusts state interventi<ln to
promote economic development but . specific examplesof market breakdown such as lpurel monopoly are ar]rnittcclto be justifications for state intervention.
(Manzer 1985" 11)

Ilcnceo a conglomcr.rtion bc;lstered by thc libertariar¡ cclncept

of the press hortls certain assumptions regarding its role.
carL Beckcr ofir;crves LhaL: w¡nerì clesirc to know l-he truLh

land l the solc mcthod ofan'J wil I be guidcd by it
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arriving at truth in the long run is by Ltrc free competition
of opinion in the open nrarkct* (siebcrt, peterson and schramm

L956¿ 44). Thereforeu acco¡ding to this view noL onl_y .rre the

capitaList principles financially beneficialo but they are

highly moral also- From this morally high ground then, the
view of government intervention was overwhermingly negative.

The negative. view taken of government initiatives is
illustrated through the private sectorts reaction to programs

such as the canadian contenL raws deveroped by the CRTC and

its predecessors" El-l_is explains that

the probl"em, of course r^ras with the private
broadcasters, especiall.y those in television, where
there was an irresistibLe temptation from the very
beginning to buy Ãmerican prcgrams at dumping rates in
order to kcep costs down and sustain high profit
margins. (Eltis 1979, 50)

consequentlyo this tendency to purchase cheaper foreign-
produced material resulted in a decrease in the canadian

presence and the financial reassur¿rnce to companies, that they
were just doing good business. Glen !,Iilliams would agrce t¡at
the diminished Can.eclian influence is the resulb of a

u'philosophy which sets the prof iL-m.rk ing prior ity too higtr, at
¿¡ grcat- cost Lo the natio;rn (r¡Iilliams j_988, 102-140)_ Given

the inabil ity of the grcHi ng pr i v;te sector i-o crcatE: s;crf -
imposecl c.rlad.ier¡ r:ontenl- :u1es, it is necessai y tc.; seek

another source for directior¡ in this areã.

!üithi¡r Ltrt: Can.¡.dian politic.¡l cultu¡e the .rcceptance

of än interventionist sLale is rooted within t-he tory

-[ragment. The presertce of this f ragmerrL ct-iunters tlie argumcnt
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made by l.iberars that state inLervention wourd endanger the
fr.eedt¡rn of bhe press to operate independently of government-

The precedent set to accept a state involvement by the
authoritarian moder in the historical case is carried on by

the current arguments of the social-responsibirity model of
the press" Given canadars crose proximity to the massive

Iiberal reservoir to the south, this government policy
supporting a socially-responsible press is doubl.y important.

The premise for a state influence is subtle yet
significant. Theodore peterson explains that social--
responsibility theory

reflects a dissatisfaction with the interpretation of. lmedia] functions by some media owners andoperators, and with the way in which the press hascarried them out. rt acceptc the iole of the press
in servicing the economic system, but it would not havethis task take precedence over othcr functions [such as]promoting the ifemocratic process or enrightening thepublic. (Siebcrt" peterson and Schramm 1956 " 7qt

Thuso this philosophy demands that bhc state presence be

increased to protecL ttre pubric interest. This viewpoinl has

been well documented through severaI Royal and non-Royal

comrrrissions; namel.y" Aird, Massey, and Fowlc¡ r and rr which

had been charged u¡ith thc investigation of diffcrent aspects

cf the Canadian mass media-

The CRTC is ün i¡istitul_ion t-hal d.er ives it.s
t-heoretical basis frc¡¡n l-he public-service drive of thc soci¿rl-
rcsponliibiliLy conce¡rt c¡f the press. Through its role as wtl¡e

issuer and renehrer crf Lrroadcasting l-iccnces l_o radic .rn<f

television comp¿lniestf t-he cRTc attempts tr.r en.Eo;:ce thc socia1
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obligations of the media (CRTC l9B? o 67). Thus, to some

extent, this sLate regulatory ùgcncy acl-s 1f::; l-hc public-
se¡vice counter weight to the privatery owned broadcasting
companies.

Another specific instance in which state intervention
is appried is found in the ownership regurations of the
canadian cultural industries " Examp]-es of ttrese regulations
are those that fo¡bid collusion among the conglomerates of the
industry" see for example the appointment of the wKent

Com¡nission to establish whether this co]-lusion had occurred to
bring about the closure of the Ottawa Journal and the Þilinnipeg

TribuneF (Dunnett 19BB, l-99)- Thus, the justification for
st¿rte intc¡vention into the mass media market-place is found
in the public awareness of the impressive influence of
liberalism and the opposing widely accepted importance of
maintaining a canadian presence in print and on the airwaves.

Vipcnd uncovers the fundanental problems in hc¡ review
of the Kent commission finclings. The danger that vipond

observes is that

.r few largc corporations v¡hosc riümcs can l_le listed onthe fingers of both hands Irrving, southam, ThomsonoTorstarl cont¡ol a veiy high pi:oportion of our mass
comrnunications outrcts. This situation . is theresult of snaturalw ecolìornic fo¡ccs th¿¡t f¿.vour reducing
compcLiLion l-o decreasc risks and raise profits, and ofa reructance on the part of thc public and govcrnmenLs
to inte¡fere with frcedom of the press. . But in thiscasc what frecdom of the press meäns is . only that
eìlormo¡]s influence without iesponsibirity is conferred
orì a handful of pcople_ (Vipond 19Bg " 

.lO)

consequcntry, in order to arreviate the probrcm a policy
linkage must be forged between thc public scrvicc: roLc of thc
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press and the over-arching democratic right of the citizens to
exercise a well-informed vote.

The importance of the ror-e of the mass media in
maintaining the political and culLural integrity of Canada can

be illustrated with a simpre comparison between the canadian
and .&merican def inÍtions of mass media companies. rn thc,

united states, media companies are simply rabeled as

communic.¡tions conglomerates whereas in Canada their cultural
significance causes thenr to be titted "cultural industries*
(Äud1ey 1,983, xvii). The underlying difference which is
illustrated through the use of such dissimilar rabels is
defined in terms of the tvco countries'concepts of the press.

Through its acceptance of the Iibertarian model of the
prcss Lhe united states promotes thc capitalist free-¡narket
view and so sees the mass media as a collection of private
companies in coinpetition- rn opposition to this viewu the
canadian state expects the press to operate in a socially-
responsible mannern particurarry as pertains to the protection
of canadian culture. Hence" in the canadian case the
contmunications structure reflects bhe presence of liberalism,
corrservùtisrn, and socialism which promotc thc opposing rnass

media tendertcies of capital accumulation and social obligatiori
respecl-ivcry. This tension is more evident in ttre canadian
picture Lhan l-he .åmerican, aÍi wa:; illust¡atetì ¿bove.

Ttrrough its population size and politicar and economic
power the unitecl states has becomc l-he cncroaching pori L jc¿I
power from whictr the c.¡nadian polity cndeavors l_o rem.rin
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separate. rn order to escape homogcnization with the united
states; thc canadian state employs the mass media to wpromote

.rncl pi:esÉ:rve Lhe Canadian identity* (Iì11ís Lg79 u 6g) . It is
the proximity of Canadians to the overwhelming conmunications

giant. to the south that emphas izes the need for assurances

that the canadian mass media wilr resist the easier route of

cultural and political homogenizatian, v¡hether independently

or under government guidance.

To reviewo the present mass media strucbure rose out of

the ashes of the historical developmcnt of the Canadian media

along Siebertian Lines and reflects the inherent tension which

rises from the simultaneous existence of the libertarian and

social-responsibility models of the press. This tension has

been evident in the concurrent existence of publicry and

privately owne<l media errLerprises and the varying strengths of
government regulation in the print and clectronic areas of the

sectclr.

3 - 6 f dcoloc¡y and Structure : .4, Revi ew

Throughout canadian history certain trencs have shapec

the evolul-io¡r of the nass medi¡ and provide explication

regarding their structure today- The root cf these trends äre

fou¡rd ir¡ the unique political cuLl-ure which molds the Canadian

pubric philosophy. As was discussed in the previous chapter

the political crrrture of c.rnada is shaped by flartz?s fragments

and äs they shape Canadian pclìtical culture they alsc :h.rpc

t-tre n.rl-it)n I Íi ¡nedi.r -
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-As the historical cxproration illustrated, the
evolution of the canadia. media has been the result of the
interaction of two 'pposi'g influences. The first of thcsc
influences (and also the one gaining dominance) is the profit_
seeking one- This infruence is rooted in the crassic
liberalism which enjoys a pure existence in the United States.

The economic aspects of liberarism have been seen to
have a strong effect here as is evidenced by the economic
drive which .rs stated above, influenced the transition in the
print media from poriticar partisan Þress to the center
focusing advertising vchicle of today. The lesser effect of
the tory and socialist fragrnents in canadian poJ.iticar culture
is evident in the importance and acceptancc (by bhe general
public if not by the private media interests) of a state role
Ín thc rcgulation of the mass media.

The rerative weakness of the tory and sociarist
fragments as compared with the liberal influence supports the
thesis statement vr¡hich craims that the riberal fragment has
l¡een and indeed stirr is growing in predominance. simirar to
the rore which the three fragments have prayed historicarly
are those which they präy (as a result of history) in shaping
the media structure of today. a, case study of the canadian
mass med.ia coverage of !:he Meech Lake Accorcl provides a soli<l
pratform from which to observe the present day actions of the
mass media and thereby, the manifestations of the public-
service and profit-motive duality.
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CH.åPTER FOUR

MA.ss MEDT.A covERAcE oF HEECH LAKE: THE THREE *FÄcEs*

The canadian potiLical culture which consists of
I{artz's three ideological strains is ¡eflected ir¡ the canadian
mass medi-aus tension between siebert, peterson and schramm?s

libertarian and social-responsibir-ity moders of the press. To

cxamine this relationship between a political culture and its
domestic mass media on ä practicar revero the general
siebertian theory will be a¡ipried to thc specific case study
of the canadian mass media's coverage of the poriticar events
surrounding the Meech Lake .A.ccord.

To determine which of sieberto peterson and schrammrs
general models was most prominent and thuso which motivating
idcology dominated, this chapter addresses the question of
whether the story was reported as any otherø (simpry a product
to be passed on to the consumer) or whether the media were
abre to elevate the poriticar debate as a service to the
citizens of Canada.

r. order to cxanrine the rerati'rishi.p bctwcen Lhc

c¿rr¿cli.rn polil-ic.rl- cultu¡e and Lhc mass media, l_l:is inquiry is
limited with regard to coverage of events, to a review of the
poriticar negotiations surrounding Lhe Meech Lake .A.cco¡d. Thc
case study is arso rimited to four membcrs of the print and

television media. The sercctio' of media companies is
spccif ically Ìimit-ed .!-o thc Canadian BroaCcasL j ng Cor¡ror:rtiorr
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(CBC), the Canadian Television network (CTV)" the Globe and

Mair and the [dinnipeg Free Press" This choice allows for ¿r

comparison first, between coverage provided by publicly and

privately owned media. Second, the choice reveals the

contrast betn¡een the local and national media0s coverage of

events -

The comparisons between the private versus publ-ic media

followed by that of the loca1 and national mass media

accomplish twc¡ objectives- First, the comparison of the cBc

and the crv transcripts rinks Lhe specific actions taken by

these firms to the theoretical capitalist versus public-

service duality within the mass media. second, contrasting

the national Globe and Mail y¡ith the local ÞIinnipeg Free press

allows än investigation into the question of whether thc

national mass mecfia tenrf to fol-Lov¡ a national story priority

even at the cost of significant local developments. The

naLional mass mecliaes inability to give thoughtful coverage to
politicar views which differ from the mainstream supports thc
argument that the communications companies tend to focus as

much as possible on the center of the political spectrum.

The CBC and CTV coverage is est¿rblisherl through thc

examination of 97 cBc erNationals and 30 çrJournalw stories,

supplcmented by 82 wclv National News stories" all <lating f;om

l- November 1988, and continuing for that year. The use of

these trarrscripts is suppremented by secondary .rccounts t¡f

events from some of l-he media and political players involved.
Tltis inquiry is Llterefc¡re quite concLusive gi.ven tlic fact that-
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Table 1. --Five Factors of
Ch.rracter ist ics

the Àrticlcs and Their

Facto¡ Ch¿rr.-icteristics

,å.ttitude towards
l-he ,å.ccord

Pos i t ive Ncgativc

-c1ear support for
Accord and framers
-wclrtls such as
Rwelcomew
wY¡hole againw

-questions .A,cco¡d
and framers

--words such aswdark day"
wd ivis ive *

Depth of .Articleus
Investigation

Analysis Revi ev,¡

-conLairrs question
about consequences
of passage or
fai lure
-examines a specific
issue or section
-800 plus r*ords

-b¡ief surnrnary of
cur¡ent situation
-focus on
personalities
-present tense

Subjects under
Discussion

-article simply mcr¡Lions oric or morc i:f
the f ollowing: Ffomen, Àbor iginals nthe Chartcr, Quebcc, Àmcndmentsn Senate
Reform, D:i.ssidents, personalities"
CrisÍs, Languageo Text, Centralization,
or Shared-cost programs

General Focus of
Ärticle

Strucl-ur e Process

-discusses a section
such as distinct
society, Supreme
court appointments
-words like Rflaws*
ñr igid ity*

- focus on process
of ratification
-term.s l ike
"deadl inew*crisisn
w impasse*t

Ori ginator of
Ärticle

.å.utho¡ Editorial Þtrire-'service

-jouinai ist o s
by-line is
presented

-wrÍtten by
editor or
on editoriaf
pðge

-w¡itten by
known or
unknown wiie--
service st.iff
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severar of the newspeopl-c who were invorved in the covcrage

have v¡ritten articreso and in some cases" books on their
experiences. rn the car;e of the print media, the prinr.iry

sources utirized are the newspäper articles t.hemselves.

Five factors with regard to the articres published are

addressed (see table 1 and brief definition which will
foll-ow). These will .include: the attitude toward the

.A,greement (positive, negative or neutral_, table 2r; whether it
contained a simpre review of the problem or sÕme analysis
(table 3); the subjects under discussion (table 4); whether

the focus was on the political process or the structure (tab1e

5); and final-ly, the originator of the article (journalist,

editorial, or wire-service, table 6)-

The use of ttre articles' attitudes toward l,leech Lake as

a factor in the evaluation (tab1e Zt is to establish the
existence of critical coverage by the media. rt further
reveals whether or not there was a dialogue (balanced or not)
betv¡een the proponents and opponents of the l\,ccord. The

articles labcled as positive" neutral or negative are

evaluated on a quaritative basis. For instance¿ ãn articre
which is l.rbeled positive conLains phrases which prai..;e the
A,greemcnt using words such as I'constitutional familyo *
*historic occasion, tt v{a win-win situation, w and wwelcorne. w

The second com¡ronent of the evaluation, review or

analysis (tab1e 3)" is utilized to establish whether thc media

coverage consistccl of <ì repctition of Lhe day's events
( revi ew) or suÍnc t-Ìiouc-¡Ìt Lf uì. .ril.rl¡r:; i s of Lhc .A.ccortl { whe Lhcr
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positive¿ negative or neutral)- The qualitative basis for
evaluating these ar:ticl"es is also based on phrases and word

choice. Än articre which Ís judged to contain analysis,
requires ä length of over 800 words and careful (not crisis-
o¡ierrted) consideration of such issues as tl¡e consequerrces of
the Ägreement's passage anð,/ or fairureu the effect on the
charter of Rights and Freedoms, orc the image of federalism
for the future.

The third factoro subjects under discussion (table 4l

is used Lo display the variety of and concentration of topics
aired, thus, displaying bias with regard to i_ssue agendas. rn
order to limit the scope of the topics, those which garnered

less than ls of the mentions in the press !,rere eriminated-
The method for measuring this factor is reco¡ding the number

of mentions of each topic and their frequency in articles.
The fourth factor of whether the articre focussed the

politicar piocess of getting the .å.ccord signed or the

important issues surrounding the ^ã,greement such as aboriginaro
minorityo and womenus rights (tabl-e 5i¡ is utilizcd to
evaluate whether the mass media performed in a balanced manner

with regard to informing canadians of thc subst-.rntive issucs
surrounding Ltie .Accorcl . rn so¡ne insta¡rces the cÌear
clisLinction betwee¡r these two aspects of coverage became

blu¡red and l-he politic.¡l process of getting the .å,ccord signed
lrecame a substantive issue. When this occurred it was covercd

in the issue mentions äs the oocrisisno (tab1e 4) or tabeled as

;lmbiguous (taÌ-¡l-e 5). Thc qu;rlitaLive evaluation o-t tt¡csc
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process or structure articles is based on phrasing and word

choice. An article which is judged as focussing on process
contains phrases or words such as wthe deadline, R wcrisis, * oï
I'the disintegration of the nation. w

The use of the final factoro the originator of the
article (author, editor or wire-serviceu table 6) " is utilized
to establish whether the mass ¡nedia found this topic worthy of
staff journarists. rt is a]-so used to reveal whether there
was a simil-arity between the editorial and independent
journalist coveräge of the Heech Lake .â,greement. The

evaluation of this factor was based on the by-Line of the
articles (if by an author or the canadian press) or by its
presence on the editorial page.

The division of the newspaper articres on these points
of comparison reveals which of the liberal or democratic
associations of the press had more effect in this case- This
judgemenL is achieved by evaluating whether the articl_es
contair¡ed the more suÞerficial aspects of coveraçJe such as an

uncritical acceptance of the .Agreementn a brief repetition of
events, a limited number of topics, an unbalanced

concentration on the poriticat excrcise of getting the Àccord

ratificd and finally, a story taken directly from thc wire--
service oi, if the media fulfilied l-hcir dcnrocratic

obrigations and provided an indepth analysis of the strucLure
and issues surrour¡ding the Þleech Lake å,ccord? Thi-.; evaluatic.¡n
is;rppl-ied to the three phases of Meech Lake as defined berow.
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4.2 The Three wFacesw of Heech Lake:
Conceotion to Demise

The four years of Meech Lake coverage cän be dividcd
into three phases. The first phasc began on 30 April l9B7

when the eleven first ministers presented the country with
an -agreement in principle which brought euebec into the
constitution- rt continued with the first minisl-ers meeting

and the signing of the text of the proposed consLitutional
å,ccord on 3 June 1987.

The second phase of Heech Lake coveräge began with the
withdrawal of the motion to ratify the l{eech Lake Äccord from

the Manitoba Legislative .å,ssembIy on Monday 19 December j.9BB

and continued with the birth of the Manitoba wConstitutional

Task Force with an a1J--party iepresentation Iwhose task it
wasl to undertake a process of pubric consurtation- -n and

the subsequent publication of its Report on 23 october j.989

(Brock l-990 o 54) .

The third and final phasc of the m.¡ss media cover¿rge of
I'feech Lake was of its l.rst weeks and death. This phase

includes the moves by opponents of the .A.cc<¡rd to defeat it,
its deaLh in the Manitoba tegislature on 23 June 1990 and a
brief examination cf the coveraçJe of the lesurting une¿rse

within canada. The separation of the coveragc by the evcnts

or the t-¡irtl'r of the.A.ccordn thc fatal blow from tfanitoba and

its eventual demise is used to make the impressive amount of
media m.rt-eriaI more -[ocusec] on thesc specif ic tieveropments.

For an examination of the media coverage of this
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constitutional cvolirtion in canada, it is useful to return to
the birth place of the Accord.

4-2.1_ Thc .ã,gr(:emc't and Tcxl_: United They Stand

The birl-h place of the Meech Lake ^A,ccord was ä

government retre.rt in the Gat-ineau Hills usually reserved

for the cabinet Ministers. on 30 Aprir L9B? at this retreat
outside of ottawa the most significant constitutionar deal
since 1982 was being formed. This phase of the examination

consists of an examination of: the importance of Meech Lake

story; the division between euebec and the remainder of
canada; the tendency for positive uncritical coverage; arrd

finally, the facto¡ prayed by the mass mediars surprise that
an ^ã.grecmr:nt was reached. The examination begins with the
importance of Meech Lake.

The significance of the deal for the country can be

illustrated by the extensive changes in regular news format
that it caused in the cBC news that evening- rn his summary

of the events at cBC tcrevision that dayn former anchor*person

Knowlton Nash illuminated several significant elements.

Ã'ccordii-rg l-o Nash the covcrage of the Accord was so important
that- the upper man.:gcmcnt i:f Lhe ott.rw; bureau was reoiganizec
around the story. P'tIith tEIfyl Àlboim concentrating on Mecch

r'akcn the coverage of the dayts events in the nation?s capital
lwasl co-ordinated by Haureen Boyd, lwho was] normalry a

icporterw (N.-rsh 3,987 { 258 ) . on thc revel- of the speci.tic
f ie.id t.cam thal- CBC :;eiit cui tc covcr the story, Lhe
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corporationts actions arso pointed to a berief in the

importance of the event. Not only did they avoid using a

story provided by a line service but they sent out the firsL
string of reporters.

The conference began at noon, but the ott.awa reporters
David H.rlton, their reliable, welÌ connected chiefpolitical correspondent, their . knowledgeable
colleague Mike Duffy and their teregenic, t¡aia workingteammate - Þfesley were heading out of town to ¡4eeËhLake. (Nash 1987n 257)

Consequentlyu the use of the most prominent news

topic an added importance which it would not have

covered using a still photograph of the lake and

faxed in by a reporter on the scene.

team lent the

possessed if

a transcript

similar to this human resources utilization" the
extensive nature of the coverage pointed to the belief that
the Agrcement was fundamentally significant. There v¡cre thrce
angles developed in this first Ìook at the .Accord. nlMesleyl

wds Lo do a side bar story on the tthe significancc of the
story forl ouebec, v¡hile Halton would do the main story [the
headerlo and Duffy woutd do a talk-back with tthe news

anchorl" (Nash 1987ù 257)- Such extensive coverage on this
single day can be conl-rastecl with the minimal coverage of the
British Columbia posiLion bhroughout 19BB which e'consisl-ed of
less t-ha;¡ orie percent of tÏre coverage of all of Lhe provincesw
(Miljan 1990a, 5). These three aspects of the cBC coverage or
the event pointed to a belief that the story was signific.rnt
for Suebec and ior canada as first, the three journarists

involved r^rerc the cEC?s most ¡lrominent and sr:conrl" Lhr.: r:vr1nt
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vJas not covered in one independent sound-byte but rathcr as a

major constitutionar issue with wide rangi.ng influences.
Ãn important aspect of the ïleech take coveràge during

this phase was the emphasis on the division of Canada into the
province of ouebec and the nine other provinces gathered

together as a collecLive. rt is illuminating that the other
provinces rârere picturecl as a collective and not as distinct
provinces in their own righto both in the media coverage and

in the agreement itself. This is perhaps tied to the
injustice which many claimed was visited upon Ouebec in the
previous constitutional negotiations in LgBz.

The answer to this grievance r4ras the initiation of the
ouebec Round- The imbalance in terms of a concentration in
the medie on Quebec at the cost of the other provinces
resulted in ouebec?s getting L2 percent more nrentions than the
Lhree dissident provinces combined in the @
(tablc 4). This l-ype of grouping of the ni¡re ol-her provinces
was also evident in the coverage of the event by the broadcast
media, a:l Miljan explains ?çeuebec was discussed twice as much

as its closest rival [Ftanitoba] by both the cBC .rnd cTV?,

(Hiljan 1990a, 5).

Tlie covêrage f¡:oin thc print media at Ll¡e timc of Lhc

signing of tlie dear wãs rargery unciitical of l_he .å,greemerit,

despiLc the acceptcd awareness of the print mcdiafs ahility to
providc a more indepth examination of cvents. Despite this
e¡ih¡rnced capacity to provicc <leeper- anarysis of events the
print media failed, in this task, particurarly in this, thc
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first plrase of Meech Lake. The nationar mass media and the
Globe and Mait in paz.t-icurar, provided largery positive
coverage of the .A.greement, (68 percent, tabre 2) ¡ despite a

lack of careful anarysis of the issues at stake (tabre 3).
when the coverage for the first phase is separated out 72

percent of the articles take a pro-Meech position (Globe aird

Mair, 30 .å.priI to 10 June 198?). To emphasize this acceptance

of the Äccord" the p;rrticular l-ayout of the newspapers caused

this view to occur in the first five pagesn thereby adding to
its prominence. rn addition to the prominence of the storyo
the fact that it was such a surprise to the canadian people

and the mass media also playeit a part in the imbarance in
praise of the .A.greement in the first phase.

Table 2.--Print l,fedia .Attitudes towards lfeech Lake

G]-obe and lfail T{innipeg Free Press

70
65
60
55

%of 50
.ê,¡ticles 45

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
05
00

n=830
l{eutr.¡ l_ Pos i t ivc***
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Accordirrg to Debor.¡h coyne and others this rack was

rerated to Lwo factors. The first of these was that the

nation had not been expecting the .Accord. This was no less
the case with the mass media as coyne exprains that,

since there r,,ras no real urgency to resolve Quebecrsposition on the constitution" the Meech Lake .A,ccord tookmost observers by surprise when it was negotiated in
1987- The media in their scramble to react ¿ were so
surprised that the first ministers had achieved
unanimity that l-ittle or no criticism was made of the
Ãccord{s substance. rt was only questioned seriousry inthe lead editorials of the Toront-o star and saturday
Night. (Coyne 1992, 5)

Related to this surprise aspect was the sub-factor of
how quickly the A,ccord was signed that day. .A,s Nash

illustrated, the conference began at noon and nineteen hours

Later the el-even first ministers had agreed on a major set

Tabre 3.--Review or Ãnalysis of .ã,ccord by print Mcilia

Globe and MaiI Winnipeg Free Press

70 -f**--
50 -*-f----

Per:centage 50 -x.*
of 4A -*-*-

Àrticles 30 -* -.* ---
20 -*- *--xxx--f,llll--
15 -r --*--.-x,-x--.* -fl --
10 -*-*---x-.x-- fi-ft-
00 *..t--x-x # fi -

n=830 65e¿ 1B-q¿ 7.7Ct

Review *r* .Analysis

7A
60
50 _***____
40 '.*-*----
35 -*-*---xxx- - -----
3û -*-*--x- x- -
?O -* -x'- -x-x-------
10 -r -* --x-x lillÍf --
00 -*-* x.x-.-f ¡t.

n=1388 5l% 36s¿ i3%

xxx .Ambiguous **ft

of amendments to

aspect which led

the Canadian

to such uncr

Const i tut i on .

i.tical covcragc

The other

by the mass
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media was arso related to the factor of surprise as werl as

pure politics- The well publicized description of the elevcr¡
men in a room at Heech Lake forced the members of the mass

media to simpry trstand vigil as the prime Minister and the ten
premiers negotiated into the early morningm and thus, provide
onl-y skeretal informatÍon about the contents of the Âccord
(Gilrbons 19BBd 225't" À source within the Manitoba Legislature
indicated that, Fr,reech take was so prominent that the
slightest change in the constitutionaL negotiations would pre*
empt any other politicaL developmentsm (confidential

Interviews 1993) -

rt is evident from a Elerusãl of the coverage of the
reaction of the federal parties' leaders to the..Accord that
there was not a great wealth of thoughtfuj_ criticism in the
reports " .A,ccording to coyne and as evidenced by the Grc¡be and

Hail and Winnipeg Free press reports of the dayu

a fundamental reason for this media colrapse was tl¡etotal failure of the national parliamentaiy opposil_ionto criticize the ^å,ccord's substance in any r"iioo" way.Had there been any such debate, the media would havecove¡ed it, which would have given a cruciar voice tothe millions of canadians who were genuinely concernedabout the direction in which the Accord *o,rÍd take thenation. (Coyne 1992, S)

Thei:efore, the nehrspäper reports of the day cìlso illustratec
this lack of criLicism which had as its souïce the surprisc cf
the unanimity of the agreement and the decided lack of
c¡iticism by the opÃ)osing parties in ottar¿a- Tl¡e press ancl

the opposil-io¡l seenred to sl¡a¡e the framers ? belief that Lhe

process of ratif ic¿¡tiorl r¡¡¿ll; thc most inrporL.rnt aspect. t.rf the
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Ã'ccord because as a result in the words of the prime Minister
mcanada was whole again. euctrcc has joined the canadian

familyw (cohen 1990 o 43) - rt is not surprising that the prime

Minister lnras not critical of the mass media coverage of Meech

Lake as their coverage (particularry that by the cBC and the
Globc and Mair ) agreed with his political agenda (table z and

Miljan 1990b, 1).

Duri'g this phase a srigÌrt shift in the coverage

occurred, especially as pertained to the attitudes of the
articles towards the Ä,greement. rn the coveraçJe surrounding
the negotiations prior to and the signing of the legal text of
the .å,ccord on 3 June L9BT, there was change from def erential
acceptance to a growth of criticism of the Äccord on a
substantial level- This growth was seen in the incieasing
frequency of a¡ticles which were critical of the Meech Lake

Accord "

This increase in length was also connected. to a deeper

analysis of the imprications of the Ã,ccord and the refusal to
accept it simply trecausc the premiers had done so. This shift
ties well- with tt¡e judgement of one political observer that,
rçl-l¡e ccverii'Je wer¡t l-hr.ougl: d serier; of ¡.rhases from highl_y

emc;l-ivc, to a c¡iticism of the issuesn and returned Lo the
entotir.¡n.11 cove.rrtga once againqe (Conf idt-.¡¡tial Interviews L993).

Thc local media rcpresentcd by the lJinnipeg F¡ee p¡ess

were in fact on the leading edge of this c¡itical drive as thc
coverage froln H.ry 1987 to December 19BB iirusti¿-¡tes. of l-he

321 articres w¡itten 1o percent contained negative revicws of
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Lhe .å.ccord (Flinnipeq Free press, May 19B7-December 19Bs ) . ïn
the national sphere this increase in so¡rre articleso lcngth a'd
negative view, v¡as more the exception than the ruIe. Among

the Globe and Mail articles of the four days at the Langevin

Block only B percent of the articl-es were 1500 words or more

in length and criticar of the Accord (Globe and Mai1, L-4 June

1987). These articles were exceptions then, both in their
extended length and their negative attitude toward the .ãrccord-

This development points to a significant difference in the
coveraçle of the Accord depending on whether the articre in
question in the case of the print media was produced by the
local or the national nerrrs media.

rn the articles written by or featuring the proponents
of the deat the main point of emphasis w;rs on the importanr:e

of completing the process of ratification of the Accord to the
excrusion of all other concerns. A. typical pro.-Meech articlc
would contain some ¡eviev¡ of the poritical proccss and the
importance of attaining agreement (see for exampJ.e; Graham

Fraser, ItFears voiced on Fai}ure of charter .ã,ccord" w Globe and

Þlailu 2 June 1-987tr.å,1- and stanrey oziewicz, BGruellinE search
for Eiords Rarr 1-9 llours"w Globe a¡d Mailo 4 June 198?, Ä14).
The general understanding rretween the individuals of the pro-

Meech :;chc;ol was that the first step must be the acceptance of
Quebec into the constitutional family, and further that l-he
wQuebec deal- was not too costlym (Globe and Hail Editorial, 5

June 19B7o .Al )

t,tle fact that

This bclief can be furthcr illustrated by

hras wiclely acce¡rLecl that this w¿ls to be theib
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ouebec round of constitutional reform (Grobe and Mail, 5 June

19B7, À1).

ïn direcL contrast to the ¡rrocess-orientecl focus of
the Ãccord suppozters, the critics of the .A,ccord such as

Pierre Trudeau and Eugene Forsey took as their main focus the
philosophical underpinnings of the .ê,ccord as well-

as the inherent inconsistencies within the Ã,ccord and

between the Ä.ccord and the maintenance of a strong federal
government (Globe and Hailo 1 June ]-gB'I! Ã?)-

The political debate between the critical coverage of
the Agreement and the articres supporting the Federal
government?s positíon was presented in th¡ee different types
of articres. The choice of these three forms on the part of
the mass meclia is linked to Lhe amounl- of dialoguc that was

provided in their pàges. The first fo¡m of these ¿rrticles
contai¡red the least direct discussion, in terms of subject,
placement and level of analysis and thus" the poor

contributors in terms of any dialogue" This tlrpe of articre
hras written without a clearry defined debate and thusn

provided inadequal-e political- diarogue surrounding Lhe topic
of Meech Lake. rt was typically a snap-shot of the current
situation.

Two of thesc articlcs wliich occurrcd in thc Globe and

Mail on l June 7,987r rdere writtcn by the canadian prcss staff
and Ross How¿icl rcspcctivery- Thcse two ,¡rl-icres are on the
same page and Lake opposing positions on the .A,ccord but dre

r¡ot- in a highì-ighted Meech Lake sc:ction, nor do they discuss
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the samc aspccts of Lhe Ãccord. The Cp

possibility of increasing the chances of

story discusses the

native seÌf-

Tal¡1e 4. --Sul-rjects r¡f Dïscussion

Globe and MaiI

Percent
Women
.å,bor iginals
Charter
0uebec
,Amendments
Senate Reform
Dissidents
Personal ities
Cr is is
Language
Text
Central i zati on
seP

Winnipeg Free Press

Percent
Flomen
.Al¡or ig inals
Charter
Quebec
Amendments
Senatc Reform
Dissidents
Personalities
Cr is is
Langu.rgc
Text
Central- izat i on
SCP
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government and is extremely brief (l-80 words) while the Howard

article addresses the limitation of minority language rights
which may result and is 75a words in length (Glol¡e and Mairo 1

June 1-987o A5) - The dif ference in the rengths arrowecl for
each topic agrees v¡ith the findings with regard to the topics
given the most prominence in the national print media reports
(see table 4¿ aboriginar mentions are 7 percent, while
minority mentions including charter and language issucs are 37

percent)- .Another inequality evident from the examination of
these articles is that the CP contribution discussing native
issues is lirnited to 25 percent of the space allotted to the
Ross Howard entry.

The second type of debate article is srightry r-ess

subtle in its portrayal of differing views of the Ã,ccord.

This type of article would contain within the same story the
opposing views of two or more interviewees. For exampreo see

the Globe and llail article in which the llanitoba premier and

the Prime Hinister square off on the significance of the
distinct society on the charter of Rights and Freedoms (Grobe

and Mail, 17 February 1989, .A.5).

The dialogue betv¡een the two sides is more prominent in
this type of articre for three reasons. Fi¡st, thc issue
which thcy are both discussing is the specific effect of the
distinct society crause or¡ the charter; second, ttieir
clifferencc.s of opinion a¡c here containcd within thc
paramet-ers of the säme articre and can bc compared; and third,
they ar:c prorrrj.nelll rcprc:jrlrìl-.rtivcs of l-hc oppol:i.ng sidcs of
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the Meech Lake debate and thuso their comments ilie

significant.

The third format for covering the growing deb.rte

regarding the .â.ccord was the least subtÌc and t.he most

effective- The third format is that like the Winnipeg Free

Press feature calIed 'oDebating Meech Lakeñ ([#irrnipeçr Free

Presso L6"24 May 1987).. This type of formaL praced a written

debate (consisting of tr¡o articl-es) on the .ã.ccord within the

highlighted tfeech Lake section of the newspaper. The lengths

of the articles krere equal; they were typically written by two

opposing academics or lawyers; and they did contain a

signÍficant level of analysis of the issue presented. This

format allowed for än egual treatment of both sides of the

debate as it typically contained dual articles from tlie pro

and anti-Meech factions of the same length by either respected

academics (such as political scientist Raymond llebert), or

political peers such as Clyde Well-s and Robert Bourassa.

The coverage of l-Ìre Meech Lake J\ccord during the first

phase r¡¡as, to review, for the most part concentrated on the

political process õ pÍ.oviding .1. review of events and

personalitie:;" typically uncritical" accepting of l-he

importance of the constitutional nr:gotiations, and

illuminating the divisions between Quebec ar¡d the rest of

canada. Due to this focus the coverage was not baLancecl in

terms of oppositÍon and support of the deal and did not

provide enough pol i l-ica1 di.rlogue.
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4.2-2 The Second phase:
The Emperor Has No Clothes

.As the mass media coverage entcred the second phase of
Meech Lake coverage the importance of three types of debating
articl-es (discussed previously) rose. Çtith the increasc in
animat-ed opposition to the Accord, material presented in these

articLes also allowed for an airing of the contrasting

philosophies regarding the constitutional future of canada.

These three forms of articLes finally performed the vital
service of informing the pubric about the true nature and

content about the debaLe surrounding the Accord.

Once again the S[innipes Free press excelled in this
areä with a series by Gerald Flood titled wlleech Lake

Discordm, consisting of five analytical articles discussing
the fate of social programs, the frawcd processo native
rightsu inrmigration a¡rd minority righLs. Through consul-tation
y¡ith constitutional lawyers Bryan schwarLz and t¡at¡ick RiIey
(tsho represented the anbi- and pro-Ì"leech school_s

respectively) ¿ Flood was able to ofter a substantive

discussion of these five issucs surrounding the Meech take
.å,ccord (lJinnipeg Free press, i4-1-6 January 19A9).

Thc second phase of the coverage of the Ãccord also
incruded the divÍsion af the three dissident provinces from

the previousry united remainder of canada outside of euebec.

The Premiers of Hanitoba" New Brunswick and Newfoundlald were

labcled as dissidents and received 39 percent coverage in the
Globe and Mail and 27 perccnt in t-he t{innipec¡ Free press

A, significant devclopment during thisrespectively (tablr-: 4)
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period was the initiation of public hearings. Through the
news coverage of these events and thc resurting panic which
wäs reported as deveroping ¿rmong the supporters of the .A,ccord

(see canadian Press, erThe rmportance of signing Ì,feech Laker0r

Globe and Mailu a7 February r-989o Ã6) it became evident that
some serious strucLural and other problems v¡ith the Äccord

existed- rn this third phase the structural criticisms of the
-Z\ccord can be crearly contrasted with the procedural emphasis

utilized by the proponents of the Äccord. À main drive of the
proponents I view was provided by the prime þlinister who

claimed that ftre-opening the deal now wourd mean a risk to the
future of the countryw (Globe and Mair" L7 February l_gggu A6).
The Manitoba Task Force Report and the reaction of the
proponents of the .å,greement to it ilrustratc this debate in
which the two sides are not even speaking the same language in
terms of emphasis.

The report from the Task Force was Lhe summary of the
concrusions of extensive public hearings in Manitoba and

pointed to some serious structural inadequacies in the
Äccord- one particurar problem which was also evident was

the proceclrrral stalemate that resultecl from Lhe feder.rl ancl

Quebec govcinments? refus;ar to re--open the Accord for
modif ication (trinnipeq Frec press , ?4 l,Iovember lgBBo s ) - The

similarity with which this issue was t¡eated by the national
veisus the local newspaper is an indication of the inal;ility
of the two sides in the debatc to focus on the substancc of
thc a.gr:eemcnt (sec,: table 5) thc supellicia l üpi)r.oai..i; by t_hc
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personalities in the debate were thus, emphasized, in the mcdi.r

coveräge.

The [.dinnipeq Free Press reported the result of the

Manitoba Task Force as a balanced request for some fundamental

but vital changes to ttre Ã,ccord. .A.s a result of their

conclusions drawn from the legitimate concerns of Manitobans

the wTask Force had advised the Hanitoba government that six
of the [ninel changes should be made to the.Accord before ttre

Manitoba legislature ratif ied ito' (Hanitoba 1989, l-16 ) .

The &JÍnnipeq Free Press coveraçle of the rcport l;al.rnccd

the positive reactions to the report with the negative by

juxtaposing the reactions of Lov¡ell t{urray and Robert

Bourassa. Indeed, during the five months foll_owing the

release of thc l'?anitot¡a positionn of 183 Þtrinnipeq Free press

articLes produced 43 percent focussed on the substance of t¡e
Agreement and the Report, as compared to the Globe and Ì'fai1

Table 5.--Contento Structure or process

Globe and Mail Winnipeg Free Press
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coverage which contained B percent of substantive discussion
(table 5 and f{innipeg Free prcss and Grobe and Þlail, october
I-g8g-February L990) " There v¿as no such balance of views in
the nationally circulating Glc¡bc and Mail. Despite a Globe

and Mail,/cBC PoI-l that found that tr¿ice äs many canadians

disapproved of the Accord as approvcdo its politicar
commentator Jeffrey simpson tikened the .å,ccord to a baby seal
and Manitobans to the hunters who ¡¡ere cudgelling it to death
(Globe and Hail 24 October 1989, A6).

The lack of balance in the central canadian paper (59

percent pro-Meech) and the view which was sympathetic to the
Hanitoba report from the rocar newspapc.r (49 percent anti-
Meech) can to some extent be seen as the p.rpers giving their
readers what they want (table Z) - The coveïage <¡f Ltrc debate
was something that canadians in general v¡anted as thc poir
introduced earlicr indicatcrf (Globe and Mail/cBC polt" wl,feectl

Accord generating littre support, survey findsr', 23 october
19B9). As the public criticisn rose it was obvious -E¡om the
support for t.he three dissidcnt premiers that many canadians,
once informed al-roul- l-he sl-ructure of the Meech Lake Accord

were not prepared to accept it as a fait accompli.

Unfortunately f or Filmon his position b¡¿1s not secn as rrìodeiatc

wl¡en compared with l-hat of the proponents of Meech and thc
viev¡ that they were uodemanding too muchu' (Grobe ¿nd Maíl_ " 24

octobe¡ l-989, A1) was further cntrcnched whcn the more
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wconciliatory paralleI accord proposal from New Brunswick was

released the next dayu' (F{anitoba 1989o 1l_B ) .

ïn contrast to the ef fect of the New Brunsv.¡ick

Report the strong anti-Meech position of Newfoundrandrs

clyde Filells made the Þlanitolia stand seem more modcrate- rn
Lhis case, a fact that was arso of assistance to premier

Filmon was that his government could not gu,:rantee the
passage of Meech anywäy as they did not have a majority of
seats- 9Je11s in contrast v¡as threatening to withdraw the

support from the .A.ccord which the previous administration had

ratified.

Despite the strong opposition to thc deal some

proponents of the package" such as Bourassa, r^rere still
unwilling to even consider a c:ompromise between Lþe lula¡ritoL¡.t

and Federar positions" Än examination of the Grobe and Mail_

coverage of the .A.ccord and Bourässä¡s uncompromising stance

indicates that 5B percent of the articres supportetl this
position. rn contrast 49 percent of the wirinipeq Frce press

articles were opposed to this view of the Accord.

specif ically, the winnipe<l Free press covr-.ra[Je focu:;sinrJ oìr

the opponents of the Accord, indicated that thcy bcgan l_o sce

compromise as a possibrr: strategy (winiripcq Free pr:ess , L2

January 1990 o '7) .
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4"2-3 The Death of Meech:
Rigor Mortis or a New Beginning?

Älthough the evidence of stalemate wðs present

during the second phase of coverage when the rudiarogue of the
deafer T¡ras occurring, it only grew as the deadline for
ratification of the deal drew closer (Grol¡e and Hair " 24

October L989, À6). This image which Jeffrey Simpson brings to
light, illustrates the fact that there was a scarcity of
dialogue (ironically somewhat promoted by the mass media)

between the two sides in the debate and thus¡ rlo actual
exchange of ideas or communication took pJ-ace.

This tendency of t.he mass media is li¡rked to the
appearance of än increase in conflict and crisi.su and is well
documented in the colnmunications riterature. Ray Erdon

Hiebert, Donald F. ungurait, and Thomas Tår. Bohn explain thaL
Bthe consequences of an event and the prominencc of those

involved have a direct effect on its newsworthinessro ènd thuso

by emphasizing bhe negative results of the failure of the

l"feech Lake Àccord, the mass media r¡rere creating a sense of
crisis (tabre 4) and therebyu exacerbating an already unstable
political situation (Hieberto Ungurait and Bohn L974, 346)-

specif ically in the case of thc Meech Lakc .A,ccorcl t-he

panic and confIict were similarly overemphasized according tcr

columnist Michel Roy. F{i1jan explains that
in addition to presenting an atmosphere of crisis
through the volume of stories on Meech Lakeo the
networks emphasized the discord and disagreement between
the premiei:s iir 73 pcrcent oÍ the cBC and 60 percent ofthe crv stories on Meech Lake and the f irsl- ministersr
confe¡ences- (Miljan 1990b, 2)
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Thuso the nctwork coverage concentrated on confl-ict and crisis
in a manner simirar to the national print media which" in sz

percent of its coverage for:used on the dissidents of the
A'ccord and 40 percenl- on the impending crisis (tabre 3).

rn Royf s view the main aim of the writer (or pro<Tucer)

is to wdraw attentiono to attract readers and even to shock

the sensibilitie.s (Roy 1991-, Z4) - Thus, journalists, while
they may think that they are fol-rowing a pol_icy of objectivity
arc actually allowing their bia.s to enter the story.

The rc¡le of individual jou¡narists is significant in
the review of the mass ¡nedia coveraçJe of any political event

especially one as divisive as the lleech Lake Ä,ccord. .An

important develc¡pment surrounding the coverage of the a.ccozd

with regard to the usc of journalists is that less than r0
percenL. of the articles rderc from the canadian press wire-
service (B percerrt at tt¡e Globe and Mail, see tabl_e 6). The

media coverage of this stage of the Heech take countdown

certainly points to this conclusion. The conflict between thc
proponents and the opponents of the ,Agreement, wäs no doubt

exacerbaLed by ttre facl- Lhat sLrong phrases such as "the
alt-ernative Lo a fundamenLarty reformed. canada is probably no

Canad.¿rrt üùere ofte¡r used (Roy 1991, 24).

The sense of crisis which was a constant companicn to
cBC bro.rrlcasLs on the Meech Lake Àccord during this phase

ce¡tainly pointed to a hostilc conclusion. The evidence l-trat-

this sense of ci:isis engen<lerecl by the Globc and Mail and the
cBC coulc affect the opinions of canadians is found in a
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Decima,/ Ff¿rcrcanqs porl from T January 1991-. Ä.ccording to this
study

less than a Lhi¡d c¡f thc ¡rublic berieve that the mass
media do not do t-heir jobs accuratelyo or that the mcdiaconfuse members of the pubric rather than help people
understand the issues of the day. (Kaihla lggt- r-z4j

ïn other v¡ords Canadia¡¡s p?. dre still able

between what the media do and what politicians

199L u 24) " A political- source within the Hani

to distinguish

do?'(KaihLa

toba tegislature

TabIe 6"--Originator of ^ArticIes

Globe and Þ{ail &trinnipeg Free press

90
BO

70
60

%of 50
.Articles 4A

30
20
10
05
00

n=830 B3t 9% 8ts

Àuthor *** Editorial xxx CP xxx

expl a i ns

objectivi

Proposals

fnterview

that 'rthis led to a significant increase in the
ty wÍ th wtrich thc L9g?. charrc¡tter-own constitutional
were treated" cspecialì-y by Lhe cBC'ç (corif idenLiar
1993 ) "

rol"c of CEC teic.vision in the third phase <¡fThc
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coverage has been criticized

as accepLing as self ..evident
George Koch and Rick Sal_utin

position that the failure of
thc ratif ic.rtion process a¡ith regard l-o the Heech Lake .A,ccord

vùas a u'nätional tragedy* (Koch 1990, 15). This treatment of
the situation as crisis agrees with Hieberto ungur:rit and

Bohnes hypothesis that impending crisis is a vitar component

in frconsumer-oriented. ncws choicesw (Hieberto ungurait and

Bohn 7974¿ 347) - Henceo this reference to the importance of a

st'ry appealing to the consumcr" instead of informing the
citizen, points to the theoreticar and practicar dual_ity
within thc canadian mass media. sarutin arso found similarly
to David Taras thatu wthe coverage Þrã.s sporadic incomprete and

turned overwhelmingly on the politics of the issue ratl¡er than
on the content of the.åccc¡rd and the possible impact tof that
content I on Can¿lda's f uturcw (Mil jan 1_990au 7 ) " In the
critiquc he provideso Rick Salutin rcveals ä review of the CBC

countdown -

on Hay 23dL99od one month to the deadrine, the cBC ranthree hou¡s of anxiety on the subject. Bårbara Frumeasc:rf in, wrtrs as if a fuse has been lit on ä timebomb.w Beside Ìrer stood pcter lfansbridge. "Thelc is ttrewidespre:ecl feeling that t.his is a deciãive time, thatthe days atre¿rd could be the most important we håve beenthr:ough as ä nationo canada has suivived fo¡ 120 yearsbut aII of that is on the line. Car¡ Canada work,or is canada drifting apart?w (satutin 1990, 15)

Given the previously discussed trust which canadians have irr
their media, the image above of two respected anchorpersons

considering the end of the nation seems to point to än

enhancing of a sense of despair over the loss of unanimity
concêrììing the l'feech Lake Àccord. The ttrird phasc of

by

Lhe
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coverage by both the television and ¡rrirrl- mcdia of central
canadao pointed to the inevitabre dealh of the A,ccord

at the hands of the politicalry indericate hinl_erlarids of
Canada.

This phase of coverage continued to the actual death of
the Äccord in the Manitoba regisl-ature. The coverage of this
event considered it tp be less a tragedy than a result of a

meeting of opposite phirosophical views on canada" neithe¡ of.

which wourd budge to allov¡ a compromise to save the Äccord.

The opponents of the Accord did not see it as a document worth
saving and the continued vitality of canada despite its deatho
carrs into question the motives of its supporters who craimed
it was the onry way to save the nation. The fact that the
Accord died in Manitoba naturarly arrows for an analysis of
the differences in the coverage provided by the t+¡o newspapers

in the case study.

rf as s¿lutin and coyne craim" t.he nationar media werc

woefulry inadequate in their anarysis of the agreernent" to the
extent t-h.rt t-liey simply accepter! the government position as

correct, the fact that they did cover the opposition to the
Äccord saves them fro¡n appearing compr-ete1y uncriticar. .Ail

ex"rmination of the Glot¡e and MaiL coverage here reveals that
68 percc;rt of the ar ticres were pro-Mecch and typicarly they
presented ?rno positive ouLconre - of a failure tr: sign t thc
.âccord I u' (table 2 and HiI jan 1990b, 4 ) . The critical covcrage
is revealed in thc national mecliaes overwhelming focus orì the
dissidenl-s l-o the .A.ccord. Thc Glr.¡l-¡e arrd Mait focussecl 39
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percent of its issue coverage on the .A.ccord opponents (tablc
4) - similarryo the cBC concentrated 33 percent of rts
covcrage on Filmon (tfiljan 199Oao 4). The competitive nature
of the media points to a tendency to report conflict. The

media coverage of Lhe Meech Lake issue once it was legitimized
as an act.uar debate" v¡as quite effective. canadians did
report to the Decima,/ Macleanrs po11 thaL they trusted the
canadian media" and this was after the death of the.å,greement.

The fact that the fairure to ratify the .A,ccord v¡as

labered a dcath by the poritical prayers äs wel_t as the
media and treated in a sensational manner illustrates the
amount of commitment that there was to the a,greement and the
lengths to wÌrich tlrey were preparecl to go to achieve
ratif ication. Àrlded to this was the situation in which the
dissidenb provinces were accused in the press of bringing the
country to the brink of political corlapse. This image is
revealed through a review of the quotations from thc pro-
Heechers inLerviewed as welr as the com¡nenLaries of writers
such as sirnpson. Barbara Frum contributed to this apocaryptic
view of the Manitoba position by rinking sharon carstairs'
position to the de-confederaticn of canada (confidential

fnterview 1993). Thus, there vras a Ìack of realistic coverage

of possible compromise" which v¡ould be acceptabl-e t-o both
sides of the debate. This deficiency of plausible halfway
poiltts poirtbu'd to ùn inadequ.rcy in terrns of Lhc mass nrcdiass

obligation to raise the poì-itical debate to a higher level-
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while i.n an interview" News Director Judy watyiuk of
the local ÞJinnipeg CKND station stated that. a typical news

policy is to oecover both sides of the storyr¡ (Watyiuk 1gg2).
This does not mean they must be covered as if no compromise

was ever possible- some thoughtful- analysis, which for the
majority focused on the possibility of compromise may have

bred a more conciliato_ry atmosphere. Ho¡¡evero the fact that
some observers believe that the nseparatists in euebec were

dictating the political agenda at the final first ministers o

conferencem may consign this idea to the rearm of wishful
think ing ( Gvryn j_99I_a 33 ) .

4"3 ConcLusion

rn concrusion a reviel.¡ of the reactions of the mass

¡nedia to the three phases of the Heech Lake negotiations
supplies evidence of a linkage betvreen the media entity and

the poriticar situation and popurace that supports it. The

canadian media did not attempt to affect the political
outcomes of the Heech take negotiations as much as it
reflected the poriticar situation- This reflection
illustrated the dominance of the capitaì- .rccu¡nulation function
in the canadian political environment. rn this specific case,
an overall consequence of the media oBerating in this profit_
oriented marlner was the inability of the rnass rnecia to
comprehensively investigate severar important Íssues
strrrounding the .ê.ccord. rn contrast" the dwindring c¡f the
mass media's emphasis on the democraticarly vital rore of
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providing the citizel,;-y with werr-informed coverage¿ was

evidenced in the Globe and t'{ail/cBc poll which found that sr67

percent of canadians said they l+crc rittre, or not aL alt
informed about the Meech Lake .A,ccordw (Globe and MaiI, 23

October 1989, A5).

,Another reflection of the poriticar constraint
that was evident during this phaseo (and perpetuated by the
a'ccord supporters in those forlowing) was l-he unbaranced

emphasis on reviews of the process of ratification to the
exclusion of any thoughtful anarysis of the substantial
elements of the .A,ccord (especially on the part of the naLional
news mediau table 6 ) . ^As was discussed above the mass media

began to contain increasingly indepth coverage of the
criticisms of the.A,ccord as they began to arise in pubric
opinion and intellectual debate. These articles were however

much more rare than the superficiar stories, which

concentrated on personarities to the exclusion of important
issues (table 4) - This reflection of the growbh in
criticism was also a reason for the change in focus in the
media to a more structural enrphasis. Ðespite the awareness of
the importance of substantive reporting, this dicl not occur in
the maiority of the cases- .A.s the mass meciia is a procuct of
the society wilhin which it exists, it is appropriate that in
this case study it reflectcd the political cebate around the
Heech take ,A.ccord. To provide a thorough anarysis of Lhe

canadian mass media coverage of the Hecch L.¡ke Accord, and

uncover the dueling ideologicar motivalions which vrere
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operating during the Meech Lake discussionso it is now

necessary to link the actual trends during the coverage with
the three political ideologies which form Lhe canadian

poriticar culture and thus, the mäss media profit-motive
versus publi.c service duality"
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CHÄPTER FIVE

.AN.ALYSIS : FOUR M.A,NIFESTATTONS OF LIBERALISM

The anal.ysis of this chapter forms three leve1s of

argument " Firsto with regard to its coverage of the Þ{eech

Lake Accordr' the mass media failed to ensure that the public

debate was informed and elevated. secondo this failure was

driven by the mass media acceptance of the dominance of the

Brofit-motive which operated at the cost of the public-service

motivations and the citizense democratic right to be informed

of major political developments" FinaIly" this analysis

concl-udes that government regulation of the sector is

necessary to restore balance in the mass mediau so that it can

survive economically while playing a vital information role in
the continuing political evolution of Canada-

The evidence which supports the three nain arguments is
illuminated through an exploration of four themes. These

include: the problems of an uncritical mass media in a

democratic state; the media tendency to focus on reviews of
process and neglect serious analysis of complex political

issues; the mass media?s overemphasis on conflict and

confronLation beLv¡een prominent personalities; and finalty,

the geographic loy.rlty of media outlets (Iocal vcrsus national
viewpoinbs). The exploration of these issues¿ ¿lmong otherso

will establish the analytical basis for the argument that,

based on the rncrss media performance during the Meech Lake

negotiations, sLal-e regulation is necessary to establish a
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balance between l-he mediars liberally supported prof it-mo-t_ive

and democratic inforrnative obligations-

5.1 Four Themes:
Liberalism Manifest in Media Ä,ctions

The first of these themes entails a discussion of the

utility of an uncriticar mass media in a dcmocratic country

such as canada. The lack of criticism of the Heech Lake

^A'ccord is primarily addressed here to establish the position

that the political coveraçJe failed to create a public

dialogue- Due to this deficiency a solution is required-

The second theme examines the tendency of the media to
focus on politicar process at the expense of an analysis of
substantive detail. This theme also directly approaches the
question of whether cìr nob ttre political debate was elcvated"
or, in other wordsn whether a substantive dialogue surrounding

the issues was made avaitable to the pubric through the media.

In order for this seivice to be performed a significant amount

of analysis by the media is vital-

The tl¡ird theme surrounds the mass media penchant for
emphasizirrg conflict and discord- Ã. focus on rframatic

confrontations bret-ween political players provides the evidence

her:e. Tlris Lhe¡ne is reLaLed l-t.¡ tÏre Lhree questiolls by its

irrustr:ation of whet-her the concentration on disagreernent

ameriorated a raised potitical ileb,rte or naintainerd the

c<;nflictual atmosphere surrounding the negotiations.
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The fourth theme addresses the question of a media

outletrs loyalty to its revenue base" The differing coveïage

which the }leech talce.A.ccorC received at the hands cf the local

versus the national media is raised here" This discussiorr

relates back to the warring duarisrn between the capitatist

imperatives and the democratic duty of the media.

The four sub-themes are discussed and relate<l back L<_¡

the three major questions which èrre to be answered" The major

theme is directly related to the founding politica1 ideologies

of Canada. The stronger profit-motive is a result of the

predominant strains of riberalism which exist here, while the

weaker public-service motive is driven by the more

collectively oriented tory an<1 socialist ideologies.

5.2 Failure at Meech Lake:
.A Distinct Lack of Elevated Debate

flt the outset of this analysis some parameters are

helpful to focus the inquiry to the relevant questions -

First, this inquiry is poriticar and thus attempts to tie the

performance of the mass media vlith pubric pclicy questions

such asn how a lack of high quality coverage of potitical

events can be al.levj.ated through the use of governmcnt-

regulation. second, the linrits of the evaluation method ùre

expressetl. This evaluation of mass media coverage is

qualitative and thus is not based on complete statisl-ics but

rather d sampling of the articles and stories prcvidcd and the

exploration of some general Lhemes related to these and
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second.ary sources- Third, the serection of the mass meclia

coverage is Iimited to an evaluation of data which are

relevant to the specific inquiry as to which of Hartzrs three
political fragments predominates in the canadian political

culture and consequently in the rnass media- From the

establishment of these Iimitations" the inquiry begins.

5 .2 -I The Uncr i tical Hed ia :
Sacred Cows of Meech Lake

Canada is a prominent rnember of the v¡esl-ern collection

of liberal-democracies, of these canada has one of the most

complex political cultures. The theoretical framer"¡ork which

best expJ.ains the Canadian situation and therefore t.he

resurting mass media is that provided by Hartz- vestiges of

the forner authoritarian rerationship between the stal,e and

the press in ?r16th and 1-7th century England* are intimated

when one considers this first themeo the specific tack of

c¡itical canadian mass media coverage of Lhe r\cco¡d (siebert,

Peterson and Schramm l-956 n 7). Àccording to Sieberto peterson

and Schramm the primary function of the media rluring tþis erd

Ì{äs'rto support and advance the poticies of the government j-n

power and to service tl¡e statetr (Siebt:rt" Petersorr and Sctrramm

1956 " 7).

Tlris subservietlce of the press to Lhe sl_ate is nol

accepted in a free and democratic nation such as canada,

However the well-documented lack of adequate coverage in the
specific case of the negotiations surroundi-ng the.A,ccord" have

in f act ill.ustrated a similar resurt - satutin expraincd t-hat
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in the case of constitutional reporting "a partnership between

cBC Newsworld and the Globe and Mail whicl.t hac as its main

project support for the federal governments agenda" had

developed (SaIutin 1990, 15).

This argument is supported by the fact that 68 percent

of Globe and Mail articles disptayed a positive attitude

toward the Agreement (table 2), and the Fraser Report findings

that ¡?the cBC was biased towards making a dear that would save

the country . and uncriticat of lthe Federal government'sJ

prophecy of doom if the Meech Lake hlere not ratified by June

23rdn (lriljan 1990b, 1). Salutin also points out the link

between government direction and media reaction when he

observes that

on June 1 the prime minister said. I'Wtrat is really at
stake is Canada.rr That day's Globe had a full päge ad
sponsored by business, in letLers even bigger tharr Jeffrey
Simpsonrs byline: TIC.ANÃDÄiS FUTURE IS IN PERII. GET
TFIE MEECH ^A,CCORD TN PL.å,CE. YOU HUST NOT FÃ.IL. I[

( Salutin 1990, l-6 )

.A,ccording to Salutin the objective of the CBC and Globe and

Mail coveraçie of Meech Lake was to sell the A,ccord to

Canadians for the government-

Evidence of such a partnership (conscious or not) is
üaugË for cûncËrn in a democracy tike cenatla where tfin order

to make informed decisions Icitizens] have to know about the

benefits and costso - [of different policies]" (01ia

1993). Further evidence of the press's tendency to accept

reports from respected sources without investigation is
provided by two sources I description of press scruns in ottawa
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during the finar first ministers0 conference. According to
these two individuars, erafter a brief ing from \Iorman spector

and St.rnley l{arl- the CBC v¡t¡uld accepl- the federa} position as

correctn and send it in to their broadcasting centerso without

even the most rudimentary confirmation from the Manitoba

delegation. This behaviour is contrasted with that of the CTV

and Globe and Mair journarists who did confirm the story*
(Conf idential f nterviews 1993 ) . Thusn although the press l,{ere

not directly under the control of the federal government in
these instances, some internar control r¡ras being exercised

particularly by the national public televÍsion media.

Another similarity of the tv¡o media from the separate

periods arose when one examines the warnings in the press from

the government no'b to arrow for any seri.ous c¡iticism or

alternations to the Ä,ccord until it was ratified throughout

the nation. Ttris forbidding c¡f criticism by the government

and the supporters of the A,ccord can be linked to the general

polic;r cf authoritaria¡rism torr¡ards its press - siebert f ound

that in general any I'criticism of the poritical machinery or

the officiars in power" was strictly forbidden (siebert,

Peterson and Schramm 1956, 26).

Specifically, in the case of the Meech Lake A.grcement

the government wcre protecting both ttre pro(:ess they used and

the resulting Agreeh€rrt from criLicism. Gibbins ex¡rlains tliat
since all of the governmenl-s and political parties
favoured the Àccord and apparently, it is suspectedo
tried at reast in some instances to suffocate political
debate so ãs to nullify opposition, Lhe mass nreclia Fiad a
special responsibirity. They were the source for basjc
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information anc anary:;is, the vitat conduit between the
events of Meech Lake and the public that would have to
live with and under the Accorcl- (Gibbons lgBB d ZLS)

Henceo the democratic responsibirity of the press to infornr

the ciLizemy existeC in this case (more so because of the

lack of political opposition). This obligation ÞIas partiarry

neglected by Lhe national comtnunications institutions with the

CBC illustrating " . thirty-seven percent and Globe and

Mair 6B percent positive coverage tor+ards the Ouebcc position

respectivelyrr (Miljan 1-990a, 5 and table 2) -

As in the previous instance any blatant sponsorship of

the archaic view tlrat the government should have complete

control over the press would not be accepted in the modern

western worLd. The argument is not, however, that a coercive

relationship exists" but rather" that the màss medi-a are

shaped Lry Ccìilärli.rn pol-itical cultu¡e (which contains tory

elements), and thus, some stal-e direction is plausible.

Despite this tory shading, the dominance of the liberal

strain, results in the leversal of the past communications

situati.on where ufthe wisÌres of Lhe poì.iticatly informed

subscriber were most promincntur (Bagdikia¡r 1990, L25). The

general desire of the press ho appeal to Lhe advertiser

softens its role as ãn indepth critic of government personnel

and processes. Specilicallyo the acceptance of the government

position without the application of critical analysis during

the Meech take covcrage is linked to the acceptancc of the

profit-motive and Lhe ansv¡ering neglect of the media's

dernocrat ic r ole .
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5.2.2 Prclccss versus Substance:
Att Styleo No Content

Similar to the first sub-themeo the second which

addresses the media?s penchant for process-oriented stories
also illuminates the competition between the capitalist drive
and the democratic obrigations of the press. rn the case of
chain-owned media outlets Bagdikian found that *33 percent of
editors did not feel free to run ä news story that was

damaging to their parent firmse (Bagdikian 1990o 30).

Self-censorship can to some degree expl_ain the CBC

tendency to support the Meech take .A,ccord - Ätthough the

federal- government relationship to the cBC does not exist in
the private sector" it does depend on the government for
budget all-ocations. The positive evaluation of the Meech Lake

-A'ccord by this crown corporation can be exprained somewhat as

a function of its wish to continue to survive economically. A

general realization of r¿hom the CBC had to answer to caused to
some degree the failure of the cBC to focus on the structural
problems of the .I\ccord.

The Fraser rnstitute a conservative, vancouver-based
think tank, studies media bias. fn 1989, it found the
cBC coveräge of Meech Lake focused on hov¡ political
leaders r¡Jere trying to rescue the deal" noi on the
substantial question: is Meech Lake good or b¿rd?
ProvincialÌy, the Fraser rnstitute co¡rcluded tÌrat tkre
cBC carried as many stories that hrere favorable towards
Quebecrs adamant pro-Meech position as were critical-.
However, twice as many stories criticized Manitobafs
opposition as supported it. (Koch 1990, 15)

This uncri.tical view of the cBCts coverage of Meech Lake when

tied to u'its journalists{ awärelnessl of who signs their pày
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checks{¡ can illuminate subtle bonds back to the authoritarian

model- of the press (Koch 1990u 16). such an idea contradicts

the view that despite being government-ovrned" the CBC is

institutionally independent.

.4. critical- view must be adopted to counteract the

growing arl pervasive presence of the state. Nowadays, *most

reporters do not bring an ideological bias t;o their jobs" but

ttheyl are prejudiced against the government and the

established order because they see themselves as reformers and

watchdogs of the governmentr' (Kaih1a L991 o 24) - Despite this

individuar position of modern reporters, in the case of Meeclr

Lake coverage the institutional pressures overshadowed such

professionalism. The consequent superficial coverage of these

politicar events would have benefitted from the press adopting

its past role as uua clearing-house for public opinion and.

a brokerage by means of which the public and the government

might communi.cate with each othern (Fetherling 1990, 38).

The highJ-y valued objectivity of the media was in thi.s

case sacrificed by government manipuration" which pointed to
Irthe imporLance of signing Meech Lake as to re-open the deal

would risk the countryqs futureñ and not informing the

citizenÍ.y (Globe and Hail EdiLorial" 17 February 1989, À5),

Äccording to the Globe and Mail,/CBC polI nonly 32% of

Canadians felt they were somewhat informed or well-informed on

the issue* and thuso share this view of the media (Globe and

Mail,/CBC PotI 23 Octobe¡ 1989 ) .
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As this is the case it points to an expectation of some

thoughtful and deep analysis surrounding the Meech Lake

Accord- The problem r¿hich arises here is that this type of
analysis was not provided (see for instance coyne). Given the
lack of deep thought on the issue, Lhe canadian pubricls

continuing trust in the media is somewhat surprising.

The failure o-t the mãss media to focus on structure cðn

be seen through a review of the pro-Meech coveräçle provided by

the cBe, crvr Globe and l,lail and the winnipeg Free press, in
the months surrounding the birth and collapse of the

agreement. rn the print medi-a 67 percent and 66 percent of
the articres by the üüinnipeg Free press and the Grobe and Mail
represented a concentration on process (tabte 5) - SimilarIy,
the cBC and crv coverage consisted of 37 and 43-4 percent

concentration on the political process¡ ðs compared to 18.1

and L2.B percent on details of the Accord respectively (Miljan

1990ao 2)- The remaining stories (44-g and 43-g percent

respectively, focussed on {'the problenrs preventing

ratificatiort" the conseguerìces of its success or failure and

the sorutions to the impasse" (¡liljan 1990a" z) - Thus, the
najority (2 times as many as on substance in arr four cases)

of the articl.es oi: stories focused on what stage the process

rdas at and rrot on any analysis of the substance of the Ã.ccard-

This mass media tendency to concentrate on process decreases

the viewpoints r+hich are circurating and thus, causes ¡{truth

to die a littlefo as the citizer:'y a¡e missing some
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informationu and are consequently, placed at a disadvantaqe

when making decisions (Olia 1993)"

some evidence of the persuasive powers of the profit

motive can be gathered through an examination of staffing,
budgetingo and the length of articles devoted to serious

analysis. Firsto with regard to staffingo a focus on the
process would allow a media entity to simply receive
procedural updates from a wire-service such äs the canadian

Press (CP) which is naturall-y more cost effective than sendinE

out a staff reporter (B1ack 1985, 109). Any structural

emphasis on the other hand +¡ould reguire the use of an expert

which would entail sending a reporter and cameraman out on a
fierd trip to do an intervieb¡ or a tong-distance phone callu

costs which would have to covered by the mäss media compäny.

The field research which this journalist u¡ould have to engðge

in would also cost the company extra hours in hrages. rn the

case of I'leech take despite the strengLh of the profit motive

both the ner^rspapers in question used staff reporters in the

majority of the cases (tab1e 6). Despite this extensive use

of human resources, the political dialogue surrounding the

a,ccord did not emerge. As the steady use of staff journalists

il-lustrates, the profit motive is not operating to the

comprete exclusion of the pubric-service obligationn but, as

the poor quality of coverage indicates it is providing

signif icant pressrrre -

Secondo a qualitative evaluation of the length 6f
process oriented articles illustrated that they are shorter
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than those which apply anarysis to the substantive issues-
This contrast is illustrated between the supporters of Meech

Lake who had a penchant for tarking in headlines foltowed by

brief and panic-fitled articles such as the Grobe and Mail
article uoRejection of Meech Historic Histake Bourassa Ässertsm

which was only 350 words longo versus the longer structural
anarysis of the .A,ccord opponents. one anti-l'feech articre
which discussed clyde werrsu position on charter of Rights
supremacy r^ras 1000 words long (Gtobe and Þ{ail, B November

1989, AI-2).

This area exprores the criticisms of the mass rnedia by

Roy and Salutin to discover whether there r¡¡as some relation
L¡etween the fundamentar dualism of the media and any crisis
rerated bias within the communications institutions. rn 40

percent of its coverage the Globe and Þlai1 raised t¡e issue of
the crisis situation that was allegedly developing (table 4).
The subject of crisis is more easily raised by the poritical
actors when the coverage by the mass media is concentrating on

the personarities and poritical process (66 percent in the
Globe and }failo table 5), than when the focus is on the
complex issues such as kromenrso aboriginal and minority
r ights .

The concentration on the process surrounding the
ratification of the Meech Lake Ä.ccord made it easier for the
governnents in favour of it to create a sense of panic at the
thought of its faiÌure. Bc¡th the ÞIinnipeq Free Fress and the
Globe and MaiI r^rere manipulated in this instance (bab].es 4 and
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5), where a concentration on political process resulted in 40

percent of Globe and Mail and 20 percent of v{innipeq Free

Press stories mentioning the impending crisis if Þ{eech Lake

ln¡as not ratified by the deadline. This is a result of the
fact that a procedural emphasis brings to the forefront

seemingry insurmountable probrems such as stalemate, stymied

discussions and destroyed evolutionary processes.

Tl¡e contrast between the concentration on process

versus structure in the mäss media coveräge of the lleech Lake

negotiations therefore has several linkages to the major theme

of the thesis. Through the use of the wire-services, report
styre articles instead of indepth analysis, and a generaÌ

emphasis on procedure, the press, whether wittingly or not,
allowed a sense of crisis to be built around the death of thc
Accord.

This sense of crisi-s is sympathetic to the prof it
motive as it is one of the factors according to Roy which

makes a story attractive to the journalist. rn other wordsn

exciting stories which contain a review of the political
process are more easily produced than comprex articres that
conl-ain dry constitutionar discussion. rt is possibre to
receive a political process update from a wire.-service which

wilr be objective and somewhat superficiar but" an indepLh

examination of the issues surrounding Meech Lake by Forsey

would require a large amount of space (1400 words) and the
torerance of advertisers who did not agree with the article
(Globe and Hai1, 2I September 1989, ,A19).
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The tendency for exciting stories with dire

consequences (especially for the readers directly) l-o be

chosert as news stories in tl¡e nevrs scl,cctiorr process has been

well-documented by Ray Eldon Hieberto Donald F. ungurait and

Thomas !ü" Bohn. Hieberto Ungurait and Bohn explain that

these criteria include firstu timeliness, . certain1y
one of the most important aspects of news is its ner.Jness.
Second is proximity, as the interest in a story increases
as it approaches the population concerned- Next follows
the prominence of the individuals involved I for instance
political leadersI. Fourth is the consequences of the
event, especially as pertains to that media outlets
subscribers. Finallyo the presence of a human interest
angle also affects the story choice. (Hiebert, Ungurait
and Bohn 1974" 346_347)

Thus, with the emproyment of similar criteria for shaping the

image of the Heech Lake Âccord which the public was receiving,

tÌre mass media was accepting the predolriinance of the liberal
perspective even during this important period af

constitutional evolution.

This trend with regarcl to the Þleech Lake coverage

does not illustrate some nefarious capitalist plct, but

instead argues that as the mass media simply treated this

coveraçle as business as usualn "utirizing roul-ine reporting

techniques including highly abl¡reviated and brutarly short
descript-ions of issues and eventsrr? .rnd in rnany cases over

emphasizing conElict, Lhey failed in their societal obligation

to inform the public (Gibbins 1.988, ?.25),

5 -2 -3 Focus on Corrf Ii-ct:
Sensational Political Drama

The third theme of l-hi.s chapter surrounds the mediars

and confrc¡ntation bctweerrtendency to focus on conflict
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prominent per.son.llil-ies. Arl-icles whictr contain conf licl-" are
those which contain elerncnts of br_¡l_h the pro and l-he arrti-
l{eech argument;s v¡ithín theln. .As w¿ts discus:;ed in the previorrs

chapter there are three form.rts for t-he management of conflict
within the ner¡rspapers.

rn Lhe l¡.rttle f<¡r public support, the fact th.rt the

su¡.rporters of Heech }ikened their struggl_e to .ì f ight for
Canadian rlaLiorlalistn lcnt this sicle of the argumenL.l gre.rt
deal of initial support. This bias was unfortunatery

compleLely mi.sh¿lndlecl by thc forces within the national press

a¡rd the bias at the beginning wäs so strongly pro-Meech (6s

¡rercent pro i.n the Gtobe and HaiL, tabJ.e z) t i:fuat a searclr f o¡

problems in this perfect win-win Acco¡d began. TÌris bias i¡r

favour of the Accord cau t¡e linked t-o what one soulcc fa.beled

äs the c'vof r-rtion of the coverage f-ronr çremot-ive endorsement, to
some discus:;ion of- the issues fol-towctl by a return to cmotion

as the deacline appraached" (confidential- r¡rLe¡view 1993i.

,ån inçt;rtant point to .ecknowl<:dge atrout the prim¡rrily
pro-Meech articles ¿rt the birth of the l\ccord was that they
were inexpensive to procluce, rnordinate cf f ort w¿s nol:

required i;o si-ring a ser j es of quotations from sr:veraf not-ll_¡l c:

¡rtr1iticians sr¡clt as Brian Plulroneyo John Turr¡er and Bdv¡ard

Brc¡adbent together and the result wouiil be cr¡ article on Lhe

reacl-ions <-¡f Lhe thrce federal party readers l-o Lhe a.ccord.

Àn example of this approach vras suppliecl by the canadian press
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on 2 May 1987. This article contained a truncated summary of
the reactions of the three federal readers to the Ã.ccord in
less than 300 ç¡ords and no analysis of. the ^A.ccord (ÞJinnipeg

Free Press o 2 Ytay 1987 o L2) - This type of articre did not
require excessive research time or funds, yet was current,
topical and significant to aII Canadians.

As was discussed in chapter fouro the print media had

three methods for dealing with conflict in an article. The

implication which this issue of conflict articre format has

for the duarism in the canadian media is related to the cost
of producing these articles. The least expensive to produce

is the article which simply contains the opposing views of two

or more intervievüees. This typc t-rf article does not require
the expert opinion of two or more authors but simpty a coupre

of short pithy quotations whicl¡ can be molded into a

confrontation. The use of such an article leans toward the
acceptance of the liberally driven profit-motive as a

priority. .â,s was the case during the majority of the F{eech

Lake coverage the two sides Í{ere speaking from diametricarly
opposed views of federarism, and when they debated each other
directlyo the pro-Meech s.ide spoke from a procedural stand

point and the anti-Meech groups concentrated on the structural
deficiencies of the .A.greement.

During this exchange of

inplications of the Meech Lake

focus on conflicts between the

invoÌved. Àccording l-o tal_rte

vehement opinion regarding the

Äccord there was a tendency to
prominenl- personal iti_es

4, the GfoÞe and HaiI and the
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düinni¡-reg Free Press concentrated on personarities and.

conflicts for 46 and 3B percent of their coveïage

respectively- In the television format the theme of corrflict
rose even more frequently. Ftiljan explains that

in addition to presenting an atmosphere of crisis
through the volume of stories on l.leech, the networks
emphasized discord and disagreement between the premiers
in 73 percent of cBC and 60 percent of crv storiãs on
Meech take and the first ministers conferences. (Þlirjan
1990b, 2)

Thuso similarly to the treatmenL in the previous themes, the
mäss media were operating nornially when serecting stories to
explain tt¡is .å.greement. The abirity of the print media to be

re-read while the electronic media has "only one shot to
exprain an issue to an audiencew can be rinked to the more

conflict oriented coveräge by the latter medium (Hiljan 1990a"

2) - Ry ptacing so much emphasis on conflict and confronLation
between personarities they r.'rere decreasing space arlotments
far substantive issues such as the charter of Rigtrts and

Freedoms, aboriginal" minority and +romenrs rights (table 4).
Once the imminent death of the Ãccord became

unavoidable with the procedurar tactics and refusal to
compromise by the two sides of the debateo the frenzied laying
of blame increased. The articles which contained confticL did
not aim to initiate .some kirrd of productive dialogue- rn this
instance then, they failed to fulfirl the vitar role of the
press which is reto raise conflict to the ptane of discussio¡uf
(Sielrert, Peterson and Schramm Lg56o 7). Although these

atticles may have contained inputs from l¡oth sicles of the
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argument surrounding the Ã,ccord there hras no actuar

communication or significant compromise evolving-

Two specific instances of the mass mediars fairure to
contribute to a politicat understanding arise v¡ith regard to
the coveraçle of the Hanitoba position and the concentration on

Hanitoba NDP l{L.A, E1ijah Harper. In the case of the Manitoba

coverage the press provided by the Globe and Þ{ail was, for the
majorityu confrontationar and unsympathetic. The editorial
page typically observed that *the unyielding stands of
Manitoba and Mister werls were bad nev¡s o f.or the Accord and

for the country- er (Globe and Mail Editoriar" zs october lgBgr

A5) - Manitobans vtere likened to un-thinking bullies who were

pulling the nation apart-

rn the case of the coverage on Erijah Harper" the mass

mediafs tendency to focus on conftict comes to light when one

realizes that the bulk of the copy and air time was

concentrating on this lone MLArs stand while a scarce minority
discussed the three procedural mistakes which the progressive

Conservative government of Manitoba had committed: the notice
for the motion vras not published in both official languages;
not enough notice v¡as given; and three motions were made under

Filmon's name (Confidcntial fnterview 1993, Globe and Hail a¡d

hlinniÞeg Free press, l--23 June lgg0).

Ãlthough it is not the mass media?s role to make the
politicar agreements in the nation" some thoughtful anarysis
which r+ourd lead to an awäreness of the issues s oT the
possibirity of some kind of compromise would not be amiss.
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This wourd t-¡e an acceptabre part-time rore for a social
commentary providing instrument" This would in fact be ä
parbial adoption of the mediaos politically significant rore
of the past. This return to the past would elevate the

political discussion and expand the mass media

responsibilities beyond simply giving the media audience what

they wanb-

5.2.4 Geographic Loyalty:
The Domestic Audience

The fourth theme surrounds the motivations for mass

media outrets to display loyarty towards the subscribers and

advertisers that they serve. Given the case study of the

Meech Lake Accord, the differing views held regarding the

l"lanitoba Task Force Report which v¡as introducecl. into the

Manitoba tegisrature 23 october 1989 wilr provide the best

topic for this differentiation. The pro-þtanitoba view whi.ch

was taken by the !üinnipeq Free Pr:ess and the anti-Þlanitoba
position taken by the nationar media, in this instance can be

tied to the opposition betv¡een bhe prof it and Lhe ¡rutrric-
service motive. The acceptance of the dominance of the

profit-accumulation function is simply illustrated through the

business as usual attitude found in bot-h the locar and the

national press.

.As discussed above, the mass media cornpanies cliscussed

in this case study with the exception of the cBC are privately

owned companies which are provi.ding a public service. The
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overall coverage of Meech Lake by the ÞJinnipeg Free press was

49 percent anti-Meech (with 32 percent pro and 19 percent

neutral) and thusr' more supportive of the ${anitoba position
(table 2) " This duar rore in this case is unbaranced in the

direction of favouring the profit-driven side of the industry-

The rocal nev.¡s paper such as tÌre ÞJinnipeq Free press gets its
revenue from both Manitoba subscribers and Manitoba

advertisers. .A.s the source of an economic entityrs revenue is

directly connected with its economic survival, it is in the

company's best interests to be well-received within its local

environment- one saw this tendency illustrated through the

unwillingness of the press to depart from the current opinion
surrounding their reader and advertiser environment,

Arthough this profit-drive may have the most effect

Hiebert et aI's r¡news selection tools of proximity and

consequence'r arso have an effect here (Hiebert, ungurait a¡rd

schramm 1974, 346). The Manitoba Task Force Report was

created in Manitoba and the countryus reaction to it would

have direct consequences (not necessarily positive)o for many

úüinnipeg Free Press subscribers. Þtrhether or not the pro-
Manitoba coverage of the ÞJinnipeq Free Press røas motivated by

the acherence to the mediaçs duty to remain criticar or to a

subtle profit-drive is not the onry issue" because overall the

effect of the action was the same. This action secured the

newspaper!s revenue base in Hanitoba- The outcome of the

ltinnipeg Free Press' actions was a benefit to the profit-

oriented side of the organization.
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Contrary to the coverage provided by the local
newspaper in this case, that provided by t-he nationally based

cBC and the Gl.ot¡e and Þ{ail was much more criticar of the

Manitoba position. The coverage of this Report by the central
canadian media portrayed it as a disruptive factor to the
proce<luraÌ- aims of the Accord. The specif ic coverage of the
Grobe and Þlail v¡as 58 percent in favour of the.ã,ccord and

thuso l{anitoban political leadersu portrayed by simpson and

others as its srayers r¡¡ere seen in a negative light (tabre z).
rn the case of the cBc, the coverage of premier Gary Filmon

was more negative than positive. Mirjan explains that

of the 50 percent of the CBC comments which did not
portray him neutrallyo twice as many menti_ons were
negative as positive. üJhen reportersr statements are
isorated . and cBC reporters discussed the actions
of Manitoba and its government over half the statements
vrere neutral. The remaining statements were eight times
more unfavorable than favorable- (Miljan 1990bs 3)

Based on these findings it is rrot surprising to uncover

severar accusations that the public corporation ¡rherped

Mulroney promote his lleech Lake deal?' (Koch 1990, 15).

Further, the Globe and Mail coverage of the Þ{anitoba

posil-ion was not reported äs a balanced view which refrected
the thoughtful vier,,rs of some Westerners, but instead it

likened Manitoba to an unequar province ( in terms of political

and economic significance) as it stated that the province

demanded severar changes to the Accord. .â.n article produced

by Jeffrey simpson illustrates this point welt- For instance
in the piece r*when Neither side hlilt Budger Isimpson exprains

thatl the Manitoba Report conbains unbridgeable philç5onhica1
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contrasts to Heech take and thuso wirr kill the Agreements!

this" cast the Hanitobans as spoilers (Globe and F{ail o 25

October 1989o Ä5).

fn contrast the Globe and F{ail did nol- Iilcen the Ouebec

points to the ravings of a smarl provinceo they r^rere simply
conditions. Àccording to Benoit Aubin the moderate "ouebec
proposed working with New Brunswick to Salvage Meech takerr and

once again Manitoba was viewed negativety while Ouebec wõrs

viewed positiveJ-y with regard to their willingness to be

f lexible (Globe and Ftail, 27 October 1989, Ã,1) - This view was

held despite Quebec's unwilringness to compromise on the
Ã'ccord before ratif ication. Equarly complimentary to the

ouebec position was a personar appear by Edward Broadbent, in
which he urged Mani.tobans to ¡'end the Heech take deadlock¿ ðs

the Äccord was a measure of English canadars acceptance of
Ouebec'! (Globe and Mail, 27 October 1989, Ã1)- The content
within these two articres made no mention of unreasonable

demands from Quebec.

The tendency of a newspaper to remain geographically
loyar to its audience can be seen here to drive the articre
choices of the Grobe and Mail. The rargest number of Grobe

and MaiI subscribers and advertisers are from central- Canada,

and l-hus" similarly to the interpretation of the winnipeg Free
Press actions, the central canadian papers actions illustrate
a desire to maintain their current revenue source- underlying
this hypothesis is arso the subtle reminder that, by simply
oper.rtirrg as usual they were also accepting tÌre paramountcy of
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the liberal- inspired capitarist aspect of the canadian

liberal-democracy. This argument provides evidence that the
liberal ideology still hords sway oveï the democratic

obligations of the mass media within canada. Given the
pervasiveness of the profit-gathering function in the Canadian

mediao it is thuso difficult to discover strong exampres of
the ¡rsoci.alry responsible pres¡;¡' within a review of the
coverage of the Þleech Lake Negotiations (Siebertu peterson and

Schramm 1955 o 7).

5-3 Conclusion:
Political fdeology and Media .Action

Throughout the evaluation thus far it has been

illustrated that the mass media did to some extent reflect Lhe

political climate surrounding the Fteech take Accord. The

utility of an uncritical mäss media during bhe negol-iations
was minor as their complacency cäused a decided rack of
criticar discussion of the Ã.ccord, illustrated by the neglect
of such serious topics as the Charter of Riqhts and Freedoms

ämong others. rnstead as stated above they accepted the
government position in some cases, without verifying its
varidity. The tangred links to siebertrs authoritarjan modef

of the press come l-o light here- rn general the ¡rlibertarian

duty of the media to provide a check on government powerrr was

not ful-f il led (siebert, peterson and schramm 1956 ¿ 7a) -

tdith respect to the secondary theme and the tendency of
the media to cover political events with an imrrarance in
favour of reviews of the porit.ical pïocess it has become
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evident that the subtrety of the riberar ideorogy and thus the
libertarian model stilr exists here as werr. The provision of
a check on the government is not sufficient if the
investigator cannot act on its criticism and assist in the
achievement of an improvement. Þtrhen reading articres on an

important government issue such as major changes to the
cana<lian constitutiono the reader should be receiving more

than a procedural update on the situation.
.As the Meech Lake .å.ccord ç¡as to fundamentarly change

the poe¡er distribution in the canadian federar system, al1
canadi-ans had the right to a mass media provided pubric-
service which carefully reviewed the Ã,ccord in terms of its
structure. Any ress than a thoughtful examination of the
entire dear would be and indeed was considered inadequate. .â

return to the potiticarly relevant press styre of the pre-
confederation period would alleviate this probrem. Ä.

carefulry observed re-introducLion of some of the more

positive aspects of the authoritarian model could be of some

benefit- .As long as the bar-ance betv¡een opposing sides r¡¡as

monitored, canadian citizens courd examine both sides of än

issue through competing newspapers. Thus" the public courd
form their opinions and views based on accurate information"
rather than superf icial win<low-dressing -

Related to the fairure of the government to convince
canadians that the nation wourd disintegrate if the deal
failed, wäs the fairure of the press to manage the debate in
the cou'bry adequately- Thuso a need r.or a more sociarry
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responsible press arises. As was stated above and in the
previous chaptero the fact that the proponents of the Äccord
concentrated on process wkrile its opponerrts emphasized

structure was not brought' to the forefront of the discussion-
This role u¡ould not entail the active shaping of political
viewpoints but rather, a raising of all- the views suïïounding
the issue, not simply those hetd by the most powerful
political and economic elites.

Ä discussion involves the exchange of ideas on the säme

topics between two or more individuals or groups. .As the
canadian mass media was a forum for the incongruent (process

versus structure) informatÍon exchange discussed aboveo it
failed in its responsibility to ?iraise conflict to the plane

cf di=t--u=sid'rl¡r (siebert, p*tez=.,;li artd schrÈtn:n ig56 , 74) . TF¡i;

idea would not entail the mass media creating new conflict but
instead" ensuring that the totality of conflict surroun<ling a

subject be uncovered.

such action on its part wourd justify its position as

holder of the public trust in this regard. The discussion
surrounding the constitution and its continuing evolution,
which affects every canadian warrants more serious analysis
than the,rverage political news sLory, but_ it was not afforded
this respect, According to .Alboim the media treated it as any

other pol itical nehrs story-

The national press corps regarded this as a politicar
exercise- . . .hlhere !{e may - have 1ost the handleon this thing is that once the poritical exercise wasover, many of us lr¡st sight of the fact that there was afundamentar realignment of the country. hre proceeded to
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cover the exercise as a continuing
exercise where the first ministers,
fragility of the .A.ccord, rushed to(Gibbins 1988 " 236)

poì-itical management
realizing the

nail it down. _

This fail-ure of the mass media to appry the significance
v¡arranted to the .A.ccord coverage rdas a disservice to the
public- comparing the mass mediars obligation to provide an

informative service to the public with its actuar performance
during the Meech take negotiations leads to the conclusion
that there was a breakdown of the pubric-service aspect in
this case.

To summarize then, the review of the four sub-themes
regarding the mass media coverage of the Meech Lake

negotiations ill-ustrates clear linkages to the larger theme of
the dual role of the media in canada. Based on the primary
antl secondary reseaïch material util ized it is evident that
the poritical debate surrounding the Meech take Accord was

neither elevated nor informed- Through the examination of the
motivations which the mass media held in terms of the four
sub-themes and their reration to the dualism within the
canadian mass rnedia, tt further became clear tha_t the
collective inability (or unwillingness) of the mass media to
r¿rise serious poriticar debate was driven by broad riberar-
inspirecl capibalisl- trends within the meclia. Thus, one cän

concrude that the profit-motive was operating rargery
exclusive of the public_service orientation in r-he case study
of the bleech Lake coverage- The specific case of the mass

media?s inadequate coverage of the Meech Lake .A.ccord indicates
ä failure of siel;ert' Peterson and schrammrs ljbertarian model_
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of the press on a bheoreticat rever. Ä solution to this
specific problem is found in the generar theory once agai',
through the introduction of siebertes social-responsibility
nroder of the press encouraged by some government regulation
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CH^APTER STX

THE MEECH L.AKE c.A,sE: PROBLEMS ÀND soLUTroNS

The exproratiorr of mass media performarrce durirrg the
four yeàT Meech Lake constitutional negotiations reveals that
the general shortcomings of the canadian media stem from a

ross of bal-ance between the libertarian motivations or
freedoms and the sociar obligations of the press. such a

definil-ion of the pzobrem rinks the canadian situation to
siebert et arrs sorution which was to estabrish a sociarry-
responsible press in änsweï to the excesses of the libertarian
view- rn the canadian situation" given the tory erement and

its acceptance of state invorvemento a plausibre method to
achieve such a sorution is through government reguration.

Ä return to the history of government reguration in
this sector provides a series of possibre sorutions to the
dilemrna facing the canadian state in its search for baLance.
From these options, the solr¡tion which v¡i11 arlov¡ the private
mass media to ¡'compete freely in the market prace of ideasr?,
yeto increase the quarity of their potitical anarysis will be

developed thuso attaining a better barance between the three
poritical icleologies without forsaking liberatism completery
iEa¡tian i987,- ?6i = In otdel to establish the need for ãn

increase in the reguration of this sector a brief overview of
the concrusions regarding Heech Lake coverage wirl be

empl oyecl -
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6.1 Media Failings: The Meech Lake Case

The general problem which faces the canadian mass media
is the need to reconcile its dual rol-es of profit accumulation
and information provision. The Meech take case study,
examined in chapters four and five reveals that the political
debate r^räs not informative nor elevated" and thus, consisted
of mainly low qualLty information- The coverage can be

defined as uninformative as it failed to provide the generar
public with specif ic analysis and debate about the .ê.ccord. In
order for the discussion to be elevated, it would have had to
be brought out of the politica] backrooms and presented to the
public for their scrutiny. The crisis oriented conflicts were
presented to the pubricn but a higher quality of coverage

which required intelligent anarysis and discussion of the
Accord sections was not- ThÍs lack of a high quallt;-, r-rf

coverage is linked to the argument that riberal-driven
capitalist motives held the majority of infruence above the
tory and social.ist supported obligations of the media. Ä

short review of the major themes of the previous chapter and

the linkage of these four themes with the competition between

bheir differing motivations wirl make the case here.
First, the lack of deepry crit-icar coverage by the

media b¡as partialÌy due l-c¡ the incrcasÍ.ng liberari zation of
canada to the extent th¿lt it relates to the encouraçJeme¡rt 6f
economies of scare. The acceptance of information frc¡m

government sources by an uncritical mass media precluded the
need to spend valuable dollars verifyirrg inputs and therefore
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resulr-ed in a cheaper (economic and anatytic) product- rn his
examination of generar mäss media characteristics chomsky

found that this type of use <¡f official sources ¡ris a resurt
of self-censorshipec (Chomsky 1988" xii). fn the specific case
of the Meech Lake Accord, one sees this tendency operating,
especially in the behaviour of the cBc and the Grobe and Þ{air.

The second generar trend in the Meech Lake coveräge
explored in the two previous chapters saw the proponents of
the.A,ccord (the nationar mass media, cBc, crv and the Grobe
and ì'lair) focus on the process u¡hile the opponents (the rocal
mäss media: !üinnipeq Free press) praced more emphasis on the
substantive issues. Às the analysis revealedo the
overwhelming focus on the political process of achieving
ratification decreased the space and time arrotted to any
discussion of the substanti.ve issues surrounding the r\ccord.
Thus" the coverage in generar racked evidence of än erevation
of constitutional debate-

Third" the mass mediaEs overemphasis on the confrict
between the supporters and detractors of the Àgreement

illustrated the fact that the Àccord was to be covered like a

typical news story, consisting of an emphasis on dramatic
confrontati<-rns between such politicians as Elijah Harper and

Robert Bourassa, without a serious discussion of the
irnpricatioris surrourrding the Âgreeme.t r s f uture impact.
Bagdikian identified a generar shortcoming of mass media
companies which fair to u'prace Iimporta*t events in their]
proper politicar and historical context,, (Bagdikian Lg90,
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2a4). The previous exanrination

intimates the appticability of
situation-

of the Meech Lake Ãccord case

this hypothesis to the Canadian

The journalists who cover the story in this case

sincere in their desire to present the facts about the
the probrem in the Meech Lake case was that the facts
presented were from the wrong lever of analysis. No matter
r+hat the intent was however the resurt of the coveraçJe is what
is criticized by authors such as salutin. rn other words what
matLers here is

functionalism: a way of expraining behaviour that paysno attention to what peopre say that they are doingo oreven what they think they are doing, and concentratesinstead on what they actualry do. rn functionalismn asin poJ-iticsn motives do not matter; what count areeffects. ( Salutin 1990, 15 )

Despite the good intentions of the journarists then, the
resul-t of their concentration on the political process within
the coverage wäs a lack of public awareness of the substantive
complexities and inconsistencies of the .Accord. The fact that
the process oriented articres lend themserves more easily to
conflict-ridden coverage äs discussed in the previous chapter
led to the concrusion that the steady sale of newspapers bras

the priority rather than the desire to search for
conciliation.

This desire to make the news as scintirlating as

possible (for instanceo by concentrating coverage on the
conf ricts be'l-ween the pro-Meech Lake;:s and thc tlissitlents)
does not serve the pubric interest if the inte¡:ests of the

may be

issue;
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publ-i.' rie in the resorution of constitutional issues. rn
their examination of the general media trends Hiebert,
ungurait and Bohn noted that u¡majoz. news decisions are
consumer [not citizen] oriented . ?r and therefore have as a

priority the appeal to profit-making (Hiebertu ungurait and

Bohn 1974i 24'l)- once again this widespread observation can
be applied to the mass media actions during the case study.
As Bagdikian observed in the worrd media companieso this
desire for profit is not necessariry conscious but, simpry the
way of doing business in a capitalist oriented system for
!?both advertiser and owner [who] want the audience to remairr
in àn acceptÍng attitude toward both the news and advertising,u
(Bagdikian 1990, Zl"Sr. The acceptability of such media
actions by the canadian citizenry points to the pervasive
acceptance of such Iiberal tendencies in Canada.

Thus, the concentration on confrict within the media
covering r'reech Lake pointed to a riberarry supported prof it_
motive. .Any public-service orientation was rost as the
profits from a sustained politicar confrict would serr more

neFrspapers and [eceive more airtlrne than a qulckly achíeved
consensus between the politicat and public players.

The fourth trend which irrustrates the geographic
loyalty of a metlia c¡utret to its subscriptio* popuration and
advertisers reveals its overwherming desire to remain
competitive in its domestic market- Bagdikian exprains that
I'the concept of profit-conscious least objectionable
programminguu Ieditingl i.s at ç¡ork here (Bagdikian 1990, Z3A).
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rn other words the mass media companies want to mainLain a

contented consuming audience. The view that nevüs is simply
another product to consume does not read t;o a high quariLy of
politically relevant journalismo än effect which was observed

in this case study- rn this case, the impact of liberal j.sm is
found in the economic and politicar compartmentalization of
communities into small oppo.sing consumer groups- The specif ic
example in this case rá¡as the constituency appear of the

newspaper coverage of the l,Ianitoba Report and poritical

fallout that resulted.

Finarryo tlre penchant that the media have for baking

the economic path of least resistance is illustrated by the
general role which they chose during the Heech Lake

negotiations. fnstead of questioning their government sources

they often accepted the stories which they were given from
official sources with no question. The cBC was especialty
guilty of a lack of effort in verification of {:he facts in its
immediate acceptance of the nationar government's view

gathered at the press scrunìs featuring Stanley Hart anrf ttrorm

Spector (Confidential Interviews L993),

This compracent acceptance of information withou{- Lhe

effort or expense of investigation gives strength to the

argument that the reduction of costs a¡rd inc¡ease ilr revenuc

are of vitar importance. The f urther canadian l¡redia

acceptance of the political proponents focus on process, and

the resurting play by ptay type coverage of the debate, reads
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one to accept the general mass media tendencies advanced by
Chomsky who claimed

the reason to give sucrr heavy weight to official sources. is partly a matter of cost: taking informationfrom sources whÍch can be presumed creclibte reducesinvestigative expense, whereas material from sourcesthat are not prima facie credibreo or that might elicitcriticism or threatso requires careful checkiñg andcostly research. (Chomsky 19BBo 19)

Thus, the acceptance of established media sources can drive
coverage toward the broadest position on the poritical
spectrum- This results in a brokerage tendency among

communications institutions, wherein they attempt to appeal to
the largest audience possible. such a broad appeal does not
(and did not in the case of Meech take) lead to rrCanadians

being well-informed about their country and its governmentr!

(Vipond 1989, I54) -

Through this review of bhe problems witlrin l-he Canadian

mass mediao reveared through an analysis of its coverage of
Meech takeo one can divine an imbal-ance betv¡een the mediaes

capitalist function of surviving economicarly and ttreir
fundamental sociar obrigations in a Iiberal-democracy. This
inequity has further resulted in a decided lack of high
quality mass media coverage of the ì,feech Lake negotiations, a

problem which must be solved in order for the mass media to
exercise their democratic obligations in future constitutional
evolution- rn order to examine the possible sofutions to this
inequality, a historical review of the federal governnrenr_¡s

regulation of the communications industry is required.
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6.2 Media Requtation:
A Precedent from the past

The previous review of the canadian mass media

performance during the Meech Lake negotiations illustr¡rLeC a

failure¿ oh the part of the media to provide the public with a

quality of infornation surrounding the subsLantive sections
and consequenses of the Àccord- .A. government initiative to
correct this behaviour wirl¿ ðs previously discussedn meet

with resistance from the sector. Thus¡ äs a controversial
step is requiredo the government must re-introduce poticy
tools it has utilized in the past (Bell t_990, 138).

Àn <¡bservation which arises from a review of the
literature surrounding the deveropment and present state of
the communications sector is that the class and degree of
government reguration varies greatl-y as a function of the ma^ss

rnedium in question- The types of governmenL invol-vemenL in
this case are I'the deveropment of the pubricly-owned media,
content criteria and the utirization of subsidiesrr (vipo'd
1989ù L46)- Despite the widely held view that communications

entities (of any type) have specific obliga.Lions to the
nation's citizenry (such as ensuring that they are welr-
informed and thus, carì exercise their vote effectivery) 

" the
history of the federar governmentrs reguratory poli.cy
illustrates a dif fering view of the broaclcasting anrl prinl-
media - Despite their ctif f erent orientations, their: failure t<:

perform irt Lhe case of the Accord may shatter this ¿iv.isiol.
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currently, hor¡¡ever, the policies support the idea of a

contrasting na{-ure within the mass media. Marc Rabc-ry

explainso that, in the case of the erectronic media generarry

despite the system's formar autonomyo ottawa has tended
to view broadcasting as an extension of the state
particurarry in ascribing to the cBC a role in thepromotion of nationar unity. (smitho MacKinnon and
Courtney 19 91 , l_ B 1 )

Thus, the direct role that the state has ptayed in ttre

development of the specific poricies within the broadcasting
media are to be expected (and perhaps the pro-Meech position
adopted by the CBC is not so surprising). .An indication of
this intense involvement is evidenced by the fact thato
throughout the 'rsixty-seven years since its inception it has

endured a Royal commission armost every decadew (El1is rg7g,
ii).

converseryu the print media have experienced onry three
Royal commission specific to that medium since 186? (Àudrey

1983s 4l-42) - Throughout their history the print medi.a have

been less susceptible to direct (and unsoricited) go*rernrnent

reguration as since pre-confederation times they have been

lobbying the government for subsidies Iand estabrishing
the idea thatl . on culturar and potitical grountls
¡t was important for canadians to reaã newspaper-s sothey courd be werl inforrned about their couñtiy ancl
their government. (Vipond 1989, L54)

Hence, in the case of the print media its existence previous

to the birth of the canadian state allowed it to develop a

degree of politicar ancl institutional_ autonomy. This clegree

of freedom has not been enjoyed by the broadcasting medium

which was established werl after the Royal consent was givcn
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to the British North .å.merica Äct, ]_867. This tenclency for
subsidization to be the government tool of choice with regard
'bo the print rnedia allows thenr to sirnpry receive government

financial support without direct poricy intervention.
unfortunatelyo the print mediaus poor performance during the

Meech Lake debates leads one to question the wisdoln of
government subsidization of a medium which is no ronger

ensuring that the community is welI informed.

This institutionar autonomy which al1 mass media

possess to a degree has resulted in what vipond describes as ä

history of ?'government policy that has been oriented

toward improving distribution systemsrr (Vipond 1989 s ]-7g).

The concrusions drawn from the examination of the mass media

coveraçle of the Meech take .Accord alternatively, ilrustrate

not a lack in the quantity or efficiency of distribution, but
rather, a need to improve the product which is distributed
through these (presently) highly capable systems- Despite

their fairure to effect a noticeabre improvement in the
quality of canadian mass media performance, these policies do

provide a precedent f.or government direct-ion in the sector.
The methods of government intervention are vast;

however for the purposes of bhis enquiry they will be Ìimjterl
(as stated above) t<¡ three major types: governrnent operatecl

outrets, content restrictions and subsidies, Harry J. Boyle

exprains that with regard to the erectronic mass media

in the ICanadian] situation" these controls - can
play a vita.l- r:ole in helping to maintain . culturaL
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autonomy. One method is by restricting content
and another is through government financed broadcasting-(Singer L975¿ 194)

The specific manifestations of Lhese first two policies are
the cRTc canadian content regulations and the publicry

f inanced cBc. Specificallyo with regard to L-¡roadcasting .¡¡d

the .A.ccordn government action to arleviate the rack of
substantive content could ensure that the Canadi.ln public is
better informed about future constitutional negotiations.
These government regurations in the broadcast media have

allowed for direct state influence on the communications

poricy and the subsequent actions of the institutions-

The justification for the direct intervention of the
state apparatus into the erectronic mass mcdia is dc:fined by

its unique nature as a medium. Given the technological
limitations of the broadcast media vipond explains thaL tl¡e
erdemand for government reguration rests on two assumptions:

that the airwaves are a pubric resource, and that spectrum

scarcity existsft (vipond l-989, 155). The Fowler Re¡ror.L

similarly to others commissioned by the federal staLe

consequentry praces significant restricL,ions on ttre mcdium.

Boyle explains that tlre comrnissioners obse¡:vecl that

the reverse side of ttre coin of freedom is responsibirity
and clisciprine- No broadcasLing agency c-an vali<Ì1y cl¿¡imto be independent of der-aired poriticar interference andcontrol unLess it is preparcd to l._¡c resf)or-ìsil¡rc andrealistic in the use it makes of its freedom. Atl
broadcasLing agencies both pubtic and private - arerecipients of public support irr the right to use scarcepublic assets. They must pay for these rights by giving aresponsible performance, and the state is fully entitlcdto ensure that this tzust is honour:ed- (singer 797s" 198)
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Howevero despite this viev¡ the regulatory actions of the
government have f¡een singularly unsuccessful in counter-acting
the trend tor"¡ard greater conmercializaLion in the sectoro such

that canadars public broadcaster is rfearning zo percent of its
income from advertising'n (vipond 1999 , 92) - eÍithin the print
media this trend is even more pronouncecl, with a comprete rack
of a publicly owned press. The mass media involved in the
coveraçJe of Meech Lake did not reach their responsibre
performance obligations and thus, provide specific
justification for more direct government action,

The canadian content restrictions have been no more

successfur in controlting the increase in the capitalist
drives r+ithin the mass media. .ê. review of the history of the
canadian content regurations reveals the fact that *they are
open to wide interpietation and abuse', (J\udley 1983" 259 _60 ) .

one of the underryirìg reasorrs for the constant use of
regulatory loophol-es is the lack of a varying degree of
penalties which the CRTC can employ when a broadcaster fails
to follow the mandated guidelines.

The main penalty which the cRTc possesses is that of
rrrevocation of the broadcastc-rs licence. rt is d very harsh

penarty given the heavy capital investment made .lnd is
bheref ore almost never usedr' (Vipond 19S9 o I].6) - .A.lsoo to
penarize a community's only broadcaster j.n this way wourd

limit the public{s ability to remain informed. Thuso to rimit
such abuses än escalatory radder of penalties courd be given

to the reguratory agerìcy. sr¡ch a variety of penalties coul<l
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incl-ude for instance a demand by the cRTc that the company in
question submit budgets ancl a list of expected expenditures to
improve its performance Lhe next session. The GRTC does hord

within its regulatory powers 'fthe ability to impose specific
restrictions on individual licences'r (Eaman 198?, r3z) and

thus, there exists a precedent for such action. This action
could address

the Auditor-General Kenneth Dye¡s taptl criticism of the
CRTC for having no effective system for checking on
v¡hether stations meet their promises of performãnce to
the commission. . Dye lfurtherr comprained that the
system was so lax that licences v{ere rarery cancerled

(A.udley 1983 " 26A)

Thus, a lack of reguratory maneuverability courd be repraced

with a greater number of government options to counteract the

rigidity of the present rnethod of punishment, which is so

detrimentar to the mediars freedom that it is not utirized.
similarn although less direct methods of action courd be

introduced in an attem¡rt to raise the quality of the more

autonomous print media.

The increase in the reguration of the print media could
be asslsted by the estal-¡liskrment of a national press councj-Ì

in Canada" which at the outset would have some powers similar
to the CRTC, but, not ttre control over the granting of
licences as exists in the erectronic realm- The possitrle
powers of data collection and scrutiny wiIl be discussed below

as preliminary measures to improve l-he mass ¡ned,ia quarity in
the print sector.
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Ã'nother shortfall in the regulatory f ield is the resull_
of an inadequately comprehensive definition of canadian

content- This requirement of the mass merlia deals simply wit¡r
percentages and therefore the quantity of Canadian

programming. The mass media deficiencies reveared by the
analysis of their coveräge of the I'feech Lake.A.ccord require a

significant improvement in the quality of content. The

entrance of the government into the substantive aspects of
mass media corrtent often resurts in an outcry from the
communications institutions that, the ?'direct intervention of
Lhe state endangers the fundamental freedoms of the pressr¡

(Eaman I9B'7, 74-75) " Despite these claims of unfair
restrictions one must rearize thaL this press freedom is
dependent on their maintenance of a high quarity of coverage-

I{ilfred Eggleston explains that

a primary concern of man in a wfreew society, of
democrati.c intentions, is to obtain speedy and accurate
information on what is going on about him" so that he
can react intellígentlyn whether in his f inancj.al_
outlay, his union vote or his choice of government to
serve him. Tn large and comprex societies like ours the
nature of the press its ownership and controry äs well
as its qualil-y - is of paramount importance.
(Kesterton 1957, viii )

consequenLly, the facL that the canadiari mass media no longer
operate as politically cognizant institutions must be counter-
Lralanced with an increased amount of quatity ccirrl-rol, silnilar
to what Canadians would expect in any other indusl_ry.

The government tool of mass me'dia .subsidization is most

prevalent within l-he print media. subsidization of t-he print

media began with the sponsorship of thc partisan press by
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different politicar interests in the pre-confederation years.
This has continued according to vipond in the fozm of reduced

costs of clis Lr ibut i on - Vipond explains thai;

the federal government has directly subsidized the
newspaper . industry for over a century by granting
postal rates for second class mail well below (by as
much a two-thirds) Lhe actual_ cost of carriage-(Vipond t9B9 " L54)

Thusu this dependency on government funding from the print
media acts as a disclaimer to the argument that the mass media

must operate completery free of any state influence (as these

subsidies are soÌicited by the industry members). As the Kent

commissioners observed" besides the decreased postal rates the
newspaper industry also benefit from nan êxemption of the

manufacturers ? sales tax - which . sãves the newspaper

industry about $70 million dollars a year,¡ (Vipond l-989" j.5B ) .

specificallyn in the casc of Meech Lake, inereased government

demands for quarity coverage could be strengthened with a

threat to the print mediars subsidies. The failure of the
media to perform is linked to the underlying acceptance of
profit accumulation and thus¿ ãfl attempt to counter this broad
trend through government controls is ïequired.

These examples of gcvernment fir¡ancial. assisl-ance irr
the print media establish the fact that the Canadian press has

not operated outside of government infruence ancl thus, wilr
not disintegrate if the state funding is tied to the quality
of the coverage provided by the mass media- rn order to give
the state some leverage in ensuring mass media anarysis
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subsidies to the newspaper industry could become dependent on

the enforcement of quality control by the state simirar to the
proposed change to ttre canadian content regulations in the
broadcasting media.

6.3 The Solution: A Ouestion of Ou.rlitw
Throughout the exproration of the regulatory history

of the Canadian mass media four general conclusions have been

revealed. First, although the institutions involved all
belong to the mass media classification, both the type of mass

media and longevity äffect their relative autonomy. The print
media have existed t+rice as 1ong as the electronic media, ancl

by their nature and äge enjoy greater independence. This
differenee in institutional independence from the state has

led to än easy acceptance of government intervention in the
younger broadcast media and a resistance to any policy control
by the state in the mature print media. Thusn despite the
different treatment which the types of media receiveu the
precedent for state intervention exists and henceo makes it
more 1i.kely.

Secortrl , the govern¡nent operated broadcast metlia has not
c-'ounteracted the trend to the capitalist drive of the mass

media- The rration.ll CBC was in fact cìs superf icial in Lhe.ir

coverage of the events surrounding thc Heech Lake Accord ¿ìs

the privately ovrned media. Ã public rnediu¡n in competition
with private companies which by their nature emphasize Brofit
cannot then" spend time or funds Õn indepth coverage of
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political issues- This failure of the CBC to
libertari-an wave in the press underscores the
practical measures -

counter-act the

need for some

Thirdu the state policy enforci'g canadian content
would be more effective if it tied the issuing of broadcasting
licences to a requirement of high quality coverage by the
erectronic media member invorved. rn general., ärl that the
government wourd be ensuring is that the medium produced some

indepth political anarysiso not support for their policies.
subsequentry, if the mass media outlet fails to meet the
requirements of the ricence, the cRTC?s possession of a wider
range of disciplinary tools (than the extremes of revoking the
licence or ignoring the trarrsgression) could enhance the
improvement from the status quo-

Fourth" in the case of the print media in spite of its
claims of comprel-e indeperrdence from the state apparatus it
solicits sul¡sidization from the federal state. The existence
of stal-e intervention is Lhus" not compretely foreign to the
press - Government support has not resulted in the mass

mediaQs complete subjugation to the state and thus borsters
the argument that some further state invorvement will not
restrict mass media freedom- rL is possible for Lhe state to
have sorne irrput äs the resurt of the creation of a national
press council introduced above.

This national- press council v¡ould be a

agency mandateC with tracking the perform¿lnce

cìcross the country. The general responsibilit

government

of news¡lapcìrli

ies could
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include: an annual review of the amount of editorial outputs
verslrs advertisements; a scrutiny of the actual amount of
editori.ll personnel at the outlet (with due regard to the size
of the operation); an annuar performance ranking (profits and

reinvestment expenditures) betrn¡een different outlets of
sinrirar sizeo and än internal comparison of single newspapers

over the previous three years- This sorution wourd require
the hiring of community-interest representatives or ombudsmen.

The ombudsmen positions would be fillecl by affiliated
staff members of the press councir and emproyed by the
government agency, so that they could nc¡t be dismissed by the
nev¡spaper in question if they are not preased with the
onù>udsmartes comments. rt would be these inttividuals who would

corlect the data to make up the nationar press council's
annual repor:ts and comparisons. These persons could act as a

kind of archivist and track editorial and advertisement space

and page pracement over the years, to be submitted to the
press council äs ðn important part of an ànnual report.

The final act of the national press councilo upon

receipt of this data, courd be to present it to the Minister
of Communications with a list of rcconìmendationÍi, and possible
criticism of rong term performance by tlre print media. The

govcrrt¡nerrt possession of such continual data could assist irr

l-he proposal of a practical. set of policy initiatives in the
sector. ft could also increase the jnformed dialogue between

the government and the print media, and resurt in an increase
in qrtality coverage without the neeC of coercive state action.
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The perusal of the pervasiveness of state involvement

in the sector (iÌluminating the existence of. some support for
soci..rl- obri gations ) f-hrough public-enterprise, content
restrictions and subsidization iltustrates cl_early that the
mäss media has survived despite significant state input and

thus, can weather an increase in state vigirance ( if care is
given to guarding against coercion), in order to enforce a

vital increase i.n the quality of coveraçle and benefit the
citizens of the nation.

6.4 Some Concludinq Thouqhts

The purpose of this thesis has been to examine the
significance of the effects of the Hartzian political culture
on the dual poritical role of the mass media in canada, the
inherent problems of finding a barance between profit
accumulation and providing information and the related effect
on the qualiby of poriticar commentary and analysis that they
provide, Further" the investigatlon suggested ä solution to
the imbarance in favour of liberarism,- reflected by an

avoidance of sociar obligations regarding Meech Lake" by

establishirrg a social-responsibility agenda in the
communications system by modifying state regul"etory tools
v¡hich are presentry in existence- To achieve tl¡is task the
thesis entered inl-o a systematic exploration of different
facets of the mass media and its motivations.

rn a politicar inquiry the utiLity of a systematic
examination such as this is four fold. First, the placement
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of the canadian nrass media into the HarLziarr theoretical
context, revears the underrying political ideologies and thus,
motivations or the institution which are rerated Lo Lhe

accumulation and information functions. This aspect of the
investigation uncovers the fundamental trends +¡ithin the
sector" and thus, some explanation of its behaviour in the
case stucy. The major dichotomy revealed at this level of the
anarysis ÞIas the competition between the three fragments for
paramountcy within the communications industry.

second, by situating the canadian mäss media within
their historyu one can trace the trends createrf from the above

interpray of ideologies within the sectoro and propose

practical solutions. This lever of the inquiry arlows one to
give the institutions political depth and colour às a resurt
of the observation of their evolution. This pracement of the
mãss media in history arso offers some insight into their
present structure. As the structure of the canadian media is
the ¡iroduct of their historicar evorutionn the aþ¡areness of
this fact will exprain the general poricies and specific
practices which they forrow, and provide guidance in solving
probl.ems.

Besides the general overview of the theorctical and

historicar roots of the media the emproyment of ä specific
case studyo provides the third benefit, as iL alrov¡s the
previousry revealed trends to be appried to a canadian

politicar event. General trends in the media such as

increasing commercialization àre interesting in the abstract;
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however rn¡hen one can observe them manifested in current
poritical events and the resulting poor quality of coveräge it
is cause for alarm.

The final benefit of the systematic anarysis is that it
provides ampre sources as reference for a cure to the
institutionar probrems - The search for a viable soLution to
the pre-dominance of the profit motive is aided by an

awareness of the politicat motivations of the institutiono a

knowredge of its evorution through time, and its present
structurar characteristics. Thusn the systematic anarysis of
the mass media within this thesis generarly increases the
aü¡äreness of the persistent problems within the canadian mass

media, some of their causes and possibte practical solutions.
Äs h¡as discussed previously, in Canada given Lhe

democratic demands made of the mass media" they cannot simply
be viewed as private enterprises, one must remernber their
public-service obligatior¡s, The theoretical and historical
explanaLions for the mass media fail.u¡e at Heech Lake adds

strength to the argument that something must be done äs they
reveal the overwhelming trends tov¡ard a further decline of the
quality of mas^s media performance.
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